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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The economy is changing from an industrial economy to a knowledge-based economy, which causes knowledge to
be the most important strategic resource for organizations. To obtain a maximum amount of knowledge, workers
have to talk and interact with each other. At the same time new communication tools arose, which encouraged some
organizations to choose for the New Ways of Working principle (Bijl, 2007). NewWoW can be seen as a collective name
for new work concepts and management principles, which are characterized by independency, time and space flexibility
and mutual trust between the manager and the employee (Peters et al., 2011). Together with the office innovations
of the NewWoW, the activity-based workplace (ABW) concept started to gain attention. ABW’s contain different types
of office settings that support different types of work activities (Appel-Meulenbroek, Groenen & Janssen, 2011). This
NewWoW and ABW concept, is also being implemented in academic office buildings, but this takes longer due to the
high costs and financing by the government (den Heijer, 2011). Although normal office buildings and academic office
buildings both developed new types of spaces because of the NewWoW and ABW concept, academic office buildings
do have additional types of spaces, which have to be taken into consideration (e.g. lecture spaces).
With the NewWoW, interactions can take place wherever you want and whenever you want. However, face-toface interactions will always be essential. Face-to-face interactions are necessary to gain the minimum amount of
productivity, job satisfaction and organizational commitment. Less face-to-face interactions could negatively affect the
relationship between colleagues, which eventually could lead to less knowledge sharing (O’kane, Palmer & Hargie,
2007). Also, it is important for present academic buildings that they stimulate the face-to-face interactions across staff
and students of different departments (Gorgievski et al., 2010). Therefore, the physical work environment will always
be essential too.
Besides the changes in normal office buildings and academic office buildings, being innovative became a key element
in being a successful organization. For organizations to be innovative, interacting with colleagues and other people is
necessary. A lot of research has been done in normal office buildings about where interactions take place and which
elements of the office lay-out can stimulate interacting. However, little research has been done about which factors
have an impact on the location type choice of the interaction in academic buildings. Especially, research about the
interactions between students and employees and users of different university departments (i.e. tie characteristics)
as well as the effects of these interactions on the location choice is still lacking. Also, it is expected that multiple
personal characteristics, such as age and gender, have an effect on the location choice of the interaction. Having more
knowledge about which factors influence the location type of the interaction creates oppurtunities to design buildings
that align with the interactions and the type of users. This could also lead to a decrease in the incorrect use of the
work environment. Moreover, to know more about where and with whom interactions take place, and what variables
influence the location choice inside a university building, the following main research question was defined:
‘How is the location choice of face-to-face interactions between academics and students in academic office buildings
influenced by personal characteristics, interaction characteristics and tie characteristics?’
To be able to answer the main research question, several sub-research questions will be examined in this thesis. These
sub-research questions are:
1.
How has the physical work environment of academic office buildings changed over the past years and what
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2.
3.
4.

location types can be distinguished nowadays?
Which personal characteristics, interaction characteristics and tie characteristics are likely to have an effect
on the location type choice of an interaction in academic office buildings?
What is the effect of the personal characteristics and the tie characteristics on the interaction characteristics?
What is the effect of the personal characteristics, the interaction characteristics and the tie characteristics on
the location type choice of the face-to-face interaction in academic office buildings?

Literature
At the very start, when office buildings started to emerge, the building was in support of the primary process of the
business. In other words, form followed function. However, with the world changing from an industrial economy to
a knowledge based economy, the office designs started to change too. Multiple office concepts passed in review,
such as ‘Taylorist lay-outs’ (Benschop, 2013), ‘bürolandschaft’ (Kleijn, 2011), ‘combi-offices’ (van Meel, 2011) and
offices combining leisure and work. Nowadays, the employees needs are increasingly taken into consideration, which
led to new location types. According to Appel-Meulenbroek (2011) regular activity based offices are facilitated with
workspaces, meeting facilities and lunch areas. Another research of Appel-Meulenbroek (2014) studied interactions
in more specific location types, such as the coffee corner and hallway. Marmolejo et al. (2007) suggested to facilitate
academic buildings with spaces such as, concentration rooms, informal meeting spaces and lounge areas. In addition,
the website of the Eindhoven University of Technology added some other facilities to this list such as a reception,
lecture rooms and a supermarket. Last, Boutellier et al. (2008) distinguished more specific location types in their
study, such as the copy area and the lift area. Moreover, the location types that are distinguished in this thesis are:
own workspace, workspace of the other, meeting room, lecture room/space, concentration room, coffee corner, café/
restaurant, supermarket, in the hallway, by the elevator, space for copying/printing, reception/entrance, lounge area
and informal meeting space/social space.
Although offices have changed and working place independent is possible, the physical office will always be essential
for having face-to-face interactions with colleagues (Allen & Henn, 2013; Greene & Myerson, 2011; O’kane, Palmer &
Hargie (2007). Face-to-face interactions are extremely important for increasing social ties and bonds, commitment,
and group identity (Kiesler & Cummings, 2002). Also, they are necessary for gaining job satisfaction, organizational
commitment (Kirschner, Paas, & Kirschner, 2009; Mesmer-Magnus & DeChurch, 2009; Strubler & York, 2007) and
increasing motivation, team building and a sense of belonging and loyalty (Oseland et al., 2011). Therefore, in this
study only face-to-face interactions are taken into account.
An interaction can have multiple characteristics, which could possibly determine the location type of the interaction.
Literature was found that suggested multiple different interaction characteristics. For instance, Appel-Meulenbroek
(2014) pointed out that very few work related interactions took place near the coffee machine, suggesting that the
work/social relatedness of the interaction is an interaction characteristics, whereas Center of people and building
(2011) distinguished interactions as either planned or unplanned. Other literature indicated that longer interactions
take place in smaller areas whereas shorter interactions are more likely to take place in larger areas (Becker and Sim,
2004). Furthermore, another study stated that knowledge sharing could have a relation with the location type of the
interaction (Bjerrum & Bodker, 2003). According to the ABW concept activities determine the location. Moreover, it is
expected that the activity of the interaction relates to the location type of the interaction. In summary, the interaction
characteristics that are expected to influence the location type choice of the interaction are: interaction activity, work/
social relatedness, initiation interaction, duration and knowledge sharing.
Personal characteristics have been thoroughly studied regarding multiple variables. For instance, Rothe et al. (2012)
suggested that differences in age lead to different location preferences regarding collaboration. The study of Alhammad,
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Faori & Husan (2009) found a relationship regarding the role in the organization and the amount of knowledge that was
shared. Another research suggested that personality also can have an impact on the location type of the interaction
as they pointed out that artistic and creative personalities prefer informal spaces to interact whereas close-minded
people prefer formal spaces to interact (Oseland,2013). Moreover, standard personal characteristics are taken into
account in this study such as age, gender and role in the organization. As university buildings have two types of users
(i.e. students and employees) and they can house more departments, two other personal characteristics are also
considered namely, user group and department.
Last, some tie characteristics were hypothesized to have an effect on the location type choice of the interaction. Present
university buildings should stimulate face-to-face interactions across staff and students of different departments
(Gorgievski et al., 2010). Therefore it is interesting to explore if these interactions have an effect on other interaction
characteristics or on the location type choice of the interaction. It might be that for example interactions between
students take place more often in lecture spaces, whereas interactions between students and staff take place more
often at the workspace. The last tie characteristics, strength of the tie, is often related to the amount of knowledge
sharing in existing literature (Van Wijk et al., 2008; Chiu, Hsu & Wang, 2006). In summary, the composition based
on department, the composition based on user group and the strength of the tie are taken into account as the tie
characteristics. To conclude, this literature review led to the final conceptual model that is visualized in figure I.

Figure I Conceptual model

Methodology
To explore the conceptual model of this study, a quantitative research approach is chosen. The data collection
consisted of two parts. The first part was collected using online questionnaires. To distribute the first questionnaire,
an email was sent to 1300 users of the Flux building, asking whether they wanted to cooperate in the research. In this
questionnaire information about the personal characteristics was collected. For the second part of the data collection
the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) was chosen. The ESM method is a method in which participants are asked to
record something about their experiences on different points in time. For the second part of the research information
about the participants’ interactions with other users in the Flux building was collected. Therefore, we asked the
participants to report on some of their interactions, through answering a few questions about these interactions. The
particpants received text messages and/or e-mails during 10 days, at 3 random times each (work)day, in which they
could enter the questionnaires. The first questionnaire was entered and finished by 259, of which 93 participated in
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the second part of the research as well. This led to a total of 92 participants who reported 643 interactions inside the
Flux building. The interactions are the unit of analyses of this thesis.
In order to analyze the relationships that are described in the conceptual model (Figure I), bivariate analyses were used
firstly. Bivariate analyses can be used to explore the relation between one dependent variable and one independent
variable. The bivariate analyses that were used are chi-square tests, independent sample T-tests, ANOVA tests and
spearman correlation tests. All the variables that turned out to be significant in the bivariate analyses were taken
into account in the Mixed Multinomial Logit Model. The MMNL model was used to analyze all the relationships
simultaneously in a multivariate framework and consideres the location type choice of the interaction as the dependent
variable. The largest advantage of using this model is the possibility to capture unobserved heterogeneity between
individuals, as for every parameter a distribution is estimated (Bliemer & Rose, 2010).

Results
The results of the bivariate analyses showed a lot of significant relations. The significant relations of the personal,
interaction and tie characteristics on the location type choice were also taken into consideration in the MMNL model.
The results of the bivariate analyses for the effects of the personal characteristics on the interaction characteristics
showed a lot of significant results (table II). What is noticeable as well, is that the demographic variables clearly
have more effects on the interaction characteristics than the personality variables. Especially the variable ‘role in the
organization’, which showed to have an effect on all the interaction characteristics. For example, it was found that
university teachers/professors are more likely to have longer interactions (mean=43 min.) compared to the researchers
(mean=36 min.) and the supportive staff (mean=22 min.). Also, the probability that university teachers/professors and
researchers share more knowledge is higher than for the supportive staff. Another variable that showed to have an
effect on many interaction characteristics is the variable ‘gender’. For example, it was found that men are more likely
to have more discussions and meetings, whereas women are more likely to have more catch ups/chats. Besides, the
probability that men have longer interactions is higher compared to women. The personality variable that showed to
have the most significant relations with the interaction characteristics is the variable ‘conscientiousness’. For example, it
was found that a more conscientious personality increases the probability that a person provides or receives feedback,
whereas a less conscientious personality increases the probability that they have a catch up/chat.
The tie characteristics were found to have relations with at least two of the interaction characteristics. The variable
‘composition based on user group’ showed to have more effects on the interaction characteristics than the other two
tie characteristics. For example, it was found that an interaction with participants from the same user group increases
the probability that the interaction is social. However, an interaction with participants from the same user group
decreases the probability that knowledge is being shared.
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Table II Results bivariate analyses

Interaction characteristics
Location type

Knowledge sharing

Duration

Initiation interaction

Work/social relatedness

Interaction activity

Personal characteristics
Age

**

**

**

Gender

**

*

**

Department

**

*

User group

**

**

Role in the organization

**

**

**
**

**
**
*

**

**
**

Extraversion
Agreeableness

*

Conscientiousness

**

Emotional stability

**

Openness to new experiences

**

*

**
**
**

*

*

**

*

*

Interaction characteristics
Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initiation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

**

**

/
/
/
/
/

**
**
**
**
**

Tie characteristics
Composition based on department
Composition based on user group

*

**

The strength of the tie

**

**

**
**

*Significant at 0.05 level, **significant at 0,01 level
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After the bivariate analyses a MMNL model was estimated using the variables that were found to be significant related
to the location type in the bivariate analyses, which means that the variable ‘location type’ is the dependent variable.
Every time multiple variables were added and removed from the model until a model was found which included only
significant variables. The location type ‘workspace’ was chosen as the base level in the model. The value of the adjusted
rho square (0.39) showed that the model has a good fit and performs well. The Unit of Analyses is the interaction. The
results of the MMNL model are visualized in figure III.
Of the personal characteristics, the variables ‘age’, ‘user group’ and ‘role in the organization’ showed to have a significant
relation with the variable ‘location type’. The negative effect for the variable ‘age’ showed that older age decreases the
probability that the interaction takes place in the location type ‘other’. The negative effects for employee, indicated
that employees have a lower probability to have interactions in the location types ‘meeting room’ and ‘project spaces/
lecture spaces’. The last effect of the personal characteristics showed that the supportive staff have a lower probability
to have interactions in eat and drink areas/hallways.
Although the variables of the personal characteristics did show some interesting results, it is clear that the variable
‘interaction activity’ is very important in choosing a specific location type for an interaction. Four out of the six
interaction activities showed to have a significant relation with the location type choice of the interaction. ‘Catch
up/chats’ decrease the probability that the interaction takes place in a meeting room. The same effect was found
for the interaction activity ‘discussion’. In addition, it was found that discussions decrease the probability that the
interaction takes place in ‘project spaces/lecture spaces’ or ‘eat and drink areas/hallways’. Assuming that it is less
likely that discussions take place in the location type ‘other’ (e.g. supermarket and concentration room), discussions
are probably more likely to take place at the workspace. Meetings decrease the probability that the interaction takes
place at a ‘project spaces/lecture space’, whereas meetings increases the probability that the interaction take place in a
meeting room. As expected, ‘lectures, trainings/presentations’ increase the probability that the interaction takes place
in a ‘project space/lecture space’. However, ‘lectures, training/presentations’ also increase the probability that the
interaction takes place in ‘eat and drink areas/hallways’, which is unexpected. Moving on to the work/social relatedness
of the interaction, two significant relations were found. Social interactions increase the probability that the interaction
takes places in ‘eat and drink areas/hallways’, whereas work related interactions decrease the probability that the
interaction takes place in ‘eat and drink areas/hallways’. Last, the variable ‘duration’ was found to have a significant
effect on the location type choice of the interaction. Longer interactions increase the probability that the interaction
takes place in a meeting room or in a ‘project space/lecture space’.
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Positive effect
Negative effect
Figure III Results MMNL model

Conclusion and recommendations
This research contributed knowledge to many research field such as corporate real estate management, anthropology,
sociology and public administration. Previous research studied what kind of interactions take place at different
locations (Whittaker et al., 1994; Rashid, Wineman & Zimring, 2009; Wineman & Serrato, 1999). The location type
was assumed to be an independent variable. However, according to the ABW concept, the location choices of the
interactions of the workers should depend on their activities. Therefore, this research assumes that the locations of the
interactions depend on several interaction characteristics. Furthermore, the majority of the research about interaction
is done in offices of businesses in which only employees are taken into account (e.g. Appel-Meulenbroek, 2009; Appel‐
Meulenbroek, 2010; Boer & Kumar, 2005; Ipe, 2003). This thesis studied the interactions in academic buildings and also
took into account the interactions between students and employees and users of different departments.
In order to analyze the effect of the personal characteristics and the tie characteristics on the interaction characteristics,
bivariate analyses were conducted. The bivariate analyses revealed that the personal characteristics and the tie
characteristics both have multiple significant relations with the interaction characteristics. However, the relative
contribution to explain the variance in the interaction characteristics is the highest for the demographic variables of the
personal characteristics, followed by the tie characteristics and the personality variables of the personal characteristics.
Moreover, the demographic variables are better predictors for the interactions characteristics, followed by the tie
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characteristics and the personality variables.
The main research question however, was about how personal, interaction and tie characteristics influence the location
type choice of the interaction. A MMNL model was estimated that explored the relations of personal, interaction and
tie characteristics on the location type choice of the interaction simultaneously in a multivariate framework. Based on
the results, it can be stated that personal and interaction characteristics both influence the location type choice of the
interaction, whereas the tie characteristics do not. However, the relative contribution to explain the variance in the
location type choice of the interaction is larger for the interaction characteristics than for the personal characteristics.
The tie characteristics and the personality variables of the personal characteristics on the other hand, did not show
to have significant relations with the location type choice of the interaction. Accordingly, personal characteristics and
interaction characteristics are better predictors for the location type choice of the interaction, than the tie characteristics.
Based on the findings it is suggested that corporate real estate managers of academic institutions take into consideration
what the type of users are for a specific building. Age, user group and role in the organization are all variables that were
found to have an effect on the location type choice of the interaction. A suggestion for corporate real estate managers
is therefore to determine a target group to be able to develop buildings that fit the interaction needs of the users. In
addition, the universities themselves can take the results of this study into consideration. The universities could think
about wat kind of interactions are preferable for the departments that are going to be housed in the future building,
so that the building offers enough spaces to facilitate for these types of interactions. Furthermore, the results are also
interesting for HR-managers. The HR-manager could consider if the personal characteristics of the future employees
fit the offered location types of the building and how they can adapt to this. Finally, for the users of academic office
buildings themselves, the results of this study are interesting, because more awareness is created about how their
personal characteristics and interaction characteristics influence the location type choice of their interactions.
Although interesting results in this study were found, there are some recommendations for further research. Because
of the methodology (i.e. questionnaires) in the second part of the research, which was very time consuming for the
respondents, a lot of the respondents did not finish that part of the research. This led to a relatively small sample.
Therefore, a lot of the categories of the variables had to be merged which always leads to losing information. It is
suggested to repeat this study with a larger sample size for more detailed results. Also, a larger sample size increases
the validity of the research and the possibility to generalize the results. In addition, to find out about the personalities
of the respondents, the TIPI (Ten-Item Personality Inventory) measure was used. However, ten questions to determine
someone’s personality it still limited. Therefore, it is recommended that for further research the personality part of the
questionnaires will be expanded.
Furthermore, in the questionnaire it was asked to report one main activity. For further research it is suggested that
more activities for one interaction can be chosen, to get more reliable results. In addition, the results of the study
should be taken with caution as there could be many more reasons why certain people chose to have an interaction
at a certain location. For further research it would be interesting to see if for example the country of origin also plays
a role in choosing a specific location for interacting, as universities are getting more international. Also, it is interesting
to study the personal characteristics of the other person(s) in the interaction in more detail. Besides that, this study is
conducted in one specific academic building, which is also a relatively new building. To generalize the results among
all academic office buildings it is important to repeat this study multiple times in different types of academic office
buildings with different types of users. In summary, it is important to repeat this study multiple times to validate the
results. Also, it is suggested to explore other factors that could possibly influence the location choice of the interaction.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This chapter is the start of the research that was conducted on the interactions of the users of academic office buildings.
Section 1.1 starts with some background information about the work environments of academic office buildings and
the interactions in these buildings. Section 1.2 describes the research objective, followed by the research questions
and the conceptual model. In section 1.3 the practical and theoretical relevance of this study is described and section
1.4 shows which research methods are used. Last, section 1.5 gives an overview of the outline of this research.

1.1 Background and motivation

The economy is changing from an industrial economy to a knowledge-based economy, which causes knowledge to be
the most important strategic resource. Multiple researchers pointed out the criticalness of knowledge for the success
of organizations and individuals (Boer & Kumar, 2005; Ipe, 2003; Jen‐te Yang, 2007). In addition, new knowledge leads
to new innovations (Easterby-Smith, Lyles, & Tsang, 2008) and in today’s rapid changing environment, these innovations
are necessary for businesses to always be one step ahead of the competition (López-Nicolás & Meroño-Cerdán, 2011).
For knowledge sharing, workers have to talk and interact with each other. As new communication tools arose, it
became possible to create your workspace wherever you want and to work whenever you want (Bijl, 2007). Therefore,
the workplaces in the office started to undergo a shift. This shift is about a new organizational structure, a new way
of managing the business and a new attitude of mind of the workers and managers and is called the ‘New Ways of
Working’ (NWoW) (Bijl, 2007). Workers are judged on their output instead of their hours in the office. On the one hand,
this NeWoW can lead to an increased worker mobility, cost savings, higher levels of productivity and employment
opportunities without geographical limits. On the other hand, workers could feel isolated, they could experience a
seven-day workweek and thus higher levels of stress (Bijl, 2007). In addition, because of the new technologies, mobile
offices, paperless offices, videoconferencing and flexible workspaces started to arise (van Meel, 2011). These office
innovations led to the so-called ‘Activity-Based Workplace’ (ABW) in offices. ABW’s contain different types of office
settings that support different types of work activities (Appel Meulenbroek et al., 2011). Workers are now able to
change their workstation multiple times a day according to their activities. These ABW’s were made as a response
to the changed needs of the workers, as workers were able to work place independent. Although this sounds like
a win-win situation, research also reported misusage of the ABW (Appel-Meulenbroek et al., 2011). This misusage
emphasized the importance to explore the needs of the workers very thoroughly. The NewWoW and activity based
working, was also implemented in academic office buildings (den Heijer, 2011). However, the change to NewWoW in
academic office buildings takes longer compared to businesses, as renovation of old buildings is costly and academic
institutions are financed by the government (Eurydice, 2010). Thereby, businesses are much more flexible when it
comes to moving to a different building with a better office lay-out, compared to academic institutions because of their
location on the campus.
With the NeWoW, interactions can also take place wherever you want, using communication tools like email and
WhatsApp. However, these technology tools have a lot of disadvantages too. E-mail, as it is one of the most popular
methods to interact (Staplehurst & Ragsdell, 2010), for example can isolate and depersonalize a relation, it can lead
to avoiding face-to-face interaction and to misunderstanding each other (O’kane, Palmer and Hargie, 2007). Although
those technologies make it possible to work wherever you want, the physical office will always be essential for workers
for multiple reasons. One of the most important reasons for the physical office to be essential, is that the physical
work environment can help stimulating face-to-face interactions between colleagues (Allen & Henn, 2013; Greene &
Myerson, 2011; O’kane, Palmer and Hargie (2007) Proximity, aural accessibility, lay-out, visibility, and the presence of
different facilities, like meeting rooms, are all factors that influence the number of face-to-face interactions (AppelMeulenbroek, 2009; Appel‐Meulenbroek, 2010; Whittaker et al., 1994). Those face-to-face interactions between
workers are of major importance as less face-to-face interactions could negatively affect the relationship between
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colleagues, which eventually could lead to less knowledge sharing (O’kane, Palmer and Hargie, 2007). Also, Faceto-face interactions are necessary to gain the minimum amount of productivity, job satisfaction and organizational
commitment. In addition, the physical workplace is also seen as a tool to create more commitment and identification
with the organization, it could create feelings of belonging and provides professional support when needed (Harpaz,
2002). Another advantage of workers being present at the physical office is that unplanned interactions and informal
interactions take place, which do not occur when workers work from home. Informal communication aids workers
in learning about each other, which supports the social relation and the collaboration (Kraut et al., 1990; Marouf
& Doreian, 2010; Whittaker et al., 1994). These studies mainly focus on research about stimulating interaction and
knowledge sharing in business organizations, which ultimate goal it is to make profit. However, interacting and thus
sharing knowledge is just as important for academic institutions as their main goal is to produce, distribute and
applicate knowledge (Cheng, Ho, & Lau, 2009).
If the office lay-outs of academic office buildings in the past are compared to the lay-outs of the present a lot has
changed as well. In the past, the biggest objectives were to assign enough space to each department, to minimize
the walking distance to the administrative offices and to provide a certain level of comfort for all the departments
(Ritzman, Bradford, & Jacobs, 1979). These objectives resulted in traditional organized office lay-outs with lots of
cellular office space. Cross departmental contacts were limited by the formal pre-planned meetings and students
did most of their exercises at home and only came to the university to attend lectures (Gorgievski et al., 2010). It is
important that the lay-outs of present university buildings stimulate face-to-face interactions across staff and students
of different departments, increase flexibility and lead to space reduction (Gorgievski et al., 2010). Therefore, the
workspaces in academic office buildings changed as well (Toker & Gray, 2008). Although, the goals of the lay-outs of
both academic office buildings and normal office buildings are the same, there are some noticeable differences in
their lay-outs. Academic office buildings have additional types of spaces such as lecture rooms and project spaces.
Therefore, additional types of spaces must be taken into consideration.
Little is known about where, what kind of interactions take place, between whom. Previous research studied what
kind of interactions take place at different locations. The location type was assumed to be an independent variable.
A previous study for example showed that the presence of meeting rooms stimulates the number of face-to-face
interactions (Whittaker et al., 1994). Other research showed that most of the interactions happened at workspaces
(Rashid, Wineman, & Zimring, 2009; Wineman & Serrato, 1999). However, according to the ABW concept, the location
choices of the interactions of the workers depend on their activities. Therefore, this research assumes that the locations
of interactions depend on several interaction characteristics. In addition, the majority of the research about interactions
is done in normal office buildings (e.g. Appel-Meulenbroek, 2009; Appel‐Meulenbroek, 2010; Boer & Kumar, 2005;
Ipe, 2003). This thesis focusses particularly on how different face-to-face interactions determine the location choices
in academic office buildings. There are many studies about location choices (Barovick & Steele, 2001; Christersson &
Rothe, 2012; Greenhalgh, 2008). However, these are often about where to locate an organization, which is on building
level. This study focusses on location choices within a building. In addition, normal office buildings know only one type
of user, namely employees. Academic office buildings have two types of users: employees and students. Therefore, this
thesis also studies the interactions between students and employees.
Not only the characteristics of the interaction are likely to have an impact on the location type of the interaction.
Multiple personal characteristics are said to have an effect on the location type choice as well (Oseland, 2013).
Creative personalities for example prefer meetings in informal places like bars or cafés, whereas more closed-minded
personalities prefer to have meetings in formal places (Oseland, 2013). As personal characteristics, such as age and
gender, may also influence the interaction characteristics and the location type choices, these relations were also taken
into account.
Last, the relation between the participants of the interaction is likely to have an effect on the interaction characteristics
and the location type of the interaction. For example, multiple researchers point out that strong ties (relations) could
lead to more knowledge sharing (Levin, 2004; Van Wijk, Jansen, & Lyles, 2008; Suckley & Dobson, 2014). Also, it is
expected that strong ties lead to more social, informal interactions. Therefore, the effect of the relation between the
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participants of the interaction is also being considered in this thesis.
Moreover, having more knowledge about which factors influence the location type choice of the interaction creates
opportunities to design buildings that align with the interactions and the type of users, which could also lead to a
decrease in the incorrect use of the work environment. Thus, to get more insight in where, what kind of face-to-face
interactions take place in academic office buildings, this thesis analyses the effects of the personal characteristics, the
interaction characteristics and the tie characteristics on the location type choice of the interaction.

1.2 Problem statement and objective
1.2.1 Problem statement

As mentioned above, the economy is changing from an industrial economy to a more knowledge based economy.
With this change the physical offices in businesses and academic office buildings changed as well. At the same time,
knowledge sharing and thus interactions, are important for academic institutions as their main goal is to produce,
distribute and applicate knowledge. In office buildings, a lot of research has been done about where interactions take
place and which elements of the office lay-out can stimulate interacting among employees. Also, the ABW suggests
that the location choice is the dependent variable. However, little research is done about which factors have an impact
on the location type choice of the interaction. In addition, research about the interactions between students and
employees and different departments, and the impact this could have on the interaction characteristics and the location
choice of the interaction is still lacking. Literature also reported misusage in activity based offices. Therefore, it is of
great importance to know more about where and with whom interactions take place and which variables influence the
location choice. This leads to the following main research question:
‘How is the location choice for face-to-face interactions of academics and students in academic office buildings
influenced by personal characteristics, interaction characteristics and tie characteristics?’

1.2.2 Objective

The objective of this research was to make clear where different interactions take place in academic office buildings,
and also to investigate what drives those location choices by adding different personal, interaction and tie variables.
By understanding what drives the location choices for face-to-face interactions, the types of spaces of academic office
buildings can be adapted to the type of users and to the type of interactions, so that the types of spaces really do
facilitate for the type of users and the type of interactions. Also, facilitating the building with the types of spaces that
are needed could lead to less misusage and eventually to more satisfaction among the users. Moreover, facilitating the
building with the types of spaces that are needed should lead to more interactions and could also lead to a decrease
in the misusage and eventually an increase in the satisfaction of the users.

1.2.3 Research questions

To be able to answer the main research question, several sub-questions will be examined in this thesis. These research
questions are related to the various concepts and the relations in the conceptual model.
Sub-questions:
1.
How has the physical work environment of academic office buildings changed over the past years and what
location types can be distinguished nowadays?
2.
Which personal characteristics, interaction characteristics and tie characteristics are likely to have an effect
on the location type choice of an interaction in academic office buildings?
3.
What is the effect of the personal characteristics and the tie characteristics on the interaction characteristics?
4.
What is the effect of the personal characteristics, the interaction characteristics and the tie characteristics on
the location type choice of the face-to-face interaction in academic office buildings?
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1.2.4

Conceptual model

The main research question is visualized in the conceptual model in figure 1.1. As shown in the figure, the location choices
of the interactions will be determined. It is expected that, based on previous studies, the personal, interaction and tie
characteristics lead to different location choices. In addition, it is expected that the personal and tie characteristics,
as control variables, can have an effect on the interaction characteristics as well. Thus, the conceptual model in figure
1.1 shows that the location type choice is a result of the personal characteristics, the interaction characteristics and
the tie characteristics and the interaction characteristics are influenced by the personal characteristics and the tie
characteristics. Therefore, this study contributes to the complex understanding of where, between whom and what
kind of interactions take place in new academic office buildings.

Interaction level

Personal characteristics
-

Age
Gender
Department
Usergroup
Role in the organization
Personality

Location type interaction

Interaction characteristics
-

Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initiation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing

Tie characteristics

-

Composition based on department
Composition based on user group
The strength of the tie

-

Own workspace
Workspace other
Meeting room
Lecture room/space
Concentration room
Coffee corner
Cafe/Restaurant
Supermarket
In the hallway
By the elevator
Space for copying/printing
Reception/Entrance
Project of creative space
Lounge area
Informal meeting space/Social space
Other

Figure 1.1 Conceptual model

1.3 Theoretical and practical relevance

This study contributed to the understanding of how location choices for face-to-face interactions are influenced by
personal, interaction and tie characteristics, in academic office buildings. Interactions in office buildings have been
a major concern for corporate real estate managers for many years as it can lead to more knowledge sharing and
thus innovation (Kraut et al., 1990; Marouf & Doreian, 2010; Whittaker et al., 1994). To date, authors of multiple
studies confirm that the physical work environment of offices has an effect on multiple interaction variables (AppelMeulenbroek, Kemperman, van Susante, & Hoendervanger, 2015; Coradi, Heinzen, & Boutellier, 2015; Kabo, Hwang,
Levenstein, & Owen-Smith, 2015; Oksanen & Stahle, 2013; Rashid, Kampschroer, Wineman, & Zimring, 2006; Rashid
et al., 2009). However, no literature was found about the effects the other way around and the location type choice
as a dependent variable. In addition, research about interactions in academic office buildings and where, what kind
of interactions take place is still lacking. For example, it might be that social interactions more often take place in the
corridor whereas work related interactions take place more often in meeting rooms or workspaces. Thereby, some
research about interactions in academic office buildings only examined the interactions between employees (Toker
& Gray, 2008), while academic office buildings have two types of users: employees and students. This thesis does not
only focus on interactions between employees, but also examines interactions between employees and students. In
addition, this theses examines the differences in location type choices of cross departmental interactions and inter
departmental interactions. It seems that the gap in the literature can be found in all the previously mentioned factors
together, and that the personal characteristics, the interaction characteristics and the tie characteristics are all taken
into account to determine the location choice of the interaction.
The insights that the results of this study will give also have practical relevance, because the results give more insight
in where, what kind of interactions take place, and thus which locations are most preferable for different kinds of
interactions. Earlier research about interactions in office buildings, described the importance of the presence of certain
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spaces (Whittaker et al., 1994). Thus, providing academic office buildings with certain spaces might be beneficial for
the overall performance of the university. In addition, academic workplaces nowadays are changing (Toker & Gray,
2008; Pinder, 2009). Thus, investigating what the effects of this new lay-out are on interactions, seems beneficial for
the innovativeness of the university, as universities should have an innovative character. Is it that certain interactions
take place in certain places? Is it that social interactions take place more often near the coffee machine? Moreover, is
it that certain interactions take place more often in certain location types? To answer these questions it is necessary
to know where, between who and what kind of interactions take place. Architects, corporate real estate managers,
housing managers, HR-manager or commissioning companies could take these results into account while planning and
designing for new spaces and buildings for academic organizations.

1.4 Research method

In this thesis multiple research questions will be answered to gather information to answer the main research question.
The first two research questions about the location types of academic buildings and the personal, interaction and tie
characteristics, will be answered by conducting a literature study. The other two research questions will be answered
with quantitative research.
In this research three different sets of variables are considered. The personal characteristics, the interactions
characteristics and the tie characteristics. The first three sets are independent variables and their effect on the location
type of the interaction is researched. The location type of the interaction is therefore a dependent variable and
influenced by the three sets of variables.
For this research a quantitative research approach was chosen and data was collected. The data collection consisted of
two parts. For the first part an online questionnaire was created to collect information about the personal characteristics.
The respondents are users of the Flux building at the Eindhoven University of Technology. For the second part of the
research the Experience Sampling Method (ESM) was used. The ESM is a method in which participants are asked to
record something about their experiences or behavior on different points in time to study the subjective experience
of participants in their natural environment of everyday life (Hektner, Schmidt, & Csikszentmihalyi, 2007). Therefore,
we asked the respondents to report on some of their interactions (meetings) during 10 days, at 3 random times each
(work)day, through answering a short questionnaire about these interactions with their smartphone or computer.
With this second part, information about the interactions and the tie characteristics was collected. The influences of
the personal characteristics, the interaction characteristics and the characteristics of the tie are statistically tested with
different bivariate tests. To test the model in a multivariate framework, the significant relations with the location type
choice of the bivariate tests are tested estimating a Mixed Multinomial Logit Model.

1.5 Outline

Chapter 2 and 3 of this study represent the literature study. Chapter 2 addresses the first sub-question, namely providing
an overview of the location types in academic office buildings. Chapter 3 addresses the second sub-question, making
clear which personal, interaction and tie characteristics possibly can influence the location type choice of the interaction.
In chapter 4 the data collection instrument is described and the variables are operationalized. Subsequently, chapter
5 gives some descriptive statistics about the sample of the case study and chapter 6 gives the results of the bivariate
analyses. All the variables that turned out to be significant in the bivariate analyses are taken into consideration, while
estimating the final MMNL model in chapter 7. This study ends with a conclusion and recommendations for further
research. An overview of the phases of this thesis with the corresponding chapters can be found in figure 1.2.
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Problem statement
Chapter 1
Conceptual model

Literature review

Chapter 2 & 3

Research design

Chapter 4

Data description

Chapter 5

Data analyses and results

Chapter 6

MMNL model

Chapter 7

Conclusion & recommendations

Chapter 8

Figure 1.2 Outline
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ENVIRONMENT OF ACADEMIC
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New university building VU, Amsterdam
9 best new university buildings (AD, 2017)

2. The physical work environment of
academic buildings
The conceptual model includes one variable that is related to the physical work environment of academic office
buildings: the location type. The physical work environment of academic office buildings underwent multiple changes,
which led to several new concepts and locations types. In this chapter these subjects are the basis of the literature
review. Section 2.1 starts with the history of the physical work environment of academic office buildings, all the
changes that the physical work environment went through and the reasons for this change. Section 2.2 will give a short
explanation of the NewWoW concept, what it is and how it is developed. Section 2.3 points out which location types
can be distinguished in academic office buildings. Also, it addresses multiple studies that explore were interactions in
(academic) office buildings takes place. The chapter ends with section 2.4 in which a conclusion is given.

2.1 History

In the past, offices were designed based on their function. The housing was in support of the primary process of
the business. The office had a certain design that was in support of the core business. In other words, Form follows
function. In the 1900’s the office lay outs were straight, linear and heavily influenced by the manufacturing industry
(Benschop, 2013). Workers were crowded together in one large open plan space, which they called ‘Taylorist layouts’ as an engineer Frederick Taylor designed those office spaces. During the 1950’s businesses preferred social
democratic lay-outs that stimulated communications and collaboration and was called the bürolandschaft movement
(Kleijn, 2011). During the 1970’s and 1980’s managers tried to bring a degree of privacy back in the office by designing
multiple smaller spaces to house as many employees as possible, which were called ‘cubicles’. In the late 1970’s Swedish
designers invented the combi-offices (van Meel, 2011). These offices were made as a response to the low amount of
interactions that occurred in the cubicles. The combi-office concept is characterized by multiple cell offices that are
located around a large open space (van Meel, 2011). During the new millennium, businesses realized that it was not
necessary anymore for employees to be in the office all the time because of the development of new technologies.
For some businesses, this resulted in offices that combined leisure and work in one space by for example adding bright
colours, pinball machines and pooltables (Open workspace design, 2016). Although, most businesses realized that that
was not the right way to go, some still use that type of office lay-out, such as Google. Nowadays, the employees needs
are increasingly taken into consideration, which led to the Activity Based Workplace office concept (Appel Meulenbroek
et al., 2011). The Activity Based Workplace offers different types of spaces such as open office spaces, meeting rooms
and breakout areas.
The office environments of academic office buildings underwent some sort of the same developments as the
developments of office environments of business organizations. The developments of office environments of business
organizations is one of the reasons that the office environments of academic office buildings changed (Pinder, 2009). As
stated in the introduction, the change to new office environments of academic office buildings took longer compared
to commercial businesses, as renovation of old buildings or building new buildings, is costly and academic institutions
are financed by the government (Eurydice, 2010).
The first generation of universities started already before the 1900’s, namely around 1100 to 1500 and were called
medieval universities. The method of learning was ‘scholasticism’ which was inspired by famous Greek philosophers,
such as Plato and Aristotle. The main goal of universities back then was to enlighten and to encourage obedience to
God (Vogt, 2005). Research was not included in universities yet and universities were only accessible for the elite.
The university back then only knew four different faculties namely, theology, law, medicine, and artes liberals and the
buildings were mostly located in the city center (van der Zanden, 2009). As the focus was on oral knowledge exchange,
the lecture hall and the classroom were introduced (den Heijer, 2011).
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The second generation universities, which arose after the 18th century, focused more on education and research
instead of religion, due to several philosophers such as Descartes, Hume and Kant (van der Zanden, 2009). The main
goals of the universities switched from encouraging obedience to God, to pursuing scientific knowledge. Professors
not only educated students, but also started to do research in their faculties. Also, within this timeframe, universities
became a research institute with many more disciplines such as mathematics, physics, chemistry and biology. In
addition, the management of the universities changed as well. Every faculty had its own dean, whose role it was to
lead the faculty. Every faculty also had its own board of professors and a rector magnificus as chair of the board. Also
within every department a hierarchy had developed. Every department had a professor as head and was supported by
associate and assistant professors and some other supportive facilitators.
After the 1960s universities in western Europe became available for everyone, instead of just the elite. Therefore, the
universities started to receive subsidies. Now, we are in our third generation universities, which are characterized by
the following focus points (van der Zanden, 2009):
1.
Having a system around the first and second cycle in which the first cycle is to gain basic skills and the second
cycle to gain specialized knowledge in a multidisciplinary way.
2.
Encouraging exchange programs.
3.
Reaching a ‘standard of quality’ by passing a formal assessment .
Moreover, the sharp boundaries between the disciplines disappeared and a multidisciplinary approach was 		
conducted.

2.2 New ways of working

In most academic buildings students work according to the New Ways of Working (NewWoW) and ABW concept.
Moreover, students do not have a fixed workspace and can work whenever they want, wherever they want according to
their activities. For employees this is partially the case. Some employees (mostly PhD’ers) do not have fixed workspaces,
whereas other employees do have fixed workspaces. This NewWoW and ABW concept also caused a change in the
location types of academic office buildings. In this chapter an introduction is given about the NewWoW concept.
The concept of New Ways of working arose to achieve an increase in the productivity of knowledge workers, an increase
in working motivation and an increase in job satisfaction (Bijl, 2007; Laihonen et al., 2012). Although, this concept is
called ‘The New Ways of Working’, van Meel (2011) states that its origin was already found in 1970, when some
product engineers wanted to increase the interactions within their group, by relocating their workers to a new office
space without walls and without own workstations. According to Laihonen et al. (2012) NewWoW can be seen as a
non-traditional work practice, with new settings and new locations, where ICT can complement or substitute traditional
ways of working. Bijl (2009) describes the NewWow as a concept that should increase the workers effectiveness and
efficiency and make the work more satisfactory for both the worker and the organization. This is done by giving the
workers the freedom to work where they want, whenever they want. Workers were judged on their output instead of
their hours in the office. Although multiple researchers use different definitions, NewWoW can be seen as a collective
name for new work concepts and management principles, which are characterized by independency, time and space
flexibility and mutual trust between the manager and the employee (Peters et al., 2011).
Baane (2011) claims that all the initiatives that are taken by organizations to implement the NewWoW, can be
categorized into three segments:
•
•
•
•

Bricks: Which is about housing and facility aspects, with the following important characteristics:
A housing concept that offers multiple types of workspaces
An inspiring office environment designed as a place to meet
Workplaces that are designed according to the activity based office concept
An open networking environment

•

Bytes: Which is about the use of new ICT, with the following important characteristics:
Use of laptop and smartphone to work place independent
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•
•
•

Use of web conferencing
Accessibility to information for everyone
Technology that adapts to the user instead of the other way around

-

Behavior: Which is about the behavioral aspects and HRM in a broad sense, with the following important
characteristics
Autonomy for employees
Anticipating on different work styles and personalities
Balance between trust and control
All-round functions instead of clearly defined jobs.

•
•
•
•

As this change to the NewWoW can have a huge impact on the employees, it is important to focus on the needs of the
employee when the NewWoW is implemented. As concluded by Peters et al., (2011), employees only feel more satisfied
when they see themselves as more independent. When those changes are imposed top-down, employees could even
feel less satisfied. Therefore, focusing on the needs of the employee is of major importance when implementing the
NewWoW.
Multiple reasons are stated by multiple researchers to implement the NewWoW. However, all those reasons can be
summarized by the following main objectives:
Table 2.1 Objectives NewWoW according to literature

Blok et al.,
2012

Bijl, 2009

Eizema, 2010

Hoendervanger
et al., 2005

Van der Kleij.,
2013

Reducing costs

x

x

x

Increasing employee satisfaction

x

x

x

Increasing organizational effectiveness

x

x

x

x

Increasing productivity

x

Increasing flexibility and autonomy

x

Increasing communication and
interaction

x

x
x

Creating a better work-private balance

x

x
x

x

x

Although these objectives make changing to the NewWoW sound like a win-win situation, they all come along with
multiple disadvantages as well. Therefore, the next subchapter describes all the advantages and disadvantages of
changing to the NewWoW found in the existing literature.

2.2.1 Advantages and disadvantages NewWoW

One of the most often called advantage of the NewWow is that it leads to a better balance between work and private
live (Eizema, 2010). Raghuram & Wiesenfeld (2004) reported a better work-private balance and less work-private
conflicts for employees working from home, because they were flexible in regulating their time working. Edwards
& Rothbard (2000) found conflicting results, namely that working from home blurs the boundaries between work
and family. In addition, the research of Olson-Buchanan & Boswell (2006) reported similar results. They found that
employees who sometimes work from non-work settings are more likely to use communication tools to do some work
during their spare time. Therefore, these employees reported a higher work-life conflict.
Another reason that managers often try to implement the NewWoW is that they want to reduce costs (Becker & Sims,
2001). When a certain amount of employees is working from home, less space in the office building is needed, which
eventually will lead to reduced facility costs. On the other hand, businesses who incorporated NewWoW need more
advanced and more expensive ICT facilities (van der Voordt, 2004). Thus, the question is whether or not the decrease
in facility costs outweigh the increase of the ICT costs.
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Although, these new ICT facilities increase costs, they have some advantages as well. It could increase the interactions
between students and employees as due to the new ICT, students and employees are able to interact time and space
independently. Also, it seems that there is a relation between the amount of effort it takes to share knowledge and
the amount of knowledge that will be shared. As new ICT facilities such as smartphones reduce the effort to share
knowledge it is expected that it leads to an increase in the amount of communication and knowledge sharing as well
(Kleij et al., 2013). In addition, previous research stated that better ICT facilities lead to an increase in identification
with the organization (Wiesenfeld, Raghuram, & Garud, 2001). Communication technology simplifies and increases
the informal communication between employees. As informal communication aids to the process of organizationidentification, it is expected that better ICT facilities lead to employees feeling more identified with the organization
(Kleij et al., 2013).
Autonomy is seen as another advantage of the NewWoW. Employees and students themselves determine when they
take a break and if they listen to music etcetera. This autonomy could lead to more energized employees and students
and less negative effects of the job and study demands such as exhaustion (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007). This, on itself,
leads to self-leaderschip as employees and students are able to lead and influence their own behavior and plan and
execute their tasks themselves. However, autonomy and thus flexibility also have a downside effect. More flexibility
automatically leads to less contact between employees and students and less face-to-face interactions, which has a
negative impact on interpersonal relations (Nardi & Whittaker, 2002).
On the other hand, communication between students that are present at the university is stimulated as the NewWoW
requires an open work environment with better physical and non-physical accessibility (van der Voordt, 2004). This
open work environment combined with an increase in communication unfortunately also has a downside effect. It
could lead to more noise and more disruption which makes it very hard to do concentrated work.
With the NewWoW employees and students are asked to choose and change their workspace according to their
activities (Activity-based workplaces). On the one hand, this offer of multiple workplaces should increase workers’/
students’ productivity as they can choose a workspace that fits their activities best. On the other hand, it could also lead
to a decrease in productivity as employees and students will now spent more time on changing workspace, organizing
work and installation of themselves (Van der Voordt, 2004). In addition, previous research of Appel-Meulenbroek et
al. (2011) found that employees use activity based offices differently as expected. For example, more than half of
their sample only uses one or two different workstations per week, while in activity based offices it is expected that
employees switch workstations more often. In addition, the research indicates that employees feel less productive in
the office as they prefer to work at home to accomplish more productivity, which could also be the cause of misusage.
In other words, the activity based office concept could also lead to productivity loss, caused by misusage.
Although one of the goals of NewWoW is to increase employee satisfaction, it is a common belief that employees,
depending on their personal characteristics (e.g. age, position and/or personality), do not like to give up their personal
desks as they need it for their privacy, territoriality, personalization and expressing their status (Van der Voordt, 2004).
This could eventually lead to a decrease in satisfaction.
Last, the NewWoW is seen to tackle some social problems as well (Haterd van de, 2010). As employees could work
place independently, the traffic congestions are expected to decrease. In addition, people who are unable to go to an
office are now able to be part of the working population as being present at the office is not necessary anymore.
What can be concluded from this literature study about the advantages and disadvantages is that clear data about the
effects of implementing NewWoW is hard to find and that every advantage has some disadvantages as well (AppelMeulenbroek et al., 2015; van der Kleij, 2013). In addition, the findings of multiple studies are contradictory, which
make the effects of the NewWoW even more unclear. What is clear, is that it is very important to take the needs of the
users into consideration to avoid misusage and to avoid a decrease in productivity and satisfaction. In addition, the
literature made clear that the NewWoW did cause a change in the office lay-outs and the types of spaces within offices.
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2.2.2 New Ways of working in academic office buildings

Nowadays, the requirements of universities buildings are changing fast due to technological developments. The physical
lectures are partly being substitute by interactive lectures and the education nowadays includes more supervising
instead of lecturing (Edelkoort, 2011). This change in education automatically leads to different needs with regard to
the physical lay-out of university buildings.
According to Edelkoort (2011) there are 2 main trends that stimulate universities to change to the NewWoW. The
first trend he suggests is savings and efficiency. Universities rely on public investments and these investment are very
insecure (Bradwell, 2009). External funding flows are constantly determining the viability of research. Research groups
therefore contract alliances. However, a large part of the money enters centrally at the executive board. They determine
the division of the money. The second trend is the development of technology, which is already stated multiple times
in this thesis as stimulation of the NewWoW. It is not just the computer applications, but also the accessibility of
knowledge and colleagues. It does not matter where everyone is, everyone is accessible. People can collaborate using
videoconferencing. However, physical contact will always be essential as well.
The study of Pinder (2009) suggests multiple reasons why academic workplaces nowadays are changing. These are:
Changing space demands as the focus shifts to collaboration and knowledge sharing
New information and communication technologies
Financial pressures as the poor effective use of space is linked with high costs
Carbon reduction commitments
Developments in other sectors such as the development of new office environments in commercial organizations
Furthermore, not much research is done about the NewWoW in buildings of academic organizations. Most research is
done in normal office buildings. However, some studies are found that explored the effects of new office concepts in
academic office buildings (Gorgievski et al., 2010; van der Voordt & van der Klooster, 2008). Van der Voordt & van der
Klooster (2008) studied the effect of new office concepts like, activity based concepts in a transparent setting. The main
goals of this new concept was that it should stimulate communication and collaboration. Unfortunately, only 40 percent
of all the employees were positive or neutral about the new office concept. Most mentioned problems were the lack
of privacy and high levels of noise. Although, some targets were reached, for instance the increased communication,
many targets had not been reached. For example, it was not always possible for users to find a workspace that fit their
activities.
A second research also explored the effects of the NewWoW in an academic setting (Gorgievski et al., 2010). As the
building of the faculty of architecture of the Delft university of Technology burnt down, the faculty had to move to the
former head building of the university. This building had less space, which forced the faculty to introduce the NewWoW.
The main goals of the new office were to stimulate interaction across staff and students of different departments,
to increase the flexibility of the employees and to reduce space as less space was available. The analyses showed
that employees were overall satisfied with the new accommodation but dissatisfied with the new office concept and
their own workspace. Some other advantages were noticeable as the new office concept scored high on face-to-face
interactions and preferred workspaces were always available and considered functional. Noticeable disadvantages
were insufficient amount of space for telephone calls, not enough privacy, the lack of control of the indoor climate and
the lack of safety of the workspaces.
As can be concluded from these two examinations, the NewWoW in academic office buildings scores high on stimulating
face-to-face interaction and reducing office space. However, some disadvantages were registered as well. The most
registered ones were lack of privacy, too much noise, lack of control of the indoor climate, poor storage possibilities
and not enough space for concentration work.
The study of Pinder (2009) studied multiple academic workplace projects of which some were very successful and
some were not. They found that the successful workplace projects included one or more of the following strategies:
Pilot initiatives
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Training on the use of space
Effective user engagement
Workspace champions
Good dialogue and decision-making
Appropriate use of information and communications technology (ICT)
The research of Marmolejo et al. (2007) gives some design principles as well to incorporate new ways of working in
academic institutions. They also confirm that academic office buildings have to change to support the students’ search
for knowledge. This new physical workplace is achieved by the following criteria: the buildings should:
Offer a flexible environment
Encourage learning
Have a multidimensional center for multiple usage
Be challenging
Support interaction
Provide schooling for everyone
Be aesthetic
Support identity
Corporate real estate managers should always consider these strategies and criteria’s and care for a an optimal balance
between stimulating interactions on the one hand and providing employees with enough personal and private space on
the other hand. Accordingly, providing academic office buildings with a lot of different types of spaces would increase
the overall satisfaction of the employees and students.

2.3 Locations / places in academic office buildings

Part of the changing academic work environment is caused by the development of the activity based office concept. The
activity based office concept arose to on the one hand, stimulate productivity by stimulating interactions and on the
other hand, to decrease the real estate costs while keeping the employees satisfied (Appel-Meulenbroek, 2011). The
ABW concept is a part of the NewWoW and belongs to the ‘brick’ segment of the NewWoW in the research of Baane
(2011). It can be seen as an office concept that supports the NewWoW (Hoendervanger et al., 2015). This new office
concept consists of an open plan office, with flexible and different types of spaces and meeting points (hoendervanger
et al., 2015). To meet this new building lay-out and office concept, office buildings should offer different types of
workspaces to meet the needs of different types of work. The activity based workplaces allow employees to choose a
certain workspace according to the type of work that they have to do. Employees can do concentration work in spaces
where they do not get disturbed or go to an shared open space to get in touch with other employees. Within regular
activity based offices the following types of workstations can be distinguished according to Appel-Meulenbroek et al.
(2011):
Concentration workspaces
Semi-open workspaces
Open workspaces
Formal meeting facilities
Lunch areas
The first three types will be summarized in this thesis by the location type ‘workspace’.
The study of Marmolejo et al. (2007) gives multiple suggestions about how to design the education learning environment
and which facilities and locations are needed. They suggest that physical study places of different sizes are needed for
learning, discussion and group work. The smallest one can be seen as concentration rooms, whereas larger ones can
be seen as either meeting rooms for group work, creative spaces or informal meeting spaces for a catch up or a chat.
In addition, a cafeteria can be useful as flexible space to use for either studying or leisure activities. Informal work
environments such as lounge areas for example can contribute to the tacit knowledge, which is knowledge gathered
during years of experience and which is difficult to transfer to another person by means of writing it down. Moreover,
these spaces can be find in academic buildings. Other spaces that are found in multiple universities are lecture rooms
and professors’ rooms (Marmolejo et al. (2007); TU/e, 2017). On the website of the Eindhoven University of technology
(TU/e, 2017) multiple other facilities are said to be present at the campus such as a common room, which can be seen
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as the living room of Marmolejo et al. (2007) and is located in the Metaforum building of the campus. In addition every
building has a canteen/restaurant and one building even has a supermarket. Of course academic office buildings are
also facilitated with lecture rooms and a reception.
In the research of Appel-Meulenbroek (2014) other location types where considered, namely workspace, meeting
area, project area, coffee machine and hallway. She studied where unscheduled work-related interactions between
employees took place. 138 participants filled in a logbook about their interactions and about the locations of those
interactions. Of the unscheduled work-related interactions, 78,2% took place at a workspace, which is a very large part.
In project areas 14,4% of the meetings took place followed by 4,3% at the coffee machine, 2,1% in the hallway and
1,2% in meeting areas. According to the results of this study, meeting areas do not play a significant role in unscheduled
work-related interactions as only 1,2% of the interactions where registered in meeting areas. Workspaces on the other
hand do play a significant role in unscheduled work-related interactions according to this study. As those location types
can be find in academic office buildings as well they will all be taken into consideration in this study.
Kampschroer et al. (2006) studied where face-to-face interactions took place in different office buildings. The location
options they suggested are individual workspaces, designated areas and/or meeting rooms, corridors and common
and/or service areas. As these location types also apply to academic office buildings, they will be included in this thesis
except for common and/or service area as more specified spaces are preferable and more clear. Kampschroer et al.
(2006) studied four US federal offices, of which three were newly designed. An important goal of all of these offices was
to improve collaboration and communication by stimulating interactions. Although, the majority of the interactions
took place at individual workspaces in all four buildings, the four buildings did show to have different spatial cultures
of interaction when taking the rest of the interactions into account. The spatial culture of interaction is about where,
apart from the workspace, a lot of interactions take place. In the first office, office A, a workspace culture is noticeable
as 80,7% of the interaction took place in workspaces and no other space seemed to be important to have interaction.
Office B and office C have a corridor culture, as apart from the workspaces as a lot of the interactions took place in the
corridors (respectively 21,3% and 22,1%). Office D has a common area culture as, other than workspaces, the common
areas acted as important interaction locations. In office D, 22,2% of the interactions were registered in the common
and/or service areas.
In the research of Boutellier et al. (2008) they are more specific about the locations of the interactions. Some location
types can be added to this thesis such as the coffee area, the corridor area, the lift area, cell offices (workspace) and
copy area as they also apply to academic office buildings. Some places are excluded from the thesis as they specifically
refer to the building in their research, such as high table space and large table space. The mail box area will also be
excluded as that area is most often located in the corridor. Last, the soft-seating area is excluded as it can be seen as
a lounge area, which is already included in the thesis. The study of Boutellier et al., (2008) confirms that the office
lay-out has an impact on the interaction patterns. They compared two office environments, a traditional cell office
environment and an activity based office environment and observed over 2000 face-to-face interactions. They found
that in the traditional office environment 80% of the interactions took place in cell offices/workspaces, 8% at a large
table, 4% in the corridor and lift area and 3% at the coffee machine area. In the activity based office concept 52% of
the interactions were registered in workspaces. The rest of the interactions took place in meeting rooms (32%), private
rooms (12%) and other multi spaces. Overall, people in multi space environments interact three times more often than
the people in traditional cell office environments.
Another study (Rashid, Wineman & Zimring, 2009) also studied the differences between two types of office lay-outs.
However, the two office lay-outs that were studied in this study were an open plan office environment and a landscape
office environment. The study was conducted at the old (open-plan) and new (landscape) office of a public real estate
organization. The old building knew very little types of locations. There were a lot of private and/or semi-private
workspaces and the common areas were located in the corners of the floor. The lay-out of the new building was
very organic oriented with no geometric order and the public spaces offered many different types of spaces such as,
kitchen spaces, lounge spaces, recreational spaces and service spaces. The results showed that in the old building 81%
of the interactions took place at workspaces, 11,1% in meeting rooms, 5,2% in corridors and 3% in common and/or
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service areas. In the new building 84% of the interactions took place in workspaces, 6,7% in meeting rooms, 1,2% in
corridors and 7,8% in common and/or service areas. This tells us that the workspace culture, described in the study
of Kampschroer et al. (2006), changed from a meeting room culture, to a more common area culture. Although, the
distribution of the interactions among the different location types changed, the study reported that in every location
type more interactions occurred except for the corridors. Overall, they found that the number of interactions per
workspace in the new building was almost 3 times as much as the interactions per workspace in the old building.
As made clear, multiple location types can be found in academic office buildings. These location types are all confirmed
by (some of the) previous reported studies. An overview of all the location types that can be found in academic
buildings, confirmed by researchers, can be found in table 2.2.
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Table 2.2 Location types according to literature
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2.4 Conclusion

Office lay-outs have changed a lot over the past due to several developments. A recent development that gets many
researchers’ attention is the New Ways of Working. This NewWoW is also developing in academic institutions and led
to a new office concept which is called the activity based office concept. Due to this new office concept the location
types of academic office buildings changed as well. According to the literature this leads to the following conceptual
model (figure 2.3):
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Figure 2.3 Conceptual model with location types
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3. Interactions and knowledge sharing
This chapter gives an answer to the question: ‘Which personal characteristics, interaction characteristics and tie
characteristics are likely to have an effect on the location type choice of the interaction in academic office buildings?’
Section 3.1 starts with outlining why face-to-face interactions are still the most important type of communication and
why knowledge sharing is important as well. Section 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 will outline which interaction characteristics,
personal characteristics and tie characteristics respectively can be distinguished. All of these sections will end with a
conclusion in which the described variables are placed into the final conceptual model.

3.1 Face-to-face interactions

Communication is the process by which meaning is exchanged between individuals through a common system of
symbols, signs, and behavior. Whenever people communicate with each other data is transferred, not yet information
(Weizenbaum, 1966). The data transforms into information by interpretation of the receiver. This gap between the
real data and the information can get reduced by socialization that mostly takes place during face-to-face interactions.
Therefore, face-to-face interactions can be seen as one of the most important ways to communicate. In addition,
Barbour and Koneya (1976) found that 38 percent of the communication is done by the tone of voice, 55 percent
of the communication is non-verbal and this non-verbal communication cannot be seen using other communication
channels such as telephone or e-mail. Non-verbal communication involves multiple mechanism such as body language,
posture, facial expression, eye contact, gesture, haptics and paralanguage, which make other channels complement,
but never replace face-to-face interactions (Oseland et al., 2011). Face-to-face communication does not only gives
more information such as non-verbal communication and tone of the voice, it also increases social ties and bonds,
commitment, and group identity and decreases miscommunication (Kiesler & Cummings, 2002). This makes the
communication much more effective (Hua, 2010). In addition, multiple researchers state that face-to-face interactions
are necessary to gain the minimum amount of productivity, job satisfaction and organizational commitment (Kirschner,
Paas, & Kirschner, 2009; Mesmer-Magnus & DeChurch, 2009; Strubler & York, 2007). Furthermore, Oseland et al.
(2011) indicated other important factors of face-to-face interactions such as motivation, team-building, mentoring and
a sense of belonging and loyalty. Therefore, interacting face-to-face is the best way to transfer information from the
sender to the receiver and causes the least misunderstanding.
Multiple other studies recognized the importance of face-to-face interactions in the office. Cross, Borgatti, & Parker
(2002) for example emphasized the importance of informal interactions as informal interactions create an organizational
culture and is seen as a way to build commitment. Informal interactions are often unplanned and will therefore only
take place face-to-face, which emphasize the importance of the physical work environment. Groenen (2010) admitted
that the function of the office changed, but that it is still a necessary facility. The office is now a conjunctive element
that connects the networks of the employees. Furthermore, employees will always keep coming to the physical office
in search for face-to-face interaction. Employees still have the desire to have face-to-face interactions as it gives them
a feeling of belonging to the organization (Harrison et al., 2004).

3.1.1 Knowledge sharing during face-to-face interactions in academic office buildings

Multiple researchers have recognized the importance of knowledge sharing for organizational success. Knowledge
sharing can be seen as ‘the application of a fluid mix of framed experience, attitude, contextual information, and skills
for the benefit of oneself or another person in interaction’ (Appel-Meulenbroek, 2014). This subsection is about the
role of knowledge sharing in academic office buildings and about the role of face-to-face interactions for knowledge
sharing, because knowledge sharing is important for academic organizations as their main goal is to produce, distribute
and applicate knowledge.
The research of Ipe (2003) distinguishes two opportunities to share knowledge, formal or informal. Formal opportunities
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are about interactions that are specifically intended to share knowledge. Formal opportunities can take place at
electronic networks or other technology based systems. Informal opportunities are interactions that include personal
aspects. They are aimed at creating social networks. Ipe (2003) points out that although formal opportunities are an
important part in the knowledge sharing process, most of the knowledge is shared during informal opportunities.
Informal opportunities facilitate face-to-face interactions, in which trust between employees is build, which causes
more knowledge to be shared. Also in his research the importance of face-to-face interactions to stimulate knowledge
sharing is made very clear. Nonaka & Takeuchi (1995) confirm that face-to-face interactions have an important role
when it comes to knowledge sharing. They studied the creation of knowledge and agree that face-to-face interactions
are critical for knowledge sharing to happen and for further interactions to take place.
Knowledge sharing is not only an important factor for businesses, but it can also create competitive advantages for
academic organizations (Cheng et al., 2009). Knowledge can be stored in the collective minds of the employees of the
university where the knowledge can benefit other students and researchers. Better students and researchers lead to a
better competitive position in the academic market place (Sengupta & Basu, 2007).
As can be concluded from these studies, face-to-face interactions have an irreplaceable role when it comes to sharing
knowledge. Moreover, face-to-face interactions are the first step in building trust, as a necessary good to share
knowledge.

3.2 Interaction characteristics

An interaction can have multiple characteristics. This thesis explores what the effects of different interactions
characteristics are on the location choice of the interaction. The first characteristics is the interaction activity, which
is about what type of activity took place. According to the ABW concept, different interaction activities require
different location type. A lecture for example will probably take place in a different type of location than a chat. The
second interaction characteristic is confirmed by Tschan, Semmer, & Inversin (2004). They make a distinction between
work-related interaction and private interaction. Private interactions can be seen as social related interactions. It is
expected that work related interactions take place in other location types than social interactions as work related
interactions require different circumstances than social interactions. Therefore, the variable ‘work/social relatedness’
is also considered in this study. The way an interaction comes to existence is the third interaction characteristic and
can be either planned or unplanned (Center of people and building, 2011). This variables is called ‘initiation of the
interaction’. The research of Boutellier et al. (2008) examines the duration of interactions in different types of office
lay-outs. Therefore, the duration of the interaction is the fourth interaction characteristics that is taken into account
in this thesis. Appel-Meulenbroek (2014) mentioned another dimension of interactions namely, whether knowledge
is shared. Because it is expected that knowledge sharing has a relationship with the location type of the interaction,
knowledge sharing will also added to the list of interaction characteristics that could have an effect on the location
type choice of the interaction. To conclude, the following five interaction characteristics are furtherly explained in the
next subchapters:
1
Interaction activity
2
Work/social relatedness
3
Initiation interaction
4
Duration
5
Knowledge shared

3.2.1 interaction activity

Employees and students can have different types of interactions while being in an academic building. They can have
a meeting, a discussion or a presentation. Those are all different types of activities, which could require different
types of locations. Also, according to the ABW concept, people choose their place to work according to their activity
(Appel Meulenbroek et al., 2011). Therefore, it could also be that people choose their location to have an interaction
according to the activity of the interaction. The research of Tschan, Semmer & Inversin (2004) stated that a chat is a type
of interaction that is likely to happen in hallways, during breaks. This indicates that there could be a relation between
the interaction activity and the location type of the interaction. The same research also points out that managers for
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example spend most of their interacting time in meetings, which implies that there could also be a relationship between
role in the organization and the activity type. Appel-Meulenbroek (2014) gives multiple knowledge sharing activities
for collaboration, of which two are asking a question or asking for help. In an interaction, asking a question or asking
for help will result in, on the one hand, providing feedback, and on the other hand, receiving feedback. Therefore,
providing or receiving feedback will also be included in this thesis as one of the interaction activities. Furthermore, the
research of Berends et al. (2006) distinguishes multiple sources of knowledge sharing of which group discussion is one
of them. As discussions are a way to transfer information and thus to interact with colleagues, they are an important
interaction activity as well.
It is expected that more interaction activities can be distinguished in academic buildings. Lectures for example are an
interaction activity that happen very often in academic office buildings. In addition, some students and employees
take part in group assignments, which require brainstorm sessions. Students and employees also have lunch breaks
during the day. During those lunches they can have interactions as well. Last, students sometimes attend trainings or
presentations, to for example develop soft skills such as presenting or writing. Thus, lecture, brainstorm session, lunch
and training/presentation are possible interaction activities as well. To improve the affiliation between students and
their future jobs, the university organizes different events were students can meet their future businesses. During these
network events students can interact as well. Therefore, network event is the last activity type that is added to the list
of possible interaction activities. Concluding, the interaction activities that are explored in this study are: discussion,
meeting, catch up/chat, lunch/dinner, providing or receiving information, network event, brainstorm session, lecture
and training/presentation.

3.2.2 Work/social relatedness

Interactions between people at work can be either work or social related (also called formal or informal respectively).
Topics of social interactions can range from ‘how the weekend was spend’ or ‘the performance of the local soccer
team’ to more personal topics like marriage problems. Topics of work related interactions are more about getting a
certain task done. The work related interactions can be seen as the type of interaction whereby most knowledge is
shared. According to Lawson, Petersen, Cousins, & Handfield (2009) social interactions (social events) are important
for facilitating knowledge sharing, whereas work related interactions are there to indirectly influence the knowledge
sharing by influencing the amount of social interactions. Komarraju, Musulkin & Bhattacharya (2010) made clear that,
although most interactions between students and teachers are formal (lectures), informal interactions are definitely
just as important. Students who have informal interactions with their teachers experience more motivation and
engagement and are actively involved in the learning process. Figure 3.1 shows the formality range of communication,
where most informal interactions are said to be most rich content (Kraut et al., 2002). To get to the point of knowledge
sharing, social (informal) interactions are said to be very important as it strengthens the ties between colleagues. The
strength of a tie between colleagues is a predictor of the number of interactions that they will have in the future (Levin,
2004; Suckley and Dobson, 2014; Van Wijk et al., 2008). The study of Tschan, Semmer & Inversin (2004), confirmed this
phenomenon as in their study they found that people who are more familiar with each other have more interactions.

Formal

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Informal
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Scheduled in advance
Arranged participants
Participants in role
Preset agenda
One-way
Impoverished content
Formal language & speech register

Figure 3.1 The formality dimension of communication (Kraut et al., 2004)
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The same study points out that work related interactions might take place at the workspace or in hallways, indicating
that there could be a relation between the work/social relatedness of the interaction and the location type. Similar
relations were found in the study of Appel-Meulenbroek (2014). She found that very few work related interaction took
place at the coffee machine, concluding that the coffee machine area is probably better suited for social interactions
instead of work related interactions. Moreover, it is expected that the work/social relatedness of the interaction has
a relationship with the location type of the interaction, which is why this variable is furtherly explored in this study.

3.2.3 Initiation of the interaction

Interactions in office buildings can be either planned or unplanned. Kraut et al. (1990) made a distinction of four
different groups, namely planned, intended, opportunistic and spontaneous. In this thesis interactions are registered
as either planned, intentional unscheduled (for example when an employee intentionally walks over to a colleague
to ask a question) or initiated after coincidental visual contact (which happens when colleagues coincidentally bump
into each other and start a conversation). Thus, the groups opportunistic and spontaneous of Kraut et al., (1990)
are merged into one as it is expected that the number of interactions of these groups separately are not enough to
statistically test. Planned interactions are important for productivity (Wolfeld, 2010). However, unplanned interactions
seem to affect productivity too. Thereby, unplanned interactions are important as they increase the awareness of coworkers and stimulate ties between colleagues (Hua, 2010).
It seems likely that there is a relation between the initiation of the interaction and the location type of the interaction
as it is expected that for example planned interactions take place more often in meeting rooms than unplanned
interactions. Thereby, it is expected that unplanned interactions take place more often in areas where people are more
likely to bump into each other such as, hallways, coffee machine areas or restaurants. Appel-Meulenbroek (2014)
found that 14,4% of the unscheduled work-related interactions took place in project areas, whereas only 1.2% took
place in meeting areas. It can be concluded that unscheduled work related interactions take place more often in project
areas than in meetings rooms. Moreover, the results of this study point out that there could be a relationship between
the interaction being planned or unplanned and the location type of the interaction. Therefore, this variable will be
included in the conceptual model.

3.2.4 Duration of the interaction

The duration is another characteristics of the interaction that is taken into account in this thesis as it is expected to
have a relation with the location type. It seems for example logical that interactions shorter than 5 minutes take place
more often in hallways and longer interactions more often take place in meeting rooms. The research of Boutellier
et al. (2008) found a difference in duration of interactions in two types of offices, a cellular office and a multi space
office. This indicates that there could be a relation between the duration of the interaction and the location type.
Figure 3.2 was found in the research of Becker and sims (2004), where a difference in duration was found in different
location types. Interactions in 2 – 3 person shared enclosed offices have a longer duration compared to interactions
in 4 – 6 person shared enclosed offices. Overall, Becker & Sims (2004) confirm that the more open environments are,
the shorter the duration of the interactions and the more interactions take place. However, Suckley & Dobson (2014)
suggested that people in open environments are scared to disturb others during their work activities, which is why
open environments could also lead to shorter interactions. Because multiple researchers pointed out the relationship
between the duration of the interaction and the location type, this variable will be included in the analyses of this
study.
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Figure 3.2 Mean duration of interactions by office type (Becker and Sims, 2004)

3.2.5 Knowledge sharing

During a work related interaction knowledge can be shared between colleagues. Multiple studies confirmed that an
open office design enhances interaction and knowledge sharing. In addition, other lay-out mechanism were mentioned
that stimulate interaction and thus knowledge sharing such as, proximity, accessibility, exposure and centrality (AppelMeulenbroek, 2014).
In accordance with the activity based workplace, tasks that need concentration have to be carried out in silent
area’s without distraction. Thus, this ABW concept indicates that in rooms that are designed for concentration work,
less knowledge is shared because people do not want to disturb others. Bjerrum & Bødker (2003) stated that most
knowledge sharing takes place in collaborative spaces as other spaces do not have the necessary facilities. People
could bump into each other in a café or restaurant, but always have to move for more concentrated work because
restaurants are not facilitated with for example white boards. Bjerrum & Bødker (2003) share this same vision for open
plan workplaces as it is possible to ask short questions, but people do not want to disturb colleagues too much, thus
moving to different spaces that are more suitable for collaboration and knowledge sharing. According to Heerwagen
et al. (2004) a good knowledge sharing environment requires ‘spaces, furnishings and technologies that support both
individual focus and group interaction, while also facilitating transitions between these activities’.
Although it is expected that more knowledge is shared in formal, collaborative spaces such as meetings spaces and
shared workspaces, some researchers claim that more designing is needed to improve knowledge sharing (Brown,
2008). Therefore, this thesis is going to test in which location types the knowledge sharing takes place, and in which
it does not. That way it becomes clear whether the need to share knowledge during an interaction influences which
location type is chosen.

3.2.6 Conclusion

During this literature review it was found that multiple interaction variables could affect the location type choice of the
interaction. These variables were added to the conceptual model, which is visualized in figure 3.3.
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figure 3.3 Conceptual model with interation characteristics

3.3 Personal characteristics

According to some researchers, the personal characteristics have an impact on the interactions as well (AppelMeulenbroek, 2014; Oseland, 2013). Al-Hawamdeh (2003) for example advises researchers to focus on individual
factors instead of on the organization and the technology as knowledge sharing and interacting is an ‘unnatural act’.
The study of Rothe et al. (2012) stated that users of different ages show different preferences regarding collaboration.
This indicates that people of different ages could prefer different locations to interact. The findings of another study of
Rothe et al. (2011) suggest that gender also has an effect on preferences about how and where to work. The research
of Appel-Meulenbroek (2014) shows interest in department differences between participants of the interaction, and
whether or not there are differences in their interactions. Because not much research has been done about interactions
in academic office buildings between students and employees it is undoubtedly interesting to see whether students and
employees have different kind of interactions in different types of locations compared to students among themselves
or employees among themselves. Thoolen (2010) adds educational level to this list. However, in this thesis educational
level is translated to ‘role in the organization’ as the educational level is often linked to the type of job and most users
of academic office buildings have the same educational level. In addition, Shalley et al. (2004) see the type of job a
worker has, also as another factor that influence interaction characteristics. Last, the same research (shalley et al.,
2004) include personality as an important characteristic influencing interactions. To conclude, the following personal
characteristics are taken into account in this thesis:
3.3.1 Age
3.3.2 Gender
3.3.3 Department
3.3.4 User group
3.3.5 Role in organization
3.3.6 personality

3.3.1 Age

It sounds logical that users of different ages have different preferences when it comes to interacting and the location
type of the interaction. In this subsection literature will be presented that studied age differences regarding interaction,
knowledge sharing and location preferences. In the study of Bontekoning (2007) four different generations are described.
The youngest generation, called the protest generation (15 – 30 year) is said to be in search for meaningful contacts
and interact with people of all ages from all cultures. The next generation, called generation X (30 – 45 year) is willing to
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organize themselves in multiple networks. They quickly search for interaction with their leaders and managers as they
prefer to grow. They do not like the original long meetings in ‘boring’ meeting rooms, but they prefer informal ‘to the
point’ interactions in stimulating work environments. Subsequently, Rothe et al. (2012) found that the respondents in
their study born in the 1980’s (people around their 35’s) also preferred work environments that stimulate teamwork
and social interaction the most out of all the age groups. The age groups were divided into 5 segments: people born in
the 1940’s, 1950’s, 1960’s, 1970’s and 1980’s. The same study also stated that younger people prefer to have facilities
such as restaurants and bars in the office more than older people. However, another research (Haynes, Suckley &
Nunnington, 2017) reported the opposite. In that research it was found that younger people were more negative
about refreshment areas and canteens with regard to interaction, indicating that older people would probably have
more interactions in such informal areas. Furthermore, the study of McElroy and Morrow (2010) explored how the
different age groups; Baby Boomers (born before 1965), Generation X (born between 1965 and 1977) and Millenials
(born after 1977) reacted to an office redesign aimed at decreasing workplace. The Baby Boomers and Generation
X reported having less room and more distractions in a much higher degree than the millennials. Almost all these
above studies are thus suggesting that younger people prefer interaction stimulating environments, such as open
work environments, and are less distracted. Another study (Haynes, 2011) confirmed this statement as that researcher
pointed out that the younger generation needs a working environment that supports interaction with other people to
be creative and productive. The study of Danielsson & Bodin (2008) explored the demographics of employees working
in different office types. The office types that are included in the study are: cell offices, shared room offices, small open
plan offices, medium-sized open plan offices and large open plan offices. The shared room office reported a larger
share of young people, whereas the medium-sized open plan offices and the large open plan offices reported a higher
share of older people.
The study of Alhammad, Faori, & Husan (2009) found relationship between age and knowledge sharing. They suggested
that older people feel more confident and empowered, which stimulates sharing knowledge and ideas. Younger
employees are more fearful when it comes to making suggestions or sharing ideas. Collin (2006) reported the same
as in his study the more experienced, and often thus older workers tried to act as a teacher to the younger, more
unexperienced workers. Thence, knowledge is being shared more often by the older employees. Other studies found
no significant effect at all between age and knowledge sharing (Pangil & Nasurdin, 2008; Watson & Hewett, 2006; Jen‐
te Yang, 2007; Ojha, 2005).
Because literature showed conflicting results, it is not clear how age is related to the location type of the interaction.
To find out if there is a relationship between age and location type and which location types are reported the most for
different kind of age groups, the variable age is included in this study.

3.3.2 Gender

Gender differences seem nothing but normal. In this subsection it is explored if there are differences between the two
genders regarding interactions and work environment preferences.
Rothe et al. (2011) found a difference between men and women regarding their work environment preferences. Having
an impact on the work environment, and the adjustability of the indoor climate are more important for women than
for men. Another study about the perception of the office environments among the two genders conclude that men
are more concerned about the appearance of their office environment compared to women (Anjum, Paul, & Ashcroft,
2005). A study undertaken by Haynes, Suckley and Nunnington (2017) found that women were more positive about
having interactions regarding their perceived productivity compared to men. This could indicate that women see
interaction as a positive thing rather than a distraction. Furthermore, the results of another study (Yildirim, AkalinBaskaya, & Celebi, 2007) point out that there are gender differences regarding workers’ perceptions of open-plan
offices and that men are more positive about the environmental conditions of that type of work environment compared
to women. The study of Bodin Danielsson & Bodin (2008), also explored the gender differences in different office types.
The cell offices and shared room offices had a larger share of men whereas the small open plan offices, the mediumsized open plan offices and the large open plan offices had a larger share of women. It is unexpected that, on the one
hand, females are more distracted by noise (Bodin Danielsson et al, 2015), but on the other hand, work more in open
work environments than men (Bodin Danielsson & Bodin, 2008). Therefore, this variable and its relation with the
interaction characteristics and the location type choice of the interaction are furtherly explored during the analyses.
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3.3.3 Department

Universities, just as multiple organizations consist of different departments. The Eindhoven University of Technology for
example has departments ranging from Chemical Engineering to innovation sciences and from electrical engineering
to the built environment department (TU/e, 2017). The study of Gorgievski et al. (2010) Emphasizes the importance of
cross-departmental interactions as it was one of the main goals of the new university building, described in the casestudy.
Students and employees of different departments could have different interaction and knowledge sharing behavior.
One can imagine that students from departments where a lot of collaboration with other parties is necessary, such as
within the built environment department, have more interactions and different types of interactions than students from
for example electrical engineering. Also, they could prefer different location types for their interactions. Therefore, it is
interesting to explore more about the effects of the department of the participants on the interaction characteristics
and the location type choice of the interaction.

3.3.4 User group

Within universities two types of users can be distinguished, namely students and employees. It is interesting to explore
whether students have different interactions and knowledge sharing behavior compared to employees. One can
imagine that students for example have more informal interactions than employees as a big aspect of students’ social
life happens at the university. Although not much research could be found in the differences between students and
employees regarding interactions and location type choice, there is one study emphasizing differences in interaction
enjoyment between employees and students.
In the study of Peng (2008) it was explored what the differences between college students and multinational employees
were regarding intercultural sensitivity. In that research intercultural sensitivity consisted of “interaction engagement,
interaction confidence, respect for cultural differences, interaction enjoyment and interaction attentiveness”. The
study found that overall students felt more interaction enjoyment compared to the employees. Therefore, it could be
that students have longer interactions as they enjoy having them and therefore continue for a longer period, compared
to employees. Because research about the relation between the user group and the location type is limited, this study
will furtherly explore these effects. Though, it is for example expected that students spend more time in lecture rooms
compared to employees as students attend lectures almost every day.

3.3.5 Role in organization

Another important characteristics is the role in the organization. One can imagine that workers with higher rankings
have more interactions at their own workspace as more people have a question for him/her than he/she has questions
for others. In addition, it seems logical that different positions require different types of interactions. It could be that
researchers for example have more meetings because they feel the urge to discuss their work with other researchers
in the same field.
Ardichvili et al. (2006) found that in clear hierarchical organizations the top managers’ need for control over de access
of information might be disruptive for the knowledge sharing in the organization as workers do not feel free to ask
questions and to respond to anything before checking with their supervisors. Alhammad, Al Faori and Hussan (2009)
made a distinction between academic and administrative staff and found a difference between the two regarding
the intention to share knowledge. They found that the administrative staff had more intentions to share knowledge
compared to academic staff. Yang (2007) explored the relation between different leadership roles and knowledge
sharing. The leadership roles that are explored are facilitator, mentor, innovator, broker, coordinator, monitor, producer
and director. The first four roles were highly positively correlated with knowledge sharing. Surprisingly, the last four
roles correlated negatively with knowledge sharing. In addition, he found that, using stepwise regression, only four
roles were significant predictors of knowledge sharing, namely facilitator, mentor, monitor and innovator. The other
roles were not significantly related. Cabrera, Collins, & Salgado (2006) did a research among 372 employees in a large
multinational. Job autonomy was seen as one of the variables that predicted participation in knowledge sharing. The
theory behind this is that people with high autonomy jobs, feel a high degree of responsibility. When employees feel a
high degree of responsibility they search for ways to do their job as efficient as possible. One way to be more efficient is
to share knowledge. Therefore, employees with high autonomy jobs are expected to share more knowledge compared
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to employees with low autonomy jobs (Cabrera, Collins & Salgado, 2006; Foss et al., 2009; Latham & Pinder, 2005;
Oldham & Fried, 2016). Task identity is seen as another variable that positively contributes to knowledge sharing (Foss
et al., 2009). Task identity is ‘the degree to which the job gives the employee the opportunity to undertake job tasks
from beginning to end’. The more an employee undertakes jobs from begin to end, the more the employee sees his
job as meaningful, the more motivation an employee has to share knowledge and thus the more knowledge they will
send and receive (Foss et al., 2009). All these studies show the potential relation between role in the organization and
knowledge sharing. No studies were found who indicate the relation between role in the organization and the location
type choice of the interaction. Therefore, it is interesting to explore this relation.

3.3.6 Personality

The last characteristics that was expected to affect different interaction characteristics or location choices is personality.
An extravert personality is seen as an ‘outward-turning personality that involves a positive movement of interest away
from one’s inner experience toward outer experiences’ (Ismail & Yusof, 2010), whereas an introvert personality is ‘is
an inward-tuning of psychic energy and involves a negative movement or withdrawal of subjective interest away from
outer objects and toward one’s inner experience’ (Allen, 2003). The research of Koole et al. (2001) explored the effect of
extraversion on cooperation in an experimental resource dilemma. They found that extraversion was negatively related
with cooperation. Other researcher explored personality in relation to knowledge sharing. For instance, Bakhari Ismail
and Yusof (2010) explored the impact of personality on knowledge sharing behavior in Malaysian public agencies. They
found that, using multiple regression, personality is a great predictor for the knowledge sharing quality. In addition,
they pointed out that extrovert people who are self-confident are more likely to interact and share knowledge
compared to people who are introvert and feel very conscious about themselves. Matzler et al. (2007) found that both
agreeableness and openness to experience affect the amount of knowledge sharing. Wolff & Kim (2012) studied the
relationship of the Big-five personality traits (i.e. extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability
and openness to new experiences) and its effect on networking behavior. Networking behavior in this study is related to
building contacts, maintaining contacts and using contacts. They found that extraversion and openness to experience
are positively related to networking behaviors, internal and external. Agreeableness showed positive relationships only
to internal networking. Another research investigated different personality types in relation to location and interaction
preferences. Moreover, Oseland (2013) did a survey among 937 people to find different personality profiles and their
preferences regarding the type of interaction and location type. They found that extrovert people prefer to interact
face-to-face whereas introvert people prefer to communicate using e-mail. In addition, they found that introvert
people spend less time outside the office, less time in meetings and more time computing compared to extrovert
people. Thereby, artistic and creative personality profiles (who score high on openness) prefer more informal spaces to
interact such as bars, cafés or huddle spaces. In contract, close-minded personality types prefer meeting rooms instead
of informal spaces for having meetings. Furthermore, Belojevic, Slepcevic, & Jakovljevic (2001) did research on how
introverts versus extroverts perform in noisy environment. They found that extroverts could clearly work faster in noisy
environments compared to introverts. In addition, introverts pronounced more concentration problems and fatigue
in noisy environments compared to quiet areas whereas extroverts did not. These results could indicate that introvert
people prefer quiet areas for interactions.
The studies mentioned are partly related to the subject. However, the relation between personality and the location
type choice of the interaction has not yet been explored. Therefore, the variable personality is taken into account in
this study.

3.3.7 Conclusion

The literature review showed that multiple variables could affect different interaction characteristics or location type
choices of the interaction. For some relations, literature was limited. Therefore, it is even more interesting to find out
if these relationships exist or not. The personal characteristics that are taken into account in this thesis are showed in
the conceptual model in figure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4 Conceptual model with personal characteristics

3.4 Tie characteristics

Last, some tie characteristics are added to the conceptual model. More and more university buildings should stimulate
face-to-face interactions across staff and students of different departments (Gorgievski et al., 2010). Therefore it is
interesting to explore whether these tie characteristics have an effect on interaction characteristics or on the location
type choice of the interaction. It might be that for example interactions between students among themselves take
place more often in lecture spaces, whereas interactions between students and staff take place more often at the
workspace. Also, it might be that for example more knowledge is shared during interactions between people from
different departments than during interactions with people from the same department. Last, multiple researchers point
out the relation between knowledge sharing and the strength of the tie between the participants of the interaction
(Chiu, Hsu, & Wang, 2006; Marouf & Doreian, 2010; Van Wijk et al, 2008).

3.4.1 Composition of the interaction based on the department

Within academic office buildings, multiple departments can be housed. In addition, research suggested that face-toface interactions across staff and students of different departments should be stimulated (Gorgievski et al., 2010).
Another research (Easterby-Smith et al., 2008) pointed out the importance of interactions and knowledge sharing
across organizations instead of within an organization to stimulate innovation, indicating the importance of knowledge
sharing with people who are not familiar with your field of expertise. In addition, the spiral process of Nonaka & Takeuchi
(1995) showed that knowledge sharing within departments and across different department are both necessary for
organizational learning.
Therefore, cross departmental interactions seem of great importance for the innovativeness of the university. AppelMeulenbroek (2014) studied interaction and knowledge sharing behavior in the research and development building
of Océ. She also took inter and cross departmental interactions and knowledge sharing into consideration and found
that 38,1% of the registered knowledge sharing meeting took place between people from different departments.
In addition, more explicit knowledge was shared between people from different departments compared to people
within the same team or department. Therefore, it is of great importance to include cross-departmental interactions
in this thesis and to investigate whether there are differences between cross- and interdepartmental interactions and
whether there are differences regarding the location type choice of the interactions.

3.4.2 Composition of the interactions based on the user group.

Within academic office buildings two types of users can be distinguished, namely students and employees. According
to Komarraju, Musulkin and Bhattacharya (2010) interactions between students and employees of the faculty are very
important as they enhance the students’ motivation and intellectual and professional development. It is interesting to
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explore whether interactions between students and employees are different compared to interactions between just
students or just employees. In addition, it is interesting to see whether these different compositions prefer different
location types for having interactions.
According to Riege (2005), there are a total of seventeen factors that could hinder users from sharing knowledge with
each other. Two of these factors are differences in level of experience and differences in position in the organization.
Because students and employees have different levels of experience and a different position in the organization it
could be that this variable has as relationship with knowledge sharing. Also, based on the study of Komarraju, Musulkin
and Bhattacharya (2010), there could be a relationship between the composition of the interaction based on user
group and the activity type of the interaction. Komarraju, Musulkin and Bhattacharya (2010) point out that most of
the interactions between employees and students include providing of receiving feedback, implying that relationship.
Therefore, composition based on user group is taken into account as one of the tie characteristics.

3.4.3 The strength of the tie

Multiple researchers point out the relation between interacting, knowledge sharing and the strength of the tie between
the participants of the interaction. For instance, Chiu, Hsu, & Wang (2006), who explored knowledge sharing in virtual
communities, found that network ties were positively correlated to the amount and the quality of the knowledge
that is being shared. Marouf & Doreian (2010) did a research about potential predictors of knowledge sharing among
scientists and engineers in an oil company. They suggest that socialization is one of the most significant predictors of
knowledge sharing, indicating the importance of strong ties. Van Wijk et al. (2008) states that the strength of a tie is
one of the antecedents that contributes to the amount of knowledge sharing. They also state that to get to a strong tie,
interaction is needed. Moreover, the more people interact, the stronger the tie, the more knowledge will be shared.
The same goes for Suckley and Dobson (2014) who point out that interactions that are sustained over time will more
likely lead to a strong tie. Besides the importance of strong ties, Granovetter (1973) points out the importance of weak
ties as he stated that weak ties are more likely to lead to new knowledge as the knowledge is found beyond the social
circle. Boutellier et al. (2008) found a difference in the duration of the interactions. He found that people with weak
ties had more short interactions. Because multiple indicate that there could be a relationship between the variable
‘strength of the tie’ and the interactions characteristics or the location type choice, this variables is explored further in
this study.

3.4.4 Conclusion

This literature review about the tie characteristics that would be interesting to explore further led to the final conceptual
model visualized in figure 3.5.
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Figure 3.5 Final conceptual model
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4. Research design
This chapter describes the case where data is collected. Furthermore, this chapter describes the method that is used to
collect the data. To test the conceptual model, the operationalization of the variables is included in this chapter. Last,
the statistical analyses that were used are described.

4.1 Case study

This section describes where the case study is conducted and shows the exterior and interior of the building where
data is collected. Data is collected among users of the Flux building, located on the campus of the Eindhoven University
of Technology. The Flux building is a relatively new building of the TU/e campus and was deployed on Friday 28th of
November in 2014. It is the new accommodation for the two departments Electrical Engineering and Applied physics.
The building is 26000 square meter and has 11 floors. It provides accommodation for around 800 employees and 1350
students, which makes it a total of 2150 users. However, the building is public, which means that people from other
departments can also enter the building. Therefore, it is possible that at some points in time, more people are present
in the Flux building. Figure 4.1 shows the exterior of the Flux building.

Figure 4.1 The flux building (Source: Website TU/e)

								Figure 4.2 Open vides and stairs (Source: dgrm.nl)
The ground floor contains a supermarket, a reception, some meeting spaces and some shared closed offices. The
first floor mainly consists of lecture spaces and open study space, whereas the second, third and fifth floor consist
of shared closed offices, small open offices and open study spaces. The project spaces (i.e. the labs) are located on
the fourth, eighth and tenth floor of the Flux building. The sixth floor contains multiple facilities such as a canteen,
colloquium spaces and meeting spaces. Last, floor 7 and floor 9 mainly consists of closed offices of different sizes and
open spaces for graduates. Because most users use laboratories to do experimental research and office spaces to
do other work, a lot of circulation takes place in the building. It is expected that this extra circulation result in more
unplanned interactions. In addition, the floors are connected to each other by big open vides and stairs to increase the
amount of visual contact (Figure 4.2). For more information about the interior of the building, the floorplans of the
building can be find in appendix 1.
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4.2 Data collection instrument and procedure

This chapter describes which methods are used to collect the data of all the different variables. It also gives an
explanation about why certain methods are used to collect the data.
The data collection consisted of two parts. The first part was collected using an online questionnaire, as the target
group is a large group. According to Sullivan-Bolyai, Bova, & Singh (2014) questionnaires are less costly, less time
consuming to administer to large groups of participants and completely anonymous and therefore prevent interviewer
bias. Johnson & Turner (2003) add that using questionnaires is a good method for measuring attitudes. To distribute
the first questionnaire, an email was sent to 1300 users of the Flux building, asking whether they wanted to cooperate
in the research, by clicking a link and entering the first questionnaire. This questionnaire was made with a system
developed by Eindhoven University of Technology and is called: Bergsysteem. In addition, users of the building were
asked in person to fill in the questionnaire (online or paper pencil). This first questionnaire contained questions about
the personal characteristics. The first questionnaire also contained a question asking whether they want to receive the
questionnaires of the second part of the research by email or by text message. The first online questionnaire can be
found in appendix 2.
The second part of the data collection was done using the Experience Sampling Method. The Experience Sampling
Method is a method in which participants are asked to record something about their experiences or behavior on
different points in time. The aim of this method is to study the subjective experience of participants in their natural
environment of everyday life (Hektner et al., 2007). According to Csikszentmihalyi & Larson (2014) this method can
be used to obtain empirical data on different types of variables including social interaction. Therefore, the experience
sampling method was used to collect data about the interactions of the participants. The main advantage of this method
is that it shows a relatively good representation of reality. In addition, this method is less influenced by memory biases
as participants have to note their experiences immediately after a certain signal (Scollon, Kim-prieto, & Diener, 2003).
In this research, participants received an email or a text message at three random days, for 10 workdays and were
asked about their interactions in the past hour. Therefore, it was expected that this will not lead to memory biases.
For this part of the research, information about the participants’ interactions with other users in the Flux building
was gathered. To collect these data, web-based questionnaires were used. The participants were asked to report on
some of their interactions (meetings) during 10 workdays, at 3 random times each (work)day, through answering a
few questions about these interactions with their smartphone or their computer. These questionnaires took no longer
than 2 minutes per questionnaire and can be found in appendix 3. To make sure that no questionnaires were skipped,
every questionnaire had a final page, which was called the dashboard page. This dashboard page showed the skipped/
forgotten questionnaires as a reminder to make sure that those questionnaires were being entered as well. In addition,
a resume of their entered interactions was shown.

4.3 Operationalization of the variables

In this section the different variables will be operationalized. The literature review showed that multiple personal
characteristics, interaction characteristics and tie characteristics influence the location choice of the interaction.
Therefore, these variables are operationalized in the following paragraphs 4.2.1, 4.2.2, 4.2.3 and 4.2.4 respectively.
Appendix 4 shows a summary of the operationalization of the variables.

4.3.1 Personal characteristics

According to the literature the following personal characteristics are hypothesized to have an effect on the location
choice of the interaction: age, gender, department, user group, role in the organization and personality. The distinction
of age and gender are logical. However, the other 4 characteristics need some more clarification. In addition, table 4.3
provides an overview of the operationalization of the personal characteristics.
Department
The Flux building is developed to accommodate two different departments, namely Electrical Engineering and Applied
Physics. Therefore, a question about the department was asked. As departments mostly have their own building it
is interesting to have a deeper look into the interactions between users of different departments. As can be read
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in section 1.1, innovation can be improved by sharing knowledge across different organizations (Easterby-Smith et
al., 2008). Therefore, it is interesting to see whether knowledge sharing also takes place between the two different
departments in the Flux building. The results could possibly be an incentive to accommodate different departments
in the same building more often in the future. As students and employees from other departments could enter this
building as well, the third answer possibility is ‘other’.
User group
As the Flux building accommodates students and employees a question about whether the respondent was a student
or an employee was added to the questionnaire. Research is still missing on interactions between employees and
students in academic office buildings. It is interesting to see, if students have (unplanned) interactions with employees
as well, what the activities are of these interactions, where they take place and whether knowledge is being shared
during these interactions. Therefore, the question ‘What type of user are you?’ was added to the questionnaire with
two possible answers: student or employee.
Role in organization
In academic office buildings different roles are being distinguished compared to the roles in normal organizations. The
next multiple choice question was asked: “What is your current position in the organization?”. This question was only
asked to participants who chose the option ‘employee’ in the previous question, which was about the type of user.
Therefore, students automatically skipped this question and only employees gave an answer to this question. The
question had the following possible answers:
Full professor emeritus (HGL em)
Full professor (HGL)
Associate professor (UHD)
Assistant professor (UD)
University teacher/researcher (OWP)
Post doc (PD)
PhD/PDEng
Supportive and management staff (OBP)
Secretary
Intern (STG)
With the different tasks of the different functions, different location types could be preferable for having interactions.
Therefore, it is interesting to explore whether participants with different positions prefer different location types. This
distribution is made using the UFO (Universitair functie-ordening) with some added functions (VSNU, 2017). The UFO is
a dutch ranking system. As Dutch universities have a lot of different roles, the UFO is developed to create an overview
of the different roles universities have with its matching salary. Intern was added as an option because it was known
that some of the users of the Flux building are interns and this function is quite different from the other options. All
these mentioned roles have different tasks and responsibilities.
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Table 4.3 Overview operationalization demographic variables

Variable

Level of measurement

Items

Age

Ratio

Open question

Gender

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Male
2 = Female

Department

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Applied Physics
2 = Electrical Engineering
3 = Other

User Group

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Student
2 = Employee

Role

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Supportive staff and management staff
2 = Secretary
3 = PhD/PDEng
4 = Post Doc (PD)
5 = University teacher/researcher (OWP)
6 = Assistant professor (UD)
7 = Associate Professor (UHD)
8 = Full professor Emeritus (HGL em)
9 = Full professor
10 = Stagiaire (STG)

Personality
The variable ‘personality’ needs some more clarification regarding its operationalization. The personalities can be
described according to the Big-Five measures: Extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability and
openness to experience. ‘The five factors are generally found across cultures, have been shown to have strong predictive
validity, interrater agreement, and hereditability and children as early as in middle childhood can be characterized by
them’ (Denissen et al., 2008, p. 152). The Big-Five framework has become the most widely used model of personality
(Gosling et al., 2003).
Multiple measurement instruments have been developed to measure the Big-Five dimensions (Gosling et al., 2003).
The most comprehensive method is the 240-item NEO Personality Inventory, Revised (NEO-PI-R). As this method
takes approximately 45 minutes to complete, other shorter methods were developed as well. The most commonly
used are the 44-item Big Five Inventory (BFI-44), the 60-item NEO Five-Factor Inventory (NEO-FFI) and the 100 trait
descriptive adjectives (TDA) of Goldenberg, which take about 5 minutes, 15 minutes and 15 minutes respectively, to
complete. However, these methods are still too time consuming for this research. The needs for very short measures
has been increased because researchers do not have sufficient amount of time to exploit the validity and reliability
of multi-item instruments (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann, 2003). In addition, participants have limited time to answer
questionnaires. Therefore, the Five-Item Personality Inventory (FIPI) and the Ten-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI) were
developed. Although there are multiple arguments to avoid short questionnaires, some studies reported advantages
as well (Gosling, Rentfros & Swann, 2003). Robins et al, (2001) for example noted that single-item measures reduce the
fatigue, frustration and boredom that goes along with longer questionnaires about the same topic. In addition, Burisch
(1997) reported that ‘short and simple depression scales can be just as valid as long and sophisticated scales’.
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The development of the methods FIPI (Five-Item questionnaire) and TIPI (Ten-Item questionnaire) resulted in short
and useful questionnaires. Both methods take about one minute to complete. Although research showed that both
methods are usable alternatives for more extensive instruments, the TIPI is superior to the FIPI. According to Gosling,
Rentfrow, & Swann (2003, p. 20) the TIPI is ‘psychometrically superior, it can be used for latent variable modeling, it
allows researchers to assess for acquiescence bias and check for errors, and it takes no longer to complete than the
5-item instrument’. The TIPI method includes 10 statements, 2 for every personality measure and are answered on a
7-point likert-scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = moderately disagree, 3 = a little disagree, 4 = neither disagree nor agree,
5 = a little agree, 6 = moderately agree, 7 = strongly agree). The same scale was used in this research. Participants had
to pick one of the 7 possible answers based on how well the particular statement describes their personality. The ten
statements contain 5 positive statements and 5 reserved statements (Goslin et al., 2013) as can be seen in table 4.4.
To conclude, the Ten-Item Personality Inventory was used for the operationalization of the personality traits in this study
(table 4.2). It is an extremely short way to measure the Big-Five personality dimensions (agreeableness, extraversion,
conscientiousness, emotional stability and openness to experience), as 10 questions about their personalities are asked
directly. These 10 questions all represent one of the Big-Five personality measures, two questions per personality
measure. In the questionnaire it was asked how well the 10 statements describe the participants’ personality. In table
4.4 the operationalization of the personal characteristics ‘personality’ is made clear and all 10 statements are related
to one of the Big-Five personalities.
Table 4.4 Overview operationalization personality variables (adapted from Goslin et al., 2003)

Variable

Big-Five Measure

TIPI measure

Level of Measurement

Items

Personality

Extraversion

Extraverted, enthusiastics 1

Interval

Reserved, quiet 6

Interval

Confrontational 2

Interval

Scale:
1 = Disagree strongly
7 = Agree strongly

Sympathetic, warm 7

Interval

Dependable, self-disciplined 3

Interval

Disorganized, careless 8

Interval

Anxious, easily upset 4

Interval

Calm, emotionally stable 9

Interval

Agreeanbleness
Conscientiousness
Emotional stability

Openness to experiences Open to new experiences 5

Interval

Conventional, uncreative 10

Interval

TIPI scaling scoring (‘R’ denotes reverse-scored items): Extraversion: question 1 and 6 (R); Agreeableness: question 2 (R) and 7; Conscientiousness: questions 3 and
8 (R); Emotional stability: question 4 (R) and 9; Openness to new experiences: question 5 and 10 (R).

4.3.2 Interaction characteristics

Table 4.5 gives an overview of the operationalization of the interactions characteristics. The variables are operationalized
as follows.
Interaction activity
To find out what kind of interaction activity took place the following multiple choice question was addressed: “what
was the main activity during this interaction? (Choose 1 main activity)”. This question has the following answer options:
Discussion, meeting, catch up/chat, (business) lunch/diner, providing or receiving information/advice, network event,
brainstorm session, lecture, training/presentation with the last option ‘other, namely’ were participants could write
down a different interaction activity. These activity types were chosen, based on previous literature about interactions
(Appel-Meulenbroek, 2014; Tschan, Semmer & Inversin, 2004; Berends et al., 2006). Also, some interaction activities
that are likely to take place in academic office buildings, such as lectures, were added to the list. The interaction activity
of the interaction was asked as different interaction activities could require different location types. For example, it
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could be that discussions mainly take place in meeting spaces whereas catch ups/chats take place mainly in the hallway
of the building.
Type of interaction
In academic office buildings different types of interactions can take place. Lawson, Petersen, Cousins, & Handfield
(2009) made a distinction between social and work related interactions. In addition, interaction can be both social
and work related. It is interesting to investigate whether different types of interactions take place in different types
of locations. One can imagine that social interactions take mainly place in social spaces such as the canteen and work
related interaction take mainly place in spaces created for those interactions such as meeting rooms. Both types of
interactions are important. Work related interactions are important as more work related knowledge is shared during
this type of interaction. However, the importance of social related interactions should not be underestimated because
as Kraut et al. (1990) and Marouf & Doreian (2010) stated: the informal communication helps workers in learning about
each other, which supports the social relation and the collaboration and therefore the willingness to share knowledge.
Initiation of the interaction
Interaction can be either planned in advance or unplanned. It is especially interesting to see where the unplanned
interactions take place as the lay-out of the building could play an important role in the number of those interactions
(Appel-Meulenbroek,2014). Unplanned interactions are more likely to take place in locations where you coincidentally
meet and see each other and planned interactions are more likely to take place in spaces designed for interactions,
such as meeting rooms. Within the unplanned interactions another distinction can be made (Appel-Meulenbroek,
2014):
Intentional unscheduled visits: For example, when a person decides to intentionally walk to someone’s 		
workspace to ask a question
Initiated after coincidentally visual contact: For example, when two people bump into each other and start an
interaction.
Therefore, the question ‘Was the interaction?’ was added to the questionnaire with the following possible answers:
Scheduled in advance, intentional unscheduled visit and initiated after coincidental visual contact.
Duration
Interactions shorter than 2 minutes were not taken into account in this research, because those interactions could
simply be saying ‘hi’ to a friend. Because for this research those type of interactions are not interesting it was asked
to not report these. Moreover, a question was asked about the duration of the interaction. The participants had to
enter the duration of the interactions in minutes. With this information it gets clear whether interactions with different
durations take place at different locations.
Knowledge sharing
A lot of research has been done about knowledge sharing and its effect on the innovativeness and success of businesses
(Boer, 2005; Ipe, 2003; Easterby-Smith et al., 2008). To get more insight in where knowledge is shared the following
question was asked to the participants: “Was knowledge exchanged during the interaction?”. The participants could
choose ‘yes’ or ‘no’.
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Table 4.5 Overview operationalization interaction characteristics

Variable

Level of Measurement

Items

Interaction activity

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Discussion
2 = Meeting
3 = Catch up/chat
4 = (Business) lunch/dinner
5 = Providing or receiving feedback
6 = Network event
7 = Brainstorm session
8 = Lecture
9 = Training/presentation
10 = Other, namely

Type of interaction

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Social interaction
2 = Work related interaction
3 = Social and work related interaction

Duration

Ratio

Open question

Initiation of the interaction

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Scheduled in advance
2 = Intentional unscheduled
3 = Initiated after coincidental visual contact

Knowledge sharing

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Yes
2 = No

4.3.3 Tie characteristics

As some research has already been done about interactions between employees in academic office buildings, the tie
characteristics are, together with other factors, what was not included in previous research. No research has been done
about interactions between students and employees and the effects of these interactions on the location type choice
and other interaction characteristics. However, research about homophily pointed out that differences in demographic
characteristics and ties could lead to less interactions (McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook, 2001). Therefore, it is interesting
to explore whether differences in department, user group and tie strength between the participants of the interaction
influence the interaction characteristics or the location type choice. The participants had to answer a question about
whether or not the interaction was with more than three people. Interactions that were reported as interactions with
more than three people do not contain information about the other people involved in the interaction. Otherwise,
participants were forced to answer multiple questions about all the people involved in the interaction and that would
be too time consuming. Therefore, only information about the interaction partners during interactions with three or
less people was asked and reported. This led to a total of 400 non-group interactions of which the department, user
group and tie strength of the other participants are known. Thus, the variables ‘composition based on department’,
‘composition based on user group’ and ‘strength of the tie’ are added to the conceptual model. All variables will be
clarified in the next sections. An overview of the operationalization of the tie characteristics is given in table 4.6
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Composition based on department
As mentioned in the introduction, Gorgievski et al., (2010) suggests that present university buildings should stimulate
interactions across different departments. Users from other departments could see a certain problem from a different
perspective which could give new insights. Therefore, these interactions seem to be beneficial to share useful knowledge.
In addition, as these departments share a building, it is interesting to see whether interactions between users from
different departments take place at certain location types. Also, the differences in department could influence the
interaction characteristics. Maybe, more knowledge is shared during interactions with users of different departments,
or interactions with users from different departments have a longer duration. To get more insight in these answers,
the participants had to answer the question ‘At which department does the alter work or study?’. That way, it becomes
clear whether the interaction was with participants from the same department of with participants from a different
department.
Composition based on user group
Gorgievski et al., (2010) also suggests that present university buildings should stimulate interactions across staff and
students. In addition, as these departments share a building, it would be interesting to see whether the composition
of the participants (employee – employee, employee – student or student – student) of the interaction has an effect
on the location type choice of the interaction. Also, the composition based on the user group of the interaction could
have an effect on multiple interaction variables. It could be for example that students have more social interactions
with students and more work related interactions with employees. In addition, the homophily principle, which state
that similarities in demographic characteristics could lead to more interactions, could also relate to similarities in user
group (McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook, 2001). Therefore, it is interesting to explore the user group of the alter by
asking the participants ‘What is the user group of the alter?’. That way, it becomes clear whether the interaction was
with participants from the same user group or with participants from a different user group.
Strength of the tie
Multiple researchers point out the relation between interacting, knowledge sharing and the strength of the tie
between the participants of the interaction. For instance, van Wijk et al. (2008) states that the strength of a tie is one
of the antecedents that contributes to the amount of knowledge sharing. No literature was found about the relation
between the strength of the tie and the location type choice of the interaction. However, it is expected that for example
interactions between people with weak ties are more likely to take place in meeting rooms, whereas interactions
between people with strong ties are more likely to take place in the hallway/eat and drink area. Therefore, the question
“how close are with that person?” was asked in the questionnaire. The participants could pick one of the answers
ranging from ‘not close at all’, to ‘very close’.
Table 4.6 Overview operationalization tie characteristics

Variable
Composition based on department

Level of measurement
Nominal

Composition based on user group

Nominal

Strength of the tie

Interval
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Items
Multiple choice
1 = Same department
2 = Different department
Multiple choice
1 = Student - student
2 = Employee - student
3 = Employee - employee
Multiple choice
Scale:
1 = not close at all,
5 = very close

4.4 Reliability and validity
Examining the reliability and validity of the research is essential because it determines the quality of the research.
Therefore, the reliability and internal and external validity are discussed in this subchapter.

4.4.1 Reliability

Reliability is about the quality of the measurement (Pallant, 2011). Sometimes these errors are unavoidable. Random
errors can occur using questionnaires because of multiple aspects, for example the moment in time. As participants fill
in questionnaires in different points in time, the participants’ interaction behavior could be influenced by for example
their mood, the place they are at or by the moment in time. However, the Experience Sampling Method is used to ask
participants about their interactions and another study confirmed this method as a reliable method for collecting data
about interactions (Csikszentmihalyi & Larson, 2014).
Furthermore, the durations of the interactions might be difficult to remember. However, participants only have to enter
the durations of interactions that happened in the past hour. Therefore, these errors will be minimized. In addition, the
strength of a tie might be judged differently between different persons. However, this error is minimized because of the
use of a 5-point scale. Nevertheless, some small errors might be part of this research, but due to the easy questions in
the questionnaire it is expected that these errors will be limited as much as possible.

4.4.2 Internal and external validity

The internal validity of a research determines how well a research measures what is supposed to be measured.
To make sure that this research meets a good internal validity, a clear operationalization of the variables has been
made. In addition, other studies have been checked to make sure that the questions measure what is supposed to
be measured. Personality for example was a difficult variable to measure. In this study the TIPI measure, which is a
validated measure, was used to determine all the big five personality dimensions. Moreover, it is expected that the
answers to the questions will be correct and that they measure what is supposed to be measured.
The external validity is about whether the results of the research can be generalized (Baarda, Van der Hulst, & De
Goede, 2012). Although questionnaires were sent at 3 random points in time during one day, the results are not
generalizable over a whole day unless the participants responded to all the three signals. Also, the generalizability of
the results of this study are an issue when it comes to different buildings or different universities. Other universities or
buildings house different types of students and employees with different personal characteristics. In addition, other
buildings or universities house other departments than the departments that are housed in the Flux building. Although
the results of this research do provide new useful insights, they need to be interpreted with caution, when generalizing
to other universities and departments.

4.5 Analytic strategy

The previous sections described the method that is used to collect the data and the operationalization of the dependent
and the independent variables. This subchapter describes which statistical analyses will be conducted to analyze the
relation between the personal, interaction and tie characteristics and the location type choice of the interaction. The
statistical analyses can be divided into three categories. The first category is ‘descriptive analyses’, to understand the
data of the sample. The second category is ‘bi-variate analyses’, which was used to explore the relations between all
variables separately. The last category is ‘Mixed Multinomial Logit Model’, which was used to explore the whole model
in a multivariate framework, using only the variables that are proven to have a relation during the bivariate analyses.

4.5.1 Descriptive analyses

The descriptive analyses, which are described in the next chapter, were used to determine the representativeness and
the quality of the sample. The collected data about the participants’ characteristics had to be explored to determine
whether the sample is a good representation of the real population. The analyses that were used in this thesis analyze
the occurrence (frequency tables), the dispersion (descriptive statistics) and the distribution of the variables (graphs).
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In addition, it was tested whether the personality variables are internal consistent so that they can be summed up to
represent the Big-Five personality traits. To test the internal consistency a reliability test is conducted including the
Cronbach’s alpha and the Inter-item correlation of the variables.

4.5.2 Bivariate analysis

Bivariate analyses were used to determine all relations separately to check whether the variables that are expected to
have a relation, really do have a relation. It can be used to investigate the relation between one dependent variable and
one independent variable. The personal characteristics and the tie characteristics are the independent variables. The
interaction characteristics are dependent on the participant and tie characteristics and independent on the location
type. The location type of the interaction is seen as a dependent variable as well. To make this more clear, see the final
conceptual model in figure 3.6. The bivariate analyses that were used are chi-square tests, Mann-Whitney U tests,
Kruskal-Wallis H tests, independent sample T-tests, ANOVA tests and spearman correlation tests. The table below
shows which tests were used depending on the measurement levels of the variables. Whenever a relationship is tested
with one or two interval/ratio variable and at least one of the variables is not normally distributed, it is mandatory to
drop one measurement level and pick the test that belongs to the ordinal measurement level.
Table 4.7 Bivariate tests, adapted from NYU libraries (2018)

Independent variable

Dependent variable
Nominal

Nominal

2 categories

>2 categories

Nominal

Chi-square test

2 categories

Kruskal-Wallis H test

Nominal

Ordinal

Interval/ratio

Mann-Whitney U
test

independent
sample T-tests

ANOVA

>2 categories
Ordinal

Mann-Whitney U
test

Kruskal-Wallis H test Spearman
correlation

Spearman
correlation

Interval/ratio

independent
sample T-tests

ANOVA

Pearson’s
correlation test

Spearman
correlation

A chi-square test measures whether or not the observed value significantly differs from the expected value by
summing up these differences in values (University of Minnesota, 2018). When that number reaches a certain level,
the relation between the variables is significant. The Mann-Whitney U test measures whether or not a randomly
selected value from a variable will be less than or greater than a randomly selected value from the other variable
(Laerd statistics, 2013). This test does not assume normality. The T-test does the same as the Mann-Whitney U test.
However, the T-test does assume normality of the interval/ratio variable (Laerd statistics, 2013). The Kruskal-Wallis H
test, tests whether there is a significant difference between the means of the different categories. The Kruskal-Wallis
H test does not assume normality. The ANOVA test tests the same. However, the ANOVA test does assume normality
(Laerd statistics, 2013). The Spearman correlation test and the Pearson’s correlation test both test whether or not two
variables correlate with each other. In other words, does the increase in one variable leads to a decrease/increase
in the other variable. The Spearman correlation test is used when one of the variables is not normally distributed.
The Pearson’s correlation test is used when both variables are normally distributed (University of Minnesota, 2018).

4.5.3 Mixed Multinomial Logit Model

A mixed Multinomial Logit Model was used to explore the whole model at once and to determine the direct
and indirect influences of the variables. The variable ‘location type’ is seen as the dependent variable and only
variables that are significantly related to the location type in the bivariate analysis are taken into account in this
Mixed Multinomial Logit Model. A Mixed multinomial Logit Model was estimated to analyze all the relationships
simultaneously in a multivariate framework. This model is one of the best discrete choice models that is currently
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available (McFadden & Train, 2000). The biggest advantage of using this model is the possibility to capture unobserved
heterogeneity between individuals, as for every parameter a distribution is estimated (Bliemer & Rose, 2010). Another
advantage of using this model is that it provides much flexibility as the variables of the model are allowed to have any
distribution (Train, 2003). Also, the MMNL model can handle panel data, which is the type of data that is used in this
study.

4.6 Conclusion

To collect the data of this research two methods were used. Data about the personal characteristics (i.e. age, gender,
department, user group and personality) was collected using an online questionnaire. To get more insight in the
interaction characteristics (i.e. Interaction activity, interaction type, initiation interaction, duration and knowledge
sharing), the tie characteristics (i.e. composition based on department, composition based on user group and the
strength of the tie) and the location type of the interaction, the experience sampling method was used. This method
was used because the aim was to study experiences of the participants during their natural behavior and because
this method is useful to obtain empirical data about social interactions. The participants received a text message
or an email, 3 times a day, on random points in time, for 10 work days. The big advantage of this method is that it
shows a relatively good representation of the reality. In addition, this method is less influenced by memory biases as
participants had to note their experiences immediately after a certain signal.
The independent variables are the participants characteristics, the tie characteristics and the interactions characteristics.
The personal characteristics consist of five demographic variables (age, gender, department, user group and role in the
organization) and five personality variables (agreeableness, extraversion, conscientiousness, emotional stability and
openness to new experiences). The demographic variables are mostly operationalized on a nominal level, except for
‘age’, which is operationalized on a scale level with an open question. The personality variables are operationalized
based on the Ten-Item Personality Inventory. The tie characteristics are divided into three variables. ‘Composition based
on department’ and ‘composition based on user group’ are both operationalized on a nominal level. The ‘strength of
the tie’ is operationalized on an ordinal level. The interaction characteristics are divided into 5 variables. Four of the
interaction characteristics are operationalized on a nominal level namely, ‘interaction activity’, ‘type of interaction’,
‘initiation interaction’ and ‘knowledge exchanged’. ‘Duration’ is operationalized on a scale level with an open question
to collect the data.
The statistical analyses that were used are ‘descriptive analyses’, ‘bivariate analyses’ and a ‘Mixed multinomial Logit
Model’. Descriptive analyses were used to describe the data set. Bivariate analyses were used to explore all the relations
between the variables separately. Last, a Mixed Multinomial Logit Model was estimated to analyze all the relationships
simultaneously in a multivariate framework.
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DATA DESCRIPTION
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West campus union, Houston, Durham
9 best new university buildings (AD, 2017)

5. Data description
This chapter contains the descriptive statistics of the data collected for the four sets of variables. Section 5.1, starts
with describing the data collection procedure. The following sections describe the four (sets of) variables. Section 5.2
gives a description of the sample of this study and section 5.3 gives the descriptive statistics of the variable ‘location
type’. This chapter ends with a conclusion of the collected data presented in section 5.4.

5.1 Data collection procedure

An email with a link to the first questionnaire was sent by the head of the departments, in the week of May 22, to
approximately 1300 users. The first questionnaire was entered by 259 respondents, which means that the response
rate was around 19,9%. Of the 259 people that participated in the first questionnaire 7 people did not finish the online
questionnaire which led to multiple missing values per participant. Therefore, these cases were deleted from the
data set. This led to a total of 252 participants for the first questionnaire. Of these 252 participants only 93 reported
interactions in the second part of the research. This means that the other 159 participants were not useful and were
deleted from the data set. In addition one participant was deleted from the dataset because all the personality
questions were answered with ‘moderately agree’. This is unlikely because every personality measure consisted of
2 questions asking the opposite. For example for extraversion it is asked whether you see yourself as extraverted,
enthusiastic and whether you see yourself as reserved, quiet. These two questions cannot both be answered with an
‘moderately agree’, because if you see yourself as extraverted and enthusiastic you are not reserved and quiet. Because
this person did not take the time to seriously fill in the first questionnaire, his/her results were not included in any
part of this research. Unfortunately, less users participated in the second part which can be caused by the fact that the
second part of the research took much more time than the first part. This led to a total of 92 participants who reported
643 interactions inside the Flux building.

5.2 Sample

This subchapter outlines the data description and thus the representativeness of the sample. First, the data description
of the personal charactertics is given. Than, the descriptives of the interaction characteristics are described and last,
the data description of the tie characteristics is described.

5.2.1 Personal characteristics

This subchapter describes the personal characteristics of the 92 participants that entered the first and the second
questionnaires and work or study in the Flux building at the TU in Eindhoven. The following personal characteristics will
be described: gender, user group, age, department, position in organization and personality.
Gender
The sample contains a larger share of men (77%) compared to women (23%). This higher share of men is normal in the
Flux building, because technical universities are known for their higher share of men. When only students are taken
into account, the share of men is even higher (86,5%) compared to the share of women (13,5%). When only employees
are taken into account, the share of men is still higher (65%) than the share of women (35%), but the difference is
smaller compared to the students. That could be caused by the fact that the supportive staff is known for their higher
share in women and that the university strives for a more even division within their staff when it comes to men and
women.
The Annual report of the Eindhoven University of Technology (2015) showed that the percentage of women that
started studying in the year 2015/2016 was 26%, which is 13% percent higher than the percentage of female students
in the sample. This could be caused by the fact that the departments housed in the Flux building are relatively technical.
Other, less technical departments at the university might have a higher share of female students.
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Table 5.1: Sample characteristics and comparison with the population of Flux (adapted from TU/e Campus, 2005) (N=92)

Mean

Sample (%)

Students (%)

Employees (%)

Flux (%)

User group
Student

57

64

Employee

43

36

Age

28,8
0 – 25

52,2

88,5

5

26 – 35 (Generation Y)

28,3

11,5

50

36 – 50 (Generation X)

10,9

0

25

8,7

0

20

Department AP

33,7

40,3

38,4

Department EE

60,9

58,1

59

Other

5,4

1,6

2,6

Supportive and management staff

20

13,5

Secretary

10

2,8

PhD/PDEng

27,5

42,2

Postdoc (PD)

12,5

5,3

University teacher/researcher (OWP)

7,5

13,3

Assistant Professor (UD)

15

9,8

Associate professor (UHD)

2,5

4,1

Full Professor emeritus (HGL em)

0

1,2

Full professor (HGL)

5

7,8

50 > (Babyboomers)
Department

Position

User group
The variable ‘user group’ is a nominal variable. As can be seen in table 5.1, the sample consists of 57% students
and 43% employees. If the percentages are compared to the whole population of Flux, it can be concluded that the
sample is a good representation of the population. The sample has a slightly lower share of students. It might be that
employees are more aware of the relevance and importance of the study. Either way, the differences are very small,
whereby the sample is a good representation of the population of the Flux building.
Age
The variable ‘age’ is a ratio variable, which is not normally distributed (Figure 5.2). However, to check the age distribution
of the sample, the variable is recoded as an ordinal variable with 4 segments (adapted from Tolbize, 2008). According
to table 5.1, the average age is of the participants is 28,8 years. The table also shows how the age is distributed among
the participants. The age group 0 – 25 is the largest share. This is probably because (as table 5.1 shows) the share of
students is larger compared to the share of employees. Therefore, we analyze these two groups separately as well.
Table 5.1 shows that students are relatively younger (mean 21,9 years) than the employees (mean 37,8 years). This is
of course logical as most often you study first, before you enter a job. When only students are taking into account it is
noticeable that almost all of the students are younger than 26. When only employees are taken into consideration 95%
of the participants are older than 26. So, considering the ages of the sample, the sample is a good representation of
the real population and every age group is represented by a sufficient amount of participants.
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Figure 5.2. P-P Plot ‘age’

Department
As can be seen in table 5.1, most of the users are from the departments that are accommodated in the Flux building
(94,6%). The other 5% of the users are from the departments Mathematics and Computer Science, Industrial
Engineering, Biomedical Engineering and Innovation Sciences. Of the users, 60,9% are from the department of Electrical
Engineering. This is a good representation of the real population as the department Applied physics is said to be a
relatively small department (TU/e, 2017).
Role in organization
As can be seen in table 5.6 the largest share of employees of the sample are ‘PhD/PDEng’, followed by ‘supportive and
management staff’. The same goes for the employees of the whole population of Flux. As the population is compared
to the sample, the numbers are to a large extent the same. Some differences are noticeable. First, the share of PhD/
PDEng is quite smaller in the sample compared to the population. In contrast, the Postdoc share and the Supportive
and management staff share is higher in the sample than in the population of Flux. Unfortunately, all of the positions
are not very well represented. Therefore, it was necessary to make another division of the categories. Table 5.3 shows
this new division. ’Supportive and management staff’ and ‘secretary’ were merged under the name ‘supportive staff’.
‘PhD/PDEng’ and ‘Postdoc’ were summed up under the label ‘researchers’ and last, ‘University teacher’ and all the
types of professors were merged and labeled under the name ‘University teachers/Professors’. Intern was left out of
the analyses as no interns entered this research. As the table shows, the sample contains a smaller share of researchers
and university teachers/professors compared to the population in Flux.
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Table 5.3 Position division employees Flux

Role division employees Flux
Sample
(N)

Sample
(%)

Flux
(N)

Flux
(%)

Sample
(N)

Sample
(%)

Flux
(N)

Flux
(%)

Supportive and management
staff

8

20

141

13,5

Supportive
staff

12

30

170

16,2

Secretary

4

10

29

2,8

PhD/PDEng

11

27,5

442

42,2

researchers

16

40

498

47,5

Postdoc (PD)

5

12,5

56

5,3

University teacher/researcher
(OWP)

3

7,5

139

13,3

University
teachers/

12

30

380

36,3

Assistant Professor (UD)

6

15

103

9,8

Associate professor (UHD)

1

2,5

43

4,1

professors

Full Professor emeritus (HGL
em)

0

0

13

1,2

Full Professor (HGL)

2

5

82

7,8

Total

40

100

1048

100

40

100

1048

100

Total

Personality
As described in chapter 4, the TIPI measures were used to determine the personalities of the respondents. This
method includes 10 statements. To describe the personality of the sample, the results of the 10 statements need to be
transformed and computed. All the five personality traits were indicated by two opposite statements, one positive and
one reserved. First, the reserved variable need to be transformed into a positive variable as well. Thus, on a 7-point
scale, value 7 needs to be transformed into 1, value 6 into 2, value 5 into 3 etcetera. Then, the internal consistency can
be determined by summing up the two scores of the 2 statements regarding the same personality trait. The internal
consistency can be seen as “the degree to which the items that make up the scale are measuring the same underlying
attribute” (Pallant, 2011). To determine the internal consistency, the Cronbach’s alpha was used. When a Cronbach’s
alpha of > 0.7 is found, the values of the 2 statements can be merged (Pallant, 2010). However, it is possible that
the Cronbach’s alpha is quite small, because there are less than 10 values in the scale. Some researchers claim that
Cronbach’s alpha is not appropriate for a two-item measure (Cramer, Atwood, & Stoner, 2006; O’Brien, Buikstra, &
Hegney, 2008). Pallant (2010) suggests to calculate the inter-item correlation value instead of the Cronbach’s alpha. An
optimal inter-item correlation value ranges from 0.2 to 0.4.
Table 5.4 Cronbach’s alpha and Pearson correlation of personality traits

Personality traits

Cronbach’s alpha

Extraversion

0,736

Agreeableness

-0,088

Conscientiousness

0,643

Emotional stability

0,680

Openness to experience

0,565

Pearson correlation
- 0,042

0,394

As can be seen in table 5.8, three personality trait achieved a Cronbach’s alpha higher than 0.6. These lower Cronbach’s
alpha’s are not surprising as in the development of the TIPI lower Cronbach’s alpha’s were also found (Gosling et al.,
2003). For the personality traits extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability and openness to
experience they found α = 0.68, α = 0.40, α = 0.50, α = 0.73 and α = 0.45 respectively (Gosling et al., 2003). Other tests
of the TIPI confirmed the TIPI as a reliable method. Therefore, they accepted the low Cronbach’s alpha in that research.
Also, other research point out that a Cronbach’s alpha greater than 0.6 is acceptable for scales with five or fewer items
(Petrick & Backman, 2002). Therefore, a Cronbach’s alpha > 0.6 is considered to be acceptable. Thereby, an inter-item
correlation test is conducted for the personality traits that did not meet the acceptable value of the Cronbach’s alpha.
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The personality trait ‘openness to experiences’ has an inter-item correlation value between 0.2 and 0.4. Therefore, the
two statements of the variable ‘openness to experiences’ can be merged as well. Unfortunately, agreeableness has a
negative inter-item correlation value. Further research into that personality trait will be necessary, see table 5.5.
Table 5.5 Frequencies ‘agreeableness’

Frequencies
Sympathetic, warm (+)

Agreeableness

N

Confrontational (-)

%

N

%

Disagree strongly

0

0

4

4,4

Disagree moderately

0

0

15

16,5

Disagree a little

6

6,5

17

18,7

Neither agree nor disagree

13

14,1

17

18,7

Agree a little

34

37

23

25,3

Agree moderately

29

31,5

10

11

Agree strongly

10

10,9

5

5,5

Total

92

100

91

100

In the sample, 79,4% of the participants agrees a little, moderately or strongly with seeing themselves as sympathetic,
warm. In addition, 41,8 % of the sample also agree a little, moderately of strongly with seeing themselves as
confrontational. This high percentage of people who see themselves as confrontational might be because they saw
confrontational as something positive. Confrontational in the sense that they are not scared to give their opinions,
which is typical for the Dutch population (Ybema & Byun, 2009). That could possibly explain the negative numbers
of the two analyses. Because the Cronbach’s alpha and Pearson correlation of agreeableness are negative, the two
statements cannot be summed up. In addition, as showed before, the negative statement of agreeableness might
be answered inconsistent. Despite these inconsistent results it would still be interesting to take the personality trait
‘agreeableness’ into consideration in this thesis. Therefore, only the positive variable of agreeableness will be taken
into account in this thesis and the reversed variable will be left out of the analysis.
The next step is to sum up the values of the two statements of all the personality traits (except for the personality trait
‘agreeableness’ as stated before). The descriptive statistics, which include the minimum and maximum of the variables,
the mean and the standard deviation, are shown in table 5.6.
Table 5.6 Descriptive Statistics personality traits

Descriptive Statistics
N

Minimum

Maximum

Mean

Std. Dev.

Extraversion

92

3

14

8,5

3,111

Agreeableness

92

6

14

10,5

2,094

Conscientiousness

92

4

14

10,9

2,631

Emotional stability

92

4

14

10,6

2,637

Openness to new experiences

92

5

14

11,1

1,938

Figure 5.7a – 5.7h show the normal distributions of the personality traits. ‘Extraversion’ and ‘agreeableness’ are
relatively normally distributed. However, ‘conscientiousness’, ‘emotional stability’ and ‘openness to new experiences’
need more clarification. Therefore, the P-P plots of these variables are given in figure 5.7d, 5.7f and 5.7h.
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Figure 5.7a Distribution extraversion

Figure 5.7b Distribution agreeableness

Figure 5.7c Distribution Conscientiousness

Figure 5.7d P-P Plot Conscientiousness

Figure 5.7e Distribution Emotional stability
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Figure 5.7f P-P Plot Emotional stability
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Figure 5.7g Distribution openness to new experiences

Figure 5.7h P-P Plot Openness to new experiences

Table 5.8 skewness and kurtosis of the personality traits

Descriptives
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Emotional Stability
Openness to experiences

Statistic

Std. Error

z-values

Skewness

-0,058

0,251

-0,231

Kurtosis

-0,967

0,498

-1,94

Skewness

-0,310

0,251

-1,235

Kurtosis

-0,269

0,498

-0,54

Skewness

-0,757

0,251

-3,016

Kurtosis

-0,095

0,498

-0,191

Skewness

-0,923

0,251

-3,678

Kurtosis

0,137

0,498

0,275

Skewness

-0,696

0,251

-2,772

Kurtosis

0,663

0,498

1,331

Another method to check whether the variables are normally distributed is with a skewness and kurtosis test (Cain,
Zhang, & Yuan, 2017). When the skewness and kurtosis of the variables have z-values between -1.96 and 1.96, the
variable can be seen as normally distributed. Figure 5.1a – 5.1e shows the normality distributions of the personality
traits. ‘Extraversion’, ‘agreeableness’ and ‘openness to new experiences’ are quite normally distributed. Although
‘openness to new experiences’ does not have z-values between -1.96 and 1.96 (Table 5.8), the variable will be seen as
normally distributed because of figure 5.7h. ‘Conscientiousness’ and ‘emotional stability’ are not normally distributed,
but are considered to be normally distributed for further analyses.

5.2.2 Face-to-face interaction characteristics

This section describes the results of the descriptives of the interaction variables of 643 interactions that were registered
during the 10 workdays by the 92 participants. The following interaction characteristics will be described: interaction
activity, type of interaction, duration, number of interactions, planned or unplanned and knowledge exchanged. Table
5.9 shows the descriptives of the interaction variables.
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Table 5.9. Descriptive statistics face-to-face interaction characteristics (N=643)

Mean

Sample (N)

Sample (%)

Discussion

171

26,6

Meeting

123

18,7

Catch up/chat

126

19,2

Providing or receiving feedback

73

11,1

Lecture, training/presentation

79

12,0

Other

71

10,8

Social related

157

24,4

Work related

393

61,1

93

14,5

Scheduled in advance

269

41,8

Intentional unscheduled

232

36,1

Initiated after visual contact

142

22,1

0 – 5 minutes

145

22,6

6 – 10 minutes

84

13,1

11 – 15 minutes

62

9,6

16 – 25 minutes

50

7,8

26 – 40 minutes

95

14,8

> 40 minutes

207

32,2

Yes

458

71,2

No

185

28,8

Interaction activity

Interaction type

Both
Initiation of the interaction

Duration

37,6

Knowledge shared

Interaction activity
For all of the 643 interactions an interaction activity was reported, which means that there are no missing values. As can
be seen in table 5.9, 27% of the interactions were reported as ‘discussions’. Next, 19% of the interactions were reported
as a ‘catch up/chat’ (20%). Activities that were reported less often are ‘network event’ (1%), ‘brainstorm session’ (3%)
and ‘lecture’ (4%). It is notable that only 10 lectures were registered as students have a lecture almost every day. It
could be that students did not register all of their lectures as interactions. They might not have interpreted those
lectures as being interactions. Because of cells with low values, some interaction activities were merged. ‘Network
event’, ‘(business) lunch/dinner’ and ‘brainstorm session’ were added to ‘other’. ‘lecture’ and ‘training/presentation’
were merged under the name ‘lecture, training/presentation’.
Interaction type
The type of the interaction tells something about whether the interaction was mainly social, work or both social and
work related. No missing values are found as for all the interactions a certain type was registered by the participants.
As table 5.10 shows, nearly 25 percent of all the interactions were registered as social. That could be the reason why
in the previous subchapter such a high registered number of catch up/chats was found. Still, 61% of the interactions
were registered as work related.
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Table 5.10 Descriptives work/social relatedness interactions (N=643)

Social related
Work related
Both
Total

N

%

157
393
93
643

24,4
61,1
14,5
100

Initiation of the interaction
In table 5.11 the division of the initiation of the interactions is showed. Interactions can be either scheduled in advance,
intentionally unscheduled or initiated after coincidental visual contact. No missing values were reported. Most of
the interactions (41,8%) were scheduled in advance. This high number of scheduled interactions could explain the
high share of meetings. Although a large amount of the interactions were scheduled in advance, the most interesting
interactions are the ones that were not scheduled in advance. Their location types are less predictable as they could
be influenced by the physical work environment. One can imagine that interactions that are scheduled in advance are
more predictable as they probably will take place in meeting rooms or other rooms designed for having interactions.
Table 5.11 Descriptives of the variable ‘initiation of the interaction’ (N=643)

Scheduled in advance
Intentional unscheduled
Initiated after visual contact
Total

N

%

269
232
142
643

41,8
36,1
22,1
100

Because it is expected that planned interaction are more often work related than unplanned interactions, table 5.11 is
given. In this table the options ‘intentional unscheduled’ and ‘initiated after visual contact’ are merged as the unplanned
interactions, because that is more interesting in relation to the work/social relatedness of the interaction. When only
the interactions that were planned are taken into account, the share of work related interactions increases from 61% to
82%, and the share of social interactions decreases from 24% to 6%, concluding that work related interactions are more
often scheduled in advance while social interactions are more often unplanned. On the other hand, the unplanned
interactions had a higher share of social interactions (37,7%) compared to the planned interactions and a lower share
of work related interactions (46%) compared to the planned interactions.
Table 5.12 Work/social relatedness planned/unplanned interactions (N=643)

Planned
Social related
Work related
Both
Total

Unplanned

Total

N

%

N

%

N

%

16
221
32
269

5,9
82,2
11,9
100

141
172
61
374

37,7
46,0
16,3
100

157
393
93
643

24,4
61,1
14,5
100

Duration
The variable ‘duration’ is a ratio variable, which is not normally distributed. For the descriptives, the variable was
transformed into an ordinal variable with the following categories: 0 – 5 minutes, 6 – 10 minutes, 11 – 15 minutes, 16
– 25 minutes, 26 – 40 minutes and > 40 minutes. In Figure 5.13 the division of the durations of all the 657 interactions
are shown. The shortest interaction registered took 2 minutes. The longest registered interaction took 360 minutes,
which is 6 hours. This interaction was reported as a training, which explains the long duration. Almost half (45,3%) of
the registered interactions took 15 minutes or less and nearly a quarter (22,6%) of the interactions were 10 minutes
or less. It is expected that the planned interactions on average are longer interactions than unplanned interaction.
Therefore, the unplanned interactions and the interactions scheduled in advance will be discussed separately as well.
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Figure 5.13 percentages of the durations of the total interactions compared to the unplanned interactions

Duration unplanned interactions
As mentioned in chapter 4, participants could register every interaction as either ‘scheduled in advance’, ‘intentional
unscheduled visit’, or ‘initiated after coincidental visual contact’. The last two options are seen as the unplanned
option, because that is more interesting in relation to the duration. Therefore, interactions registered as ‘intentional
unscheduled visit’ or ‘initiated after coincidental visual contact’ are taken into account in the unplanned interactions
in table 5.14. As expected, more than half (55,6%) of the unplanned interactions took 10 minutes or less. More than a
third (35,3%) of the unplanned interactions took 5 minutes or less. In addition, the unplanned face-to-face interactions
registered that took longer than 25 minutes are only 25,2% compared to 47,0% of all the face-to-face interaction. In
addition, the mean duration decreased from 37,5 minutes to 19 minutes.
Table 5.14 Durations planned/unplanned face-to-face interactions.

Unplanned interaction

Planned interaction

Sample (N)

Sample (%)

Sample (N)

Sample (%)

0 – 5 minutes

132

35,3

13

4,8

6 – 10 minutes

76

20,3

8

3,0

11 – 15 minutes

40

10,7

22

8,2

16 – 25 minutes

32

8,6

18

6,7

26 – 40 minutes

56

15

39

14,5

> 40 minutes

38

10,2

169

62,8

Total

374

100

269

100

Mean (minutes)

19

63,4

Duration planned interactions
The option ‘scheduled in advance’ is seen as the planned option. It is clearly noticeable that the planned interactions
on average take longer than the unplanned interactions. As can be seen in table 5.14 more than half of the planned
interactions (62,8%) take longer than 40 minutes. In addition, the average duration of a planned meeting is 63 minutes,
compared to 19 minutes of the unplanned interactions. Last, only 16% of the interactions took shorter than 15 minutes.
Seeing those numbers it can be concluded that planned meetings on average take longer than unplanned meetings.
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Knowledge sharing
As mentioned in chapter 4, people could report whether knowledge was shared during the interaction or not. In total,
643 interactions were registered regarding knowledge sharing, which means that there are no missing values. Table
5.15 shows the number of times knowledge is shared per interaction type. In 71,2% of the interactions knowledge was
shared. As expected, a lot more knowledge was shared during work related interactions (87,3%) than during social
interactions (28%).
Table 5.15 Cross table knowledge sharing and interaction type (N=643)

Interaction type

Knowledge sharing
Total

Social related

Work related

Social and work
related

Yes

44

28%

343

87,3%

71

76,3%

458

71,2%

No

113

72%

50

12,7%

22

23,7%

185

28,8%

157

100%

393

100%

93

100%

643

100%

Total

5.2.3 Tie characteristics

This section describes the results of the descriptives of the tie characteristics of the interaction. The following tie
characteristics will be described: ‘Composition based on department’, ‘composition based on user group’ and ‘strength
of the tie’.
During an interaction, participants can interact with more than one person. In addition, the participants had to answer
a question about whether or not the interaction was with more than three people. Interactions that were reported as
interactions with more than three people (i.e. group interactions) do not contain information about the other people
involved in the interaction. Otherwise, participants were forced to answer multiple questions about all the people
involved in the interaction and that would be too time consuming. Of the interactions with three or less people (nongroup interactions), information about the contacts was reported. This resulted in a total of 454 unique contacts in 400
interactions (table 5.16).
Table 5.16 Descriptive statistics contacts (N=454)

Mean

Sample (N)

Sample (%)

388

85,5

66

14,5

Student – student

116

25,6

Student – employee

101

22,2

Employee – employee

237

52,2

Not close at all

49

10,8

Not so close

37

8,1

Neutral

205

45,2

Close

133

29,3

30

6,6

Department
Same department
Different department
User group

Strength of the tie

Very close

Because participants could have interactions with more than one person, some interactions registered multiple
contacts, which led to multiple cases (contacts) per interaction.
For the variable ‘composition based on department’ the cases were coded as either; 0 = same department, 1 = at least
one person from another department. The same goes for the variable ‘composition based on user group’. When an
interaction had multiple cases, it was checked whether one of the contacts was from another department. If so, the
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interaction was coded as 1 for the variable department (at least one person from another department/user group). If
not, the interactions was coded as 0 (same department). Also, it was checked whether one of the contacts was from
another user group. If so, the interaction was coded as 1, if not, the variable was coded as 0, for the variable user group.
For the variable ‘strength of the tie’ the mean of the different values was taken. After completing all these steps, the
data file was left with one case per interaction, which was necessary for the bivariate analyses and the MMNL model
and led to a total of 400 non-group interactions. The descriptives of the non-group interactions are showed in table
5.17.
Table 5.17 Descriptives non-group interactions (N=400)

Mean

Sample (N)

Sample (%)

339

84,8

61

15,2

301

75,3

99

24,7

Department
Same department
At least one person from a different department
User group
Same user group
At least one person from a different user group
Strength of the tie

3,1

Composition based on department
Data was collected about the department of both the participant and the other persons. As explained in chapter
4, participants had three options to choose from namely, ‘Applied physics’, ‘Electrical Engineering’ and other’. The
same operationalization goes for the department of the other interaction partners. This led to two different variables.
Then, the two variables were multiplied. When the two variables were multiplied it was important to recode the
outcome variable. After the recoding, it was possible to find out which contacts are composed of people from the same
department and which contacts are composed of people from different departments. Table 5.15 shows the division.
Most of the contacts (85,5%) are composed by the people from the same department.
When the contacts are coded and transformed into interactions, almost the same division was found. Of all the
interactions 85% were interactions between people from the same department and 15% of the interactions were
interactions of which at least one of the participant is from another department.
Composition based on user group
Data is collected about the user group of both the participant and the other persons part of the interaction. As explained
in chapter 4 participants had two options to choose from namely, ‘student’ and ‘Employee’. Again, the same computing
and recoding as for the variable ‘composition based on department’ was done which led to the final results. Table 5.15
shows the results of the composition of the contacts based on user group. As can be seen, more than half (52,2%) of
the contacts are composed of just employees, followed by just students (25,6%). Table 5.16 shows which interactions
were with people from the same department and which interactions were with at least one person from a different
department. 75% of the interactions was with people from the same user group and a quarter of the interactions was
with at least one person from another user group. It was expected to find more interactions between people from the
same user group as research suggested that similarities in demographic characteristics could lead to more interactions
(McPherson, Smith-Lovin & Cook, 2001).
Strength of the tie
Table 5.15 describes the division of the strength of the ties among the 454 different contacts. The strength of the tie
ranges from ‘not close at all’ to ‘very close’ and is measured using a five point-Likert scale. As is described by the table,
almost half (45,2%) of the contacts are registered as being ‘neutral’, followed by ‘close’ (29,3%) and ‘not close at all’
(10,8%). When the contacts are coded and transformed into interactions, the mean of the strength of the tie between
the participants of the interactions was 3,1, which is closest to neutral (table 5.16).
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5.3 Location type of the interactions

The participants were also asked to report the locations of all of their face-to-face interactions. A large amount (43,2%)
of the face-to-face interactions took place at the workspaces of the participants. Of course, this is not surprisingly as a
lot of research showed that most of the interactions take place at workspaces (Appel-Meulenbroek, 2014; Boutellier et
al., 2008; Kampschroer et al., 2006; Rashid, Wineman & Zimring, 2009). The second most used location for interactions
in this sample were meeting rooms. This is also not surprising as multiple researchers (e.g. Appel‐Meulenbroek, 2010;
Rashid et al., 2006) point out that the presence of meeting areas stimulate face-to-face interaction. However, 9 percent
of the interactions took place in other location types than the 15 mentioned in the questionnaire. Location types that
were mentioned as ‘other’ multiple times are ‘laboratory’ and ‘outside terrace’. Location types in which a decent
amount of interactions took place are ‘informal meeting space/social space’ (8,1%) and ‘lecture room/space’ (7,5%).
Location types where less face-to-face interactions took place are ‘by the elevator’, ‘supermarket’ and ‘concentration
room’. Low amount of interactions in specific locations can also be due to the fact that some location types are scarce
compared to other location types in the building. The Flux building for example has a lot more meeting rooms compared
to supermarkets or concentration rooms. In addition, in spaces were you spend less time, such as the supermarket or
the entrance, you will have less interactions.
Because some locations were reported only a few times, they were combined for further analysis. ‘Coffee corner’ and
‘café/restaurant’ were merged under the name ‘eat and drink areas’. ‘By the elevator’, ‘space for copying, printing,
mail etc.’ and ‘reception/entrance’ were all added to the location type ‘in the hallway’. ‘Project space’, ‘lounge area’
and ‘informal meeting space/social space’, were merged under the name ‘informal project space/social space’. Last,
the location types ‘concentration room’ and ‘supermarket’ were added to ‘other’. Table 5.18 shows the new division
of the location types.
Table 5.18 new division of the locations types including their frequencies

Locations of the face-to-face interaction
Sample (N)

Sample (%)

My own workspace

177

27,5

Workspace of the other person(s)

101

15,7

Meeting room

83

12,9

Lecture room / space

48

7,5

Eat and drink area’s

51

7,9

In the hallway

40

6,2

Informal project space / social space

81

12,6

other

62

9,6

total

643

100
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5.4 Conclusion

Chapter 5 described the collected data, the data collection procedure and the descriptive statistics. The data of the
three sets of variables, the personal characteristics, the interaction characteristics and the tie characteristics are
described. The Flux building at the University of Technology in Eindhoven is explored and 92 of its users participated in
the research and generated 643 interactions.
The dataset was compared to the population of Flux to validate the representation of the sample. Overall, the sample
shows a good representation of the population in the Flux building. Although, notable that some differences were
found for the variable ‘role in the organization’. Also, this subject is relatively new. Therefore, it was not possible to
place the whole sample in context. Nevertheless, the sample can be interpreted as a reasonable representation of the
population.
Furthermore, the Cronbach’s Alpha and the inter-item correlation value were used to determine the internal consistency
of the personality traits. All the personality traits were found to be internal consistent except for ‘agreeableness’. For
this variable only the positive statement is taken into consideration for further analyses.
In the second part of the research, data about the interactions was collected. The most reported interaction activity
was discussion (27%). Regarding, the work/social relatedness of the interaction, 61,1% were work related interactions
and 24,4% were social interactions. The average duration of all the reported interactions was 37,6 minutes and in
71,2% percent of the interactions knowledge was shared. Of all the unique contacts that were reported, 85,5% were
participants within the same department. Also, most of the contacts were between employees themselves (52,5%)
followed by students themselves (26%), concluding that the homophily principle was also found in this study.
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West campus union, Houston, Durham
9 best new university buildings (AD, 2017)

6. Data analyses and results
This chapter shows the results of multiple bivariate analysis, to analyze the relations separately. The previous chapter
gave an answer to the first two sub questions. This chapter gives an answer to the other two sub questions:
•
What is the effect of the personal characteristics and the tie characteristics on the interaction characteristics?
•
What is the effect of the personal characteristics, the interaction characteristics and the tie characteristics on
the location type choice of the face-to-face interaction in academic office buildings?

6.1 Bivariate analyses of the relations between the personal characteristics and the interaction
characteristics
Personal characteristics
-

Age
Gender
Department
Usergroup
Role in the organization
Personality

Interaction characteristics
-

Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initiation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing

Location type interaction
-

Workspace
Meeting room
Lecture space/informal project space
Hallway/eat and drink area
other

Tie characteristics

-

Composition based on department
Composition based on user group
The strength of the tie

This section describes the results of the analyses of the effects of the personal characteristics on the interaction
characteristics. The dependent variables ‘interaction activity’, ‘work/social relatedness’, ‘initiation interactions’ and
‘knowledge sharing’, are all nominal variables. The variable ‘duration’ is a ratio variable, which is assumed to be normally
distributed. In order to test the relations between the personal characteristics and the interaction characteristics, Chisquare tests, ANOVA tests, a T-test and a spearman correlation test were conducted. Table 6.1 shows which demographic
variables of the personal characteristics have a relationship with which interaction characteristics. Table 6.2 shows
which personality characteristics have a relationship with which interaction characteristics. For a more extensive look
into the results, appendix 5 shows all the crosstabs between the variables, that have a significant relationship.
Personal characteristics
The first ANOVA test showed a significant relationship between ‘age’ and ‘interaction activity’. The interaction activity
with the highest average was providing or receiving feedback (mean=40 years). Providing or receiving feedback was
followed by lecture, training/presentation (mean=34 years), discussion and meeting (mean=32 years), and last catch
up/chat (mean=29 years). A significant relationship was also found between ‘age’ and ‘interaction type’. It appeared
that younger participants (mean=29 years) had more social interactions, while older participants (mean=35 year)
had more work related interactions. The spearman correlation test found a significant relation between ‘age’ and
‘duration’. The older participants are, the shorter their interactions on average will be. This is in line with the results of
Bontekoning (2007) as he found that the older generation (age 30 – 45) prefers to have short, to the point interactions
instead of long meetings. The relationship between ‘age’ and ‘knowledge sharing’ was not found in this research.
Studies of multiple other researchers did not find a relationship between those variables either (Ohja, 2003; Watson
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and Hewett, 2006; Yang, 2007; Pangil and Nadurdin, 2008).
A chi-square test for the variable ‘gender’ showed a significant relationship with the variable ‘interaction activity’.
It appeared that men have much more discussions (29,9%) and meetings (21,3%) than women (respectively 17,3%
and 13,1%). In addition, women were found to have more catch ups/chats (24,4%) and they provided or received
feedback (19%) more often than men (respectively 17,9% and 8,6%). The relationship between ‘gender’ and ‘work/
social relatedness’ of the interaction was also found to be significant. Men had slightly more work related interactions
and social and work related interactions than women. However, women had slightly more social interactions than
men. The T-test showed that there is a significant relation between ‘gender’ and ‘duration’. Men, on average, had
much longer interactions (mean=41 min.) compared to women (mean=27 min.) Although, women did have more social
interactions, social interactions are a shorter type of interaction (mean=23 min.) compared to work related (mean
=42 min.) and social and work related (mean=23 min) interaction. Last, another chi-square test showed a significant
relationship between ‘gender’ and ‘knowledge sharing’. Within the sample, men shared more knowledge than women.
The variable ‘department’ is a nominal variable with three categories. However, for this analysis, the interactions with
participants from departments other than Electrical Engineering and Applied Physics were not taken into consideration
as too little of these participants participated in the research. Not removing those cases would then lead to unreliable
test results. The first chi-square test showed a significant relation between ‘department’ and ‘interaction activity’. The
three most striking values will be discussed. Participants within the department Applied Physics had much more ‘lectures,
trainings/presentations’ and discussions than participants from the department Electrical Engineering. However, they
provided or received feedback much less compared to the participants of Electrical Engineering. A chi-square test also
showed a significant relationship between ‘department’ and ‘work/social relatedness’ of the interaction. Within the
department of Applied physics, participants mainly had more work related interactions, less social interactions and
less social and work related interactions than the participants from the department Electrical Engineering. The chisquare test between department and initiation interaction showed significance as well. Participants of the department
Applied Physics had more interactions that were scheduled in advance and less that were intentional, unscheduled
and initiated after visual contact compared to participants of the department Electrical Engineering. It could be, that
students from the department Applied Physics had more group projects, which could result in more meetings that are
scheduled in advance. All these significant relationships are in line with the expectation that different departments
have different interactions.
The first significant relationship for the variable ‘user group’ was found with the variable ‘interaction activity’. The four
most striking values will be discussed. Students had reported more catch ups/chats and lectures, trainings/presentation
than employees and they provided or received feedback less often and had less discussions than employees. Another
significant relationship was found between ‘user group’ and ‘work/social relatedness’ of the interaction. Students had
more social interactions and ‘social and work related’ interactions and less work related interactions than employees.
This is not surprising as students have a lot more close friends in universities compared to employees, which could
result in more social interactions. Last, it was found that students (mean=44min.) on average had longer interactions
than employees (mean=33 min.).
Furthermore, a chi-square test showed a significant relationship between ‘role in the organization’ and ‘interaction
activity’. The two most outstanding interaction activities per organization role are discussed. The supportive staff
showed to have less discussions than expected. On the other hand, they did tend to provide or receive feedback more
often than expected. Researchers had less meetings than expected. However, they did have more discussions than
expected. Last, the university teachers/professors had much more meetings and less catch ups/chats than expected.
The second chi-square test showed a significant relationship between ‘role in the organization’ and ‘work/social
relatedness’ of the interaction. It was found that the supportive staff had more work related interactions and less
social interactions. The researchers were found to have more social interactions and less work related interactions
than expected. The university teachers/professors showed the same results as the supportive staff. This result was
surprising as it was expected that researchers have more work related interactions. This relation is not mentioned
in existing literature. Therefore, more research is needed to explain this result. A significant relation was also found
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between ‘role in the organization’ and ‘initiation of the interaction’. The supportive staff was found to have less
interactions than expected that were scheduled in advance and more interactions than expected that were initiated
after visual contact. The opposite applied for the university teachers/professors. In addition, they showed to have more
intentional, unscheduled interactions than expected. Last, the researchers had less interactions that were scheduled
in advance than expected. On the other hand, they had more intentional, unscheduled interactions than expected.
The ANOVA test showed a significant relationship between ‘role in the organization’ and ‘duration’. The university
teachers/professors had the longest interactions on average, namely 43 minutes, followed by the researchers, with
an average duration of 36 minutes and the supportive staff with an average of 22 minutes. The last chi-square test
showed a significant relation between ‘role in the organization’ and ‘knowledge sharing’. Apparently, the supportive
staff was less likely to share knowledge. However, the researchers and university teachers/professors were found to
be more likely to share knowledge during interactions. This is contradictory to the findings of Alhammad, Al Faori
and Hussan (2009). They found that the administrative staff have more intentions to share knowledge compared to
academic staff. However, Cabrera, Collins and Salgado (2006) found that job autonomy has a relation with participating
in sharing knowledge. These findings are in line with the results of this study if you assume that researchers and
university teachers/professors have a higher job autonomy. Also, Foss et al. (2009) found that task identity is a variable
that contributes to the knowledge sharing. If you assume that the task identity of researchers and university teachers/
professors is bigger than the task identity of the supportive staff these findings are similar to the results of this study.
Table 6.1 Results bivariate analyses between the demographic characteristics and the interaction characteristics, N=643

Age

Gender
Department
User group

Role organization

Interaction activity Work/social
relatedness

Initiation
interaction

Duration

Knowledge sharing

ANOVA

ANOVA

Spearman
correlation

T-test

ANOVA

F

Sig.

F

Sig.

F

Sig..

r

Sig.

t

Sig.

8,973

0,000**

28,959

0,000**

0,205

,815

-0,116

0,003**

-1,285

0,199

Chi-square

Chi-square

Chi-square

T-test

Chi-square

χ2

Sig.

χ2

Sig.

χ2

Sig.

t

Sig.

χ2

Sig.

27,773

0,000**

9,091

0,011*

4,445

,108

3,279

0,001**

39,421

0,000**

23,500

0,000**

9,937

0,041*

9,973

0,007**

-1,162

0,245

0,549

0,459

26,220

0,000**

34,108

0,000**

0,125

0,940

2,747

0,006

1,226

0,268

Chi-square

Chi-square

Chi-square

ANOVA

χ2

Sig.

χ2

Sig.

χ2

Sig.

F

Sig.

χ2

Sig.

42,158

0,000**

38,673

0,000**

12,476

0,014*

10,844

0,000**

15,078

0,001**

*Significant at 0.05 level, **significant at 0,01 level
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Chi-square

Personality characteristics
Although not all the personality traits showed a perfect normal distribution, they were all tested as if they were
normally distributed. Therefore, ANOVA tests, T-tests and spearmen’s correlation tests were conducted to search for
significant relationships.
According to the literature, extraversion could have a relationship with knowledge sharing. Ismail & Yusof (2010) and
Wolff & Kim (2012) found that extravert people are more likely to interact and share knowledge. However, conducting
the tests for the personality trait ‘extraversion’, no significant relationships were found between those variables in this
study.
The results showed a significant relation between ‘agreeableness’ and ‘interaction activity’. This suggests that the more
agreeable participants have more meetings and catch up/chats, whereas less agreeable participants provide or receive
feedback more often. The literature also pointed out that more agreeable people share more knowledge (Wolff & Kim,
2012). However, this relation was not found in this study. Future research in this specific relation is interesting.
The variable ‘openness to new experiences’ showed to have a significant relationship with the variable ‘interaction
activity’. The interaction activity providing or receiving feedback were held by participants that are more open to
new experiences. However, meetings were held by participants that are less open to new experiences. The study of
Oseland (2013) found that people who are more closeminded and uncreative prefer to have interactions in formal
spaces such as meeting rooms. This could be a reason why in this study it was found that ‘conventional, uncreative’
personalities have more meetings. Literature also showed that the personality trait openness to new experiences
positively influences knowledge sharing (Matzler et al., 2007). However, this effect was not found in this study.
A significant result was found for the variable ‘emotional stability’ and ‘interaction activity’. The interaction activity
discussion was done by more emotionally stable participants, whereas providing or receiving feedback was done
by less emotional stable participants. Second, ‘emotional stability’ and ‘initiation interaction’ were found to have
a significant relation. Participants that are more emotionally stable were found to have more interactions that are
scheduled in advance, whereas participants that are less emotionally stable were found to have more interactions that
are intentional unscheduled. It might be, that people who are less emotional stable are scared to make mistakes, which
is why they intentionally go over to someone to ask a question or to ask for confirmation.
An ANOVA test for the variable ‘conscientiousness’ showed a significant result with the variable ‘interaction activity’. The
interaction activity providing or receiving feedback was done by more conscientious participants, whereas catch ups/
chats were held by less conscientious participants. The second ANOVA test showed a significant relation as well. More
conscientious participants had more ‘social and work’ related interactions, whereas less conscientious participants had
more social interactions. The spearman correlation test also found a significant result. Apparently, participants that
were more conscientious were found to have shorter interactions.
Table 6.2 Results bivariate analyses between the personality characteristics and the interaction characteristics, N=643

Interaction
activity

Work / social
relatedness

Initiation
interaction

duration

Knowledge
sharing

ANOVA

ANOVA

ANOVA

Spearmen
correlation

T-test

F

Extraversion
Agreeableness
Openness to new
experiences
Emotional stability
Conscientiousness

Sig.

F

Sig.

F

Sig.

r

Sig.

t

Sig.

1,934

0,087

1,908

0,149

1,547

0,208

0,012

0,769

-5,572

0,568

2,294

0,044*

0,393

0,675

0,440

0,644

0,004

0,925

1,064

0,288

3,931

0,002**

1,308

0,271

0,228

0,796

0,028

0,485

0,566

0,572

8,061

0,000**

2,412

0,090

4,187

0,016*

-0,005

0,907

-1,050

0,294

3,754

0,002**

3,160

0,043*

0,207

0,813

-0,098

0,013*

0,433

0,665

*Significant at 0.05 level, **significant at 0,01 level
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6.2 Bivariate analysis of the relations between the tie characteristics and the interaction characteristics
Personal characteristics
-

Age
Gender
Department
Usergroup
Role in the organization
Personality

Interaction characteristics
-

Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initiation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing

Location type interaction
-

Workspace
Meeting room
Lecture space/informal project space
Hallway/eat and drink area
other

Tie characteristics

-

Composition based on department
Composition based on user group
The strength of the tie

Interactions were registered as either a group interaction (i.e. interactions with more than three people) or a non-group
interaction (i.e. interactions with three of less people). Within this Bi-variate analyses only the non-group interactions
were taken into account as no data was registered of the contacts of the group interactions.
The recoded independent variable ‘composition based on department’ is a nominal value with two values, namely 0;
same department and 1; at least one of the persons is from another department. The interaction characteristics are all
nominal values except for ‘duration’ which is a ratio variable. Therefore, chi-square tests and an ANOVA test were used
to determine whether there are relationships between the variables. The third chi-square test showed a significant
relationship between ‘composition based on department’ and ‘initiation interaction’. Interactions with at least one
person of a different department were more often scheduled in advance, compared to interactions with people
from the same department. In addition, interactions with at least one person of a different department were less
often initiated after visual contact and intentional unscheduled compared to interactions with people from the same
department. This seems logical as the participants from the same department are probably more close, which can lead
to more interactions initiated after visual contact. The second significant relationship was found between ‘composition
based on department’ and ‘duration’. Apparently, interactions with participants from the same department had a
shorter duration (25 min.) than interactions with at least one participant from another department (36 min.). This is
probably due to the fact that you have for example more catch ups with people that you know better.
The independent variable ‘composition based on user group’ is an nominal value with two values, namely 0; same
user group and 1; at least one of the persons is from another user group. Therefore, the same test as with the variable
‘composition based on department’ are used. The first chi-square test showed a significant result between ‘composition
based on user group’ and ‘interaction activity’. Providing or receiving feedback and meetings happenede a lot more in
interactions with at least one participants from another user group. On the other hand, catch ups/chats happened a
lot more in interactions with participants from the same user group. The second chi-square test showed a significant
relationship as well. Interactions with participants from the same user group were much more often ‘social related’
compared to interactions with at least one participants from another user group. A significant relationship was also
found between ‘composition based on user group’ and ‘knowledge sharing’. It was found that during interactions
with participants from the same user group less knowledge was shared compared to interactions with at least one
participant from another user group. Surprisingly, Riege (2005) found the opposite effect. He stated that differences
in level of experience and differences in position are two factors that could hinder the knowledge sharing. However,
students ask a lot of questions to their teachers, which could be the reason why in this study more knowledge was
shared during interactions between participants of different user groups.
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The independent variable ‘strength of the tie’ is a ratio variable. Therefore, ANOVA tests, an independent sample T-test
and a spearman correlation test were conducted. The first ANOVA test did not show a significant relation between ‘tie
strength’ and ‘interaction activity’. The second test showed a significant result between ‘tie strength’ and ‘work/social
relatedness’ of the interaction. Interactions that are social related are held by participants with relatively strong mutual
ties, whereas the opposite goes for interactions that are work related. Some researchers point out the relationship
between the strength of the tie and knowledge sharing (Marouf and Doreian, 2010; Van Wijk et al., 2008). They found
that more knowledge is being shared between people with stronger ties. However, this relationship is not found to be
significant in this study.

Table 6.3 results bivariate analyses between the tie characteristics and the interaction characteristics, N=400

Composition based on
department
Composition based on
user group

Interaction
activity
Chi-square

Work / social
relatedness
Chi-square

Initiation
interaction
Chi-square

Duration

χ2

Sig.

χ2

Sig.

χ2

Sig.

F

Sig.

χ2

Sig.

8,088

0,151

0,121

0,941

12,626

0,002**

4,769

0,030*

0,501

0,479

13,396

0,020*

17,707

0,000**

3,309

0,191

0,609

0,436

7,478

0,006**

ANOVA

Strength of the tie

ANOVA

ANOVA

ANOVA

Knowledge
sharing
Chi-square

Spearman
correlation

T-test

F

Sig.

F

Sig.

F

Sig.

r

Sig.

t

Sig.

2,934

0,013**

20,395

0,000**

2,212

0,111

0,084

0,092

0,938

0,349

*Significant at 0.05 level, **significant at 0,01 level
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6.3 Bivariate analysis of the relations between the personal characteristics and the location type
Personal characteristics
-

Age
Gender
Department
Usergroup
Role in the organization
Personality

Interaction characteristics
-

Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initiation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing

Location type interaction
-

Workspace
Meeting room
Lecture space/informal project space
Hallway/eat and drink area
other

Tie characteristics

-

Composition based on department
Composition based on user group
The strength of the tie

This section describes the results of the analyses of the effects of the personal characteristics on the location type
choice of the interaction. In order to test the effects of the personal characteristics on the location type, chi-square
tests and ANOVA tests were conducted. For these analyses, some location types were merged. Otherwise, the results of
these analyses would be unreliable. Table 6.4 shows how the different location types were merged to the final location
types, which were used for the bivariate analyses and for the Mixed Multinomial Logit model. Table 6.5 shows the
results of the bivariate analyses between the personal characteristics and the location type choice of the interaction.
Table 6.4 The merging of the location types

Questionnaire
Own workspace
Workspace other
Meeting room
Lecture room / space
Project space
Lounge area
Informal meeting space
Coffee corner
Café / restaurant
In the hallway
By the elevator
Space for copying / printing
Concentration room
Supermarket
Other

Analyses
Workspace
Meeting room
Lecture space / informal project space

Hallway / eat and drink
area’s

Other

The first test showed a significant result for the variable ‘age’ and ‘location type’. The location type in which interactions
take place by the on average oldest participants (mean=37 years) is the workspace. The location type in which
interactions take place by the on average the youngest participants (mean=26 years) is ‘other’, followed by hallway
area/eat and drink area (mean=29 years). Rothe et al. (2012), McElroy & Morrow (2010) and Haynes (2011) found that
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younger people prefer interaction stimulating environments and are less distracted, whereas older people prefer less
distracting environments for working. Assuming that more interactions take place in more preferable location types
and assuming that less distracting environments are location types such as the workspace or a meeting room, the
results are in line with the literature.
The independent variable ‘gender’ is a nominal value. Therefore, a chi-square test was used to determine the
relationship between the variables. It was found that men had more interactions in lecture spaces/informal project
spaces compared to women, whereas women had more interactions at the workspace compared to men.
The relation between the variables ‘user group’ and ‘location type’ was also found. Employees reported much more
interactions at the workspace than students, whereas students reported much more interactions in lecture spaces/
informal project spaces. No literature was found about the relationship between ‘user group’ and location choice of
the interaction. A factor that might influence the place where students and employees have interactions most often,
is the place they are at during the day. It could be that because employees spend more time in their workspace, they
have more interactions at the workspace and because students do not have fixed workspaces and have more lectures,
they have more interactions in lecture spaces and project space.
The independent variable ‘role in the organization’ is a nominal value. Therefore, a chi-square test was used to determine
the relationship between the variables. The supportive staff and the university teachers/professors reported more
interactions in the workspace than expected, whereas the researchers reported less interactions in the workspace than
expected. However, the researchers reported more interactions in the hallway area/eat and drink area and the lecture
space/informal project space than expected, whereas the supportive staff and university teachers/professors’reported
less interactions than expected in those location types.
The independent variable ‘extraversion’ is an interval variable, which was assumed to be normally distributed, just as
all the other personality variables. Therefore, an ANOVA test was used to determine the relationships between the
variables. The ANOVA test showed a significant result. The workspace is the location type that was reported more
by the on average more extraverted participants, whereas hallway area/eat and drink area is the location type that
was reported more by the on average more introverted participants. These results are contradictory to the results of
other studies. The study of Belojevic, Slepcevic & Jakovljevic (2001) found that introverts prefer quiet areas for having
interactions. Surprisingly, in this study introverts had more interactions in the ‘hallway area/eat and drink area’ which
is one of the least quiet areas in academic building. An explanation could be that introvert people prefer environments
to have interactions where they do not stand out. When you have an interaction in a very quiet area, it is more likely
that you will be noticed by others, whereas when you have an interaction in an eat and drink area you will not, as it is
very noisy already and everybody is interacting with each other.
A significant result was also found for the variables ‘agreeableness’ and ‘location type’. The location type workspace
was reported by the on average more agreeable participants. The location type hallway area/eat and drink area was
reported by the on average less agreeable participants. No literature was found about the relationship between
‘agreeableness’ and ‘location type’. According to the results of this study less agreeable people have more interactions
in informal, open areas, whereas more agreeable people have more interactions in formal, closed spaces.
An ANOVA test was conducted, which showed a significant relationship between ‘conscientiousness’ and ‘location
type’. The location type meeting room was reported by the on average more conscientious participants for having
interactions, whereas the location type lecture space/informal project space was reported by the on average less
conscientiousness participants.
The relation between the variables ‘emotional stability’ and ‘location type’ was also found. The location type
workspace was reported by the on average more emotionally stable participants for having interactions, whereas
the location type hallway area/eat and drink area was reported by the on average less emotional stable participants.
No literature was found about the relationship between ‘emotional stability’ and ‘location type’. However, according
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to the results of this study less emotional stable people apparently have more interactions in informal, open areas,
whereas more emotionally stable people have more interactions in more formal, closed spaces. Maybe, people that
are less emotional stable try to prevent having serious, formal interactions, which is why they have more interactions
in open, informal spaces. Or, it could be that they are anxious to disturb others, which is why they prefer more informal
noisy environments.
Last, an ANOVA test was used to find significant relations between ‘openness to new experiences’ and ‘location type.
No significant relationships were found. This is in contrast to the literature as Oseland (2013) found that people who
are open to new experiences prefer informal areas to interact. In addition, they found that close minded people prefer
meeting rooms and formal spaces.
Table 6.5 results bivariate analyses between the personal characteristics and the location type

Location type
ANOVA

Age

F

Sig.

18,955

0,000**

Chi-square

Gender
Department
User group
Role organization

χ2

Sig.

10,950

0.027*

7,076

0,528

77,582

0,000**

55,129

0,000**

ANOVA

Extraversion
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Emotional stability
Openness to experience

F

Sig.

4,183

0,002**

7,056

0,000**

2,976

0,004**

10,134

0,001

0,166

0,956

*Significant at 0.05 level, **significant at 0,01 level
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6.4 Bivariate analysis of the relations between the tie characteristics and the location type
Personal characteristics
-

Age
Gender
Department
Usergroup
Role in the organization
Personality

Interaction characteristics
-

Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initiation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing

Location type interaction
-

Workspace
Meeting room
Lecture space/informal project space
Hallway/eat and drink area
other

Tie characteristics

-

Composition based on department
Composition based on user group
The strength of the tie

This section describes the results of the analyses of the effects of the tie characteristics on the location type of the
interaction. In order to test the effects of the tie characteristics on the location type, chi-square tests and an ANOVA
were conducted. Table 6.6 shows the results of the bivariate analyses.
The independent variable ‘composition based on department’ is a nominal value. Therefore, a chi-square test was used
to check whether there is a significant relationship between the two variables. The chi-square test showed a significant
difference between ‘composition based on department’ and location type. Interactions between participants from the
same department took place more often in the workspace compared to interactions between participants with at least
one person from a different department. Interaction between participants with at least one person from a different
department took place more often in meeting rooms and in the hallway area/eat and drink area than interactions
between participants from the same department. No literature was found about this relation, however the results
seem logical. People from the same department, are more likely to have a workspace near each other. Also, proximity
and visual accessibility influence interaction positively (Appel-Meulenbroek, 2014). Therefore, it could be that people
from the same department have more interactions in the workspace. On the other hand, it could be that people from
different departments are more likely to coincidentally interact in the hallway area or eat and drink area, or to interact
in meeting rooms, when meetings are scheduled in advance.
The independent variable ‘composition based on user group’ is a nominal value. Therefore, a chi-square test is used
to check whether there is a significant relationship between the two variables. No significant relationship was found.
No literature was found about the relationship between ‘composition based on user group’ and ‘location type’ and
apparently the relationship between the variables indeed does not exist.
As ‘strength of the tie’ is a ratio variable and location type is a nominal value with more than two categories, an ANOVA
test was used to determine if there is a significant relationship between the two variables. The ANOVA test showed no
significant relationship.
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Table 6.6 results bivariate analyses between the tie characteristics and the location type

Location type

Chi-square
Composition based on department
Composition based on user group

χ2

Sig.

15,771

0,003**

3,584

0,462

ANOVA
The strength of the tie

F

Sig.

2,298

0,058

*Significant at 0.05 level, **significant at 0,01 level

6.5 Bivariate analysis of the relations between the interaction characteristics and the location type
Personal characteristics
-

Age
Gender
Department
Usergroup
Role in the organization
Personality

Interaction characteristics
-

Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initiation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing

Location type interaction
-

Workspace
Meeting room
Lecture space/informal project space
Hallway/eat and drink area
other

Tie characteristics

-

Composition based on department
Composition based on user group
The strength of the tie

This section describes the results of the analyses of the relations between the interaction characteristics and the
location type of the interaction. In order to test these relations, chi-square tests, and an ANOVA test are conducted.
Table 6.7 describes the results of the bivariate analyses.
The variable ‘interaction activity’ is a nominal value with more than two values. Therefore, a chi-square test was used
to check whether there is a significant relationship between the two variables. The test showed that discussions and
providing or receiving feedback were reported the most at the workspace. Not surprisingly, meetings were reported
the most in meeting rooms. Last, catch up/chats were reported more often in hallway areas/eat and drink areas. This
last relationship is confirmed by the research of Tschan, Semmer and Inversin (2004) who stated that a chat is more
likely to happen in hallways, during breaks.
The variable ‘work/social relatedness’ is a nominal value. Therefore, a chi-square test was used to check whether
there is a significant relationship between the two variables. The test showed that work related interactions have been
reported in meeting rooms more than the social interactions, whereas the social interactions have been reported much
more in hallway areas/eat and drink areas compared to the work related interactions. Appel-Meulenbroek (2014)
found some sort of the same result as in her study it was found that very few work related interactions took place at
the coffee machine. Coffee machines are often located in eat and drink areas. Also, in this study, the location coffee
corner is one of the location types that was merged under the name eat and drink areas/hallways. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the findings of this study correspond to the results of the study of Appel-Meulenbroek (2014).
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A chi-square test also found a significant relationship between ‘initiation interaction’ and ‘location type’. Most of the
interaction that happened in meeting rooms were scheduled in advance, which was not a big surprise. Most of the
interactions that happened at the workspace were initiated after visual contact or intentional, unscheduled. Last, of all
the interaction that happened in the hallway/eat and drink area, more were initiated after visual contact, which is of
course also not surprising as the hallway areas and eat and drink areas are location types in which you can easily bump
into one another.
The variable ‘duration’ is a ratio variable. The ANOVA test showed that there is a significant relations. The on average
longer interactions were reported in meeting rooms (64 min.), whereas the on average shorter interactions were
reported at the workspace (22min.) and in ‘hallway areas/eat and drink areas’ (23 min.). These findings are in line
with the literature. Becker and Sims (2004) stated that longer interactions take place in smaller areas, whereas shorter
interactions take place in larger areas. In this study the longest interactions were also found to happen more in the
smallest areas, namely in meeting rooms. In addition, the shortest interactions happened more in larger areas, such as
hallways and eat and drink areas. Most of the workspaces are also large area’s as in the Flux building most employees
share their workspace with others and students most often study in open-plan spaces. That is why the results of this
study are comparable to the results of the other study.
A chi-square test was used to check whether there was a significant relationship between the two variables. More
knowledge was shared during interactions in meeting rooms whereas less knowledge was shared during interactions
in hallway areas/eat and drink areas. Bjerrum & Bødker (2002) share this same result as in open plan workspaces it
is possible to ask short questions, but people do not want to disturb colleagues too much, thus moving to different
spaces that are more suitable for collaboration and knowledge sharing, such as meeting rooms. On the other hand, the
study of Appel-Meulenbroek (2014) found the opposite. In that study, less knowledge was shared in meeting areas.

Table 6.7 results bivariate analyses between the interaction characteristics and the location type

Location type

Chi-square
Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initiation interaction
Knowledge sharing

χ2

Sig.

371,139

0,000**

133,390

0,000**

141,837

0,000**

35,561

0,000**

ANOVA

Duration

F

Sig.

25,377

0,000**

*Significant at 0.05 level, **significant at 0,01 level
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6.6 Conclusion

This chapter described the results of the bivariate analyses of this study and gives an answer on the last two subquestions:
1. What is the effect of the personal characteristics and the tie characteristics on the interaction characteristics?
2. What is the effect of the personal characteristics, the interaction characteristics and the tie characteristics on the
location type choice of the face-to-face interactions in academic office buildings?
The effects of personal and tie characteristics on the interaction characteristics and the effects of the personal,
interaction and tie characteristics on the location type of the interactions were explored using multiple bivariate tests,
such as chi-square tests, ANOVA tests, Kruskal-Wallis H tests, independent sample T-tests, Mann-whitney U tests and
spearmen correlation tests. An overview of the results of given in table 6.8.
The bivariate tests revealed that the demographic variables of the personal characteristics (i.e. age, gender, department,
user group and role in the organization) are the most important indicators for the interaction characteristics. Especially
the variable ‘role in the organization’, which showed to have a significant relation with all of the interaction characteristics.
Less important indicators for the interaction characteristics are the personality variables of the personal characteristics
(i.e. extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability and openness to new experiences) and the tie
characteristics, except for the variables ‘conscientiousness’ and ‘composition based on user group’. Both were found to
have significant relations with three out of the five variables.
The most important relations of this study are the relations of the different variables with the location type choice of the
interaction. The results showed that multiple personal, interaction and tie characteristics influence the location types
choice of the interactions. However, as can be seen in table 6.8, the interaction characteristics are the most important
indicators for the location type choice of the interaction as all of the interactions characteristics were found to have
a significant relation with the location type choice of the interaction. The personal characteristics were also found to
be relatively important for determining the location type choice of the interactions. All of the personal characteristics
except for ‘department’ and ‘openness to new experiences’ were found to be significantly related to the location type
choice of the interaction. However, for the variable ‘openness to new experiences’ it was expected to find a significant
relation as in other literature (Oseland, 2013) it was found that people who are open to new experiences, prefer
informal areas to interact, whereas close-minded people prefer meeting rooms and other formal spaces to interact.
Also, it was surprising to find that researchers have less work related interactions whereas the supportive staff were
found to have more work related interactions. Future research in these particularities is necessary.
Although, it was expected to find more significant relations between the ‘tie characteristics’ and the ‘location type’,
those characteristics appeared to be less important indicators. Only the variable ‘composition based on department’
was found to be significantly related to the location type of the interaction. Apparently, the variables ‘composition
based on user group’ and ‘tie strength’ do not affect the location type choice of the interaction. Nevertheless, more
research about the relations between the tie characteristics and the location type of the interaction is necessary as not
much comparable studies were found about this topic.
Moreover, the interaction characteristics are the most important indicators when determining the location type choice
of the interaction, followed by the personal characteristics and the tie characteristics.
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Table 6.8 Overview results bivariate analyses

Interaction characteristics
Location type

Knowledge sharing

Duration

Initiation interaction

Work/social relatedness

Interaction activity

Personal characteristics
Age

**

**

**

Gender

**

*

**

Department

**

*

User group

**

**

Role in the organization
Extraversion

**

**

Agreeableness

*

Conscientiousness

**

Emotional stability

**

Openness to new experiences
Interaction characteristics

**

Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing
Tie characteristics

/
/
/
/
/

Composition based on
department
Composition based on user
group
The strength of the tie

**
**

*

**
**
*

**

**
**

**
**
**

*

*

**

*

/
/
/
/
/

*

**

**

**

*

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

**

*

/
/
/
/
/

**
**
**
**
**
**

**

*Significant at 0.05 level, **significant at 0,01 level
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7. Mixed Multinomial Logit Model
In this chapter a Mixed multinomial Logit Model was estimated to analyze all the relationships simultaneously in a
multivariate framework. A Mixed Multinomial Logit Model was estimated, with ‘face-to-face interaction’ as the unit
of analysis. The variable ‘location type’ was used as the dependent variable. The variable location type included 5
alternatives: (1) the workspace, (2) meeting room, (3) project space/lecture space, (4) eat and drink areas/hallway and
(5) other. The first location type ‘the workspace’ included the following location options of the questionnaire; ‘own
workspace’ and ‘workspace of the other’ and was considered as the base level. Only variables that turned out to be
significantly related to the location type, in the bivariate analyses, were included in the estimation of the MMNL model.
All the nominal variables of these significant variables were recoded into dummy variables.

7.1 Results MMNL model

All the variables related to the person, tie and nature of the interaction were included as interaction variables with all
location types (e.g. department * location type 1). Figure 7.1 shows which variables turned out to be significant in the
bivariate analyses. As can be seen in the figure, almost all variables turned out to be significantly related except for
‘department’, ‘openness to new experiences’, ‘composition based on user group’ and ‘the strength of the tie’.

Personal characteristics
-

Age
Gender
Department
Usergroup
Role in the organization
Extraversion
Agreeableness
Conscientiousness
Emotional stability
Openness to new experiences

Interaction characteristics
-

Location type interaction

Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initiation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing

-

Workspace
Meeting room
Lecture space/informal project space
Hallway/eat and drink area
other

Tie characteristics

-

Composition based on department
Composition based on user group
Strength of the tie

Figure 7.1. Significant relationships with location type bivariate analyses

To start, different MMNL models were estimated with multiple interaction variables. Every time multiple variables and
combinations of variables were added to the model. When certain added variables turned out not to be significant they
were removed from the model. These steps were repeated until a model was found which included only significant
relationships. To estimate the final model, 1000 Halton draws were used. This again resulted in non-significant
variables. Therefore, the trial and error process started again and variables were added and removed until the best,
representative model was found.
Table 7.2 shows the results of the final model, the parameters for explaining the choice which location type was used
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and the correlation matrix. The effects between the location type and the variables; duration, initiation interaction,
activity type, work/social relatedness, knowledge sharing, user group, role in the organization and agreeableness
were found to be significant. The value of the adjusted Rho square (0.39) showed that the model performs well. The
significant values of the standard deviations of the location show that there were a lot of differences between the
participants regarding their choices for having interactions at specific location types. Figure 7.3 also visualizes the
results related to the significant effects of personal- and interaction characteristics on the location type choice.
Multiple variables regarding the personal characteristics were found to have a significant relationship with the location
type choice of the interaction, namely ‘age’, ‘user group’ and ‘role in the organization’. The negative parameter of
Table 7.2 Results Mixed Multinomial Logit Model (N=643 interactions/choices of 92 respondents)

Random parameters

Parameter (t-statistic)

Location 1 – workspace (base level)

0

Location 2 – meeting room

-0.909 * (-1.68)

Location 3 – project space/lecture space

-0.075 (-0.17)

Location 4 – eat and drink area’s/hallway
Location 5 – other
Interaction variables
(non-random parameters)

-0.346 (-0.90)
-0.742 (-0.39)
Project space/
lecture space

Meeting room

Age
Employee – user group

Other

Eat and drink
areas/hallway

-0.215 *** (-3.09)
-1.107 ** (-2.41)

-2.441 *** (-4.61)

Supportive – role organization

-2.071 *** (-3.76)

Catch up/chat – activity type

-1.432 ** (-2.03)

Discussion – activity type

-2.067 *** (-3.44)

-1.364 *** (-3.22)

Meeting – activity type

1.173 *** (2.81)

-0.976 * (-1.91)

Lecture, training/presentation – activity
type

1.151 *** (2.70)

-0.739 * (-1.93)
1.159 ** (2.51)

Social interaction – interaction type

0.695 * (1.72)

Work related interaction – interaction
type

-1.282 *** (-3.0)

Intentional unplanned – initiation
interaction

-2.024 *** (-3.39)

-0.876 *** (-2.61)

Duration

0.024 *** (4.89)

0.025 *** (5.18)

Standard deviation

1.311 *** (4.39)

1.747 *** (4.98)

Parameters

34

Log Likelihood function (LL(β))

-755.40

Log Likelihood function null model (LL(0))

-1034.87

ρ2

0.40

ρ2 adjusted

0.391

0.991 *** (2.89)

6.665 *** (10.28)

Correlation matrix
Location 2

Location 3

Location 4

Location 5

Location 2

1.000

.1099

.8240

.2350

Location 3

.1099

1.000

.1943

.5066

Location 4

.8240

.1943

1.000

.5066

Location 5

.2350

.5066

.5066

1.000
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the variable ‘age’ shows that younger age increases the probability that the interaction takes places in the location
type ‘other’. Concentration room and supermarket were included in this location type. Apparently, mainly younger
participants had interactions in these location types. It might be that older people are more used to take lunch from
home, whereas most students often buy their lunch in the supermarket of the building. Or, students made more use of
the concentration room compared to employees, because most employees have a closed workspace.
The negative parameters for the interaction effect with regard to ‘employees’ show that the probability that employees
have interactions in meeting rooms and project spaces/lecture spaces is lower compared to other location types,
such as the workspace. These results seem logical. It could be that because most employees work at their workspace,
they have most of their interactions there instead of in meeting rooms. Also, a lot of the workspaces of employees
include a small meeting table. Therefore, it could be that employees are less forced to use meeting rooms. The second
negative parameter seems logical as well. There are a lot more students that spend time in project spaces and lecture
spaces. Therefore, the probability that students have interactions in project spaces/social spaces is higher compared
to employees.
Furthermore, a significant effect was found between the supportive staff and location type. The results show that the
probability that the supportive staff have interactions in the eat and drink areas/hallways is lower compared to the
other location types. The supportive staff probably use other location types more often. However, this relation is not
mentioned in the existing literature. Future research to explain this effect is necessary.
Moving on to the different interaction activities, some were found to have a higher or lower probability for specific
location types. First, the findings suggest that the probability that catch ups/chats take place in meeting rooms is lower
than for the other location types. This is not surprising as one can imagine that a meeting room is a place were more
planned and formal interactions take place.
Second, the results suggest that the probability that discussions take place in meeting rooms, project spaces/lecture
spaces and eat and drink areas is lower compared to the workspace or the location type other. The workspace is
probably better suited for having discussions assuming not many discussions took place in the location type other (i.e.
concentration room and supermarket). The low probability for discussions in meeting rooms is unexpected, as one can
imagine that a lot of discussions take place during meetings. However, it could be that a lot of those discussions took
place during meetings and participants had to choose one main activity. Therefore, participants might have reported
those interactions as meetings instead of discussions. The negative parameter for project spaces/lecture spaces was
expected. Most of the time teachers are giving class in lecture rooms. Moreover, it is less likely that students have a
lot of discussions during lectures as it could interrupt the lecture. Last, the probability that discussions take place in
eat and drink areas/hallways is lower than in other location types. According to Tschan, Semmer and Inversin (2004)
hallways are a location type in which chats are more likely to take place. It could be that eat and drink areas/hallways
are found to be too noisy to have a discussion. Also, it is likely that discussions derive more often from work related
interactions than from social interactions, which have a higher probability to take place in eat and drink areas/hallways.
The two parameters for the interaction activity ‘meeting’ show a positive value for the location type meeting room
and a negative value for the location type ‘project space/lecture’. This is not surprising as meeting rooms are designed
for having meetings. The negative parameter for the location type ‘project space/lecture spaces’ is also not surprising
as lecture spaces are designed for having lectures. Therefore, this location type is not suitable for having meetings as
it will interrupt the lecture. Project spaces are spaces designed for students to do their homework or group work. It is
less preferable to have meetings in these spaces as it is easy to get disturbed or to disturb others.
Last, the activity type ‘lecture, training/presentation’ shows two positive parameters. The results suggest that the
probability that lectures, trainings/presentations take place in project spaces/lecture spaces is higher compared
to other location types. This is logical as lectures, trainings/presentations take place more often in project spaces/
lecture spaces compared to other location types. The results also suggest that the probability that lectures, trainings/
presentations take place in eat and drink areas/hallways is higher compared to other location types. This is surprising,
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as one can imagine that eat and drink areas/hallways are not suitable for lecture, trainings/presentations. It might be
that the canteen or other lunch areas are used for presentations. Further research is needed to explore this.
Another significant effect was found for the variable ‘interaction type’. It was found that social interactions increase the
probability that the interaction took place in eat and drink areas/hallways. In addition, it was found that work related
interactions decrease the probability that the interaction took place in eat and drink areas/hallways. This result was
expected as one can imagine that people prefer to have informal, social conversations during their lunch break. In
addition, when people bump into each other in the hallway one can imagine that people have a short catch up. Tschan,
Semmer and Inversin (2004) also point out that hallways are a location type in which it is more likely to have a chat
with others.
A negative significant result was found between ‘intentional, unscheduled’ and the location types ‘meeting room’ and
‘project space/lecture space’. These results suggest that intentional, unscheduled interactions decrease the probability
that the interaction takes place at the location types meeting room and project space/lecture space. One can imagine
that people do not intentionally go over to a lecture space to have an unscheduled interaction with someone. Project
spaces however are spaces that are suitable for intentional, unscheduled interactions. Further research in these
location types separately is necessary.
The parameters for ‘duration’ show a positive significant value for the location types ‘meeting room’ and ‘project
space/lecture space’. These two parameters suggest that in those location types the probability for longer interactions
is higher compared to other location types. This result was expected as it seems logical that in meeting rooms longer
interactions take place. Also, the bivariate analyses showed that the on average longer interactions were reported in
meeting rooms. The positive parameter for the location type ‘project space/lecture space’ could be caused by students
spending a lot of time working on group projects with other students. Also, lectures are a type of interaction that take
relatively long as well.
Furthermore, the results of the MMNL model in this current study did not show any significant relationships for one of
the tie characteristics. This suggests that personal characteristics and face-to-face interaction characteristics might be
more important indicators for choosing a specific location type than the tie characteristics. The variable gender and all
five personality traits were also found to not show any significant effect. Apparently, the personality traits are also not
very important indicators for the location type of the interactions. However, it was expected to find some significant
relations between the personality traits and the location type choice of the interaction. Oseland (2013) for example
found that people who score high on openness to new experiences prefer informal spaces to interact, whereas closeminded personality types prefer meeting rooms for having interactions. It was also expected to find more relationships
for the variable ‘age’ as Rothe et al. (2012) for example found that younger people preferred informal spaces in the
office, such as restaurants and bars, more than older people. Haynes (2011) found a difference in age and the preferred
working environment. Because of these studies, it was also expected to find some significant relations between the
variables age and location type. Regarding gender differences Rothe er al. (2012) and Yildrim, Akalin-Baskaya & Celebi
(2007) found differences regarding their work environment preferences. Therefore, significant relations between the
variable gender and location type were also expected. Future research is needed to explain why no significant effects
were found.
When exploring the correlation matrix and the random parameters most of the values are not surprising. However,
it seems that location 2 (meeting room) and location 4 (eat and drink area/hallway) have a relatively high correlation
value, namely 0.824. This means that for people who have frequent interactions in meeting rooms, are also likely to
have frequent interactions in eat and drink areas/hallways. As those two location types are two completely different
location types, this high correlation value is not expected. However, it could be the cause by participants who in general
like interacting with other people. They might have had lots of interactions in both location types. Moreover, more
research is needed to explain why this high correlation value exist between the location types ‘meeting room’ and ‘eat
and drink area/hallway’.
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Personal characteristics
Age
Location types in academic
buildings

Employee
Supportive staff

1. Workspace (Base level)
Interaction characteristics
2. Meeting room
Catch up/chat
Discussion

3. Project space/Lecture space

Meeting
4. Eat and drink areas/Hallway

Lecture, training/presentation
Social interaction

5. Other

Work related interaction
Intentional unplanned

Positive effect

Duration

Negative effect

Figure 7.3 Visualization of the significant interaction effects of the MMNL model

To make the results more tangible, the probability that certain interactions take place in certain location types was
calculated. First, four different interaction scenarios were made up. The first scenario was made expecting that the
probability is the highest for the workspace. As the workspace is the base level, it was checked in figure 7.3 which
variables showed to have negative parameters for the other location types, as that would increase the probability
for the location type workspace. Therefore, the interaction activity discussion was chosen as discussion had three
negative parameters for other location types. In addition, intentional, unplanned was chosen as the variable had two
negative parameters for other location types. That way, all the variables were checked and the ones expected to have a
higher probability for the location workspace, or a lower probability for other location type, were chosen. The second
scenario was expected to have the highest probability for meeting room. Therefore, values of variables were chosen
that showed to have a positive parameter for the location type meeting room, such as the interaction activity meeting
and the duration. The same steps were completed for scenario 3 and scenario 4. Scenario 3 was expected to have the
highest probability for the location type eat and drink areas/hallways and the fourth scenario was made expecting the
highest probability for project space/lecture space. The different scenarios are visualized in table 7.4.
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Table 7.4 Interaction scenarios

Age
User group
Role organization
Duration
Initiation interaction
Interaction Activity

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

30 years
Employee
Researcher
10 minutes
Intentional
unplanned
Discussion

40 years
Employee
University teacher
100 minutes
Planned in
advance
Meeting

20 years
Student
15 minutes
Initiated after
visual contact
Catch up/chat

20 years
Student
120 minutes
Planned in
advance
Lecture, training/
presentation

After the different interaction scenarios were clear the values of the parameters in table 7.2, related to the levels of the
variables, were used to determine the value for each location type. Second, all the values were summed up for every
location type which resulted in the utility values per location type. The calculation of the first scenario is done in table
7.5. The rest of the calculations can be find in Appendix 6.
Table 7.5 Utility calculation scenario 1

Workplace

Meeting room

Project space/
lecture space

Eat and drink
areas/hallway

Other

Base values

0

-0,909

-0,075

-0,346

-0,742

30 years

0

0

0

0

-6,45

Employee

0

-1,107

-2,441

0

0

Researcher

0

0

0

0

0

10 minutes

0

0,24

0,25

0

0

Intentional unplanned

0

-2,024

-0,876

0

0

Discussion

0

-2,067

-1,364

-0,739

0

Work related

0

0

0

-1,282

0

Total

0

-5,867

-4,506

-2,367

-7,192

To transform these utility values to percentages, the following formula is used:

This means that the probability that scenario 1 takes place at the workplace is:

After those calculations were done for every location type in every scenario, all the probabilities were known. Table
7.6 shows the results of these calculations. As can be seen, scenario 1 is most likely to take place in the workplace,
scenario 2 is most likely to take place in a meeting room, scenario 3 is most likely to take place in eat and drink areas/
hallways and scenario 4 is most likely to take place in project spaces/lecture spaces. It is notable that all the scenarios
have a higher probability than 75% for one of the location types except for scenario 3. However, this probability would
have been higher if an interaction was chosen that had a shorter duration, because the probability for the location
type project space/lecture space decreases when the duration decreases. A decrease in the probability for the location
type project space/lecture space automatically leads to a higher probability for the location type eat and drink area/
hallway. Moreover, using the values in table 7.2 it is possible to calculate the probability for every location type, for
every possible interaction scenario.
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Table 7.6 Probabilities scenarios

Workplace
Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
Scenario 4

90,2%
15,8%
25,6%
1,5%

Meeting room Project space/
lecture space
0,3%
1,0%
75,2%
5,9%
3,5%
34,5%
10,6%
87,0%

Eat and drink
areas/hallway
8,5%
3,1%
36,2%
0,9%

Other
0,1%
0,0%
0,2%
0,0%

7.2 Conclusion

This chapter described the results of the MMNL model. A Mixed Multinomial Logit Model was estimated to analyze
all the relationships with the location type choice of the interaction, simultaneously in a multivariate framework. The
personal and the interaction characteristics were found to influence the location type choice of the interaction. Of the
personal characteristics the variables age, user group and role in the organization showed significant effects for the
location type choice of the interaction. Of the interaction characteristics the variables interaction activity, work/social
relatedness, initiation of the interaction and duration were found to have a significant relation with the location type
of the interaction. Some of the relations could be explained by existing literature. For instance, literature suggested
that shorter interactions take place in larger areas whereas longer interactions take place in smaller areas. Most of
the relations that could not be found in existing literature can be logically explained. However, empirical evidence
is necessary to verify these relations. One relation however, was surprising. It was found that lectures,trainings/
presentations increase the probability that the interaction takes place in eat and drink areas/hallways. It might be that
the canteen or other lunch areas are used for presentations. Further research is needed to explore this.
Moreover, the personal and interaction characteristics are predictors for the location type choice of the interaction.
The tie characteristics did not show any significant effect for the location type of the interaction and therefore cannot
predict the location type of the interaction.
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8. Conclusion and recommendations
This chapter includes the conclusion of the research and the recommendations for further research. The conclusion
(chapter 8.1) is based on the research question and corresponding sub-questions. The recommendation section
(chapter 8.2) include options for further research and practical implications.

8.1 Conclusion

Due to a shift to a knowledge based economy, knowledge became the most important strategic resource. Not only for
normal organizations, but also for academic institutions, because knowledge can benefit students and researchers.
Better students and researchers lead to a better competitive position in the academic market place. To share knowledge,
people have to interact with each other. To create a building that facilitates for the interactions of the users and to
decrease the misusage of the work environment, it is important to get more insight in what factors influence the
location that people chose to have an interaction. Moreover, the objective of this thesis was to make clear where
different interactions take place in academic office buildings, and also to investigate what drives those location choices
by adding different personal, interaction and tie variables. Therefore, the following research question was composed.
How is the location choice for face-to-face interactions of academics and students in academic office buildings influenced
by the personal characteristics, the interaction characteristics and the tie characteristics?
A case study was conducted among the users of the Flux building at the campus of the Eindhoven University of
Technology. First, an online questionnaire was developed to collect data about the personal characteristics. Second,
the respondents were asked to report on some of their interactions (meetings) during 10 days, at 3 random times each
(work)day, through answering a short questionnaire about these interactions with their smartphone or computer. With
these questionnaires, information about the interaction characteristics, tie characteristics and the location type of the
interaction was gathered. These questionnaires resulted in a sample of 92 respondents who reported a total of 643
interactions.
In order to analyze the relation between the personal characteristics, interaction characteristics, tie characteristics
and the location type, bivariate analyses were conducted. The relations of the personal characteristics and the tie
characteristics on the interactions characteristics were also analyzed using bivariate analyses. Furthermore, the complete
conceptual model could not be tested in the MMNL model. That is, the effect of the personal and tie characteristics on
the interaction characteristics were not included in the MMNL model. The MMNL model was used to analyze all the
relationships with the location type choice of the interaction simultaneously in a multivariate framework.
The existing literature showed that within office buildings, the physical work environment can have a major impact
on interactions (Whittaker et al., 1994; Rashid, Wineman & Zimring, 2009). However, according to the ABW concept,
the location type should depend on the activity and research about which factors have an impact on the location type
choice of the interaction in academic buildings is still lacking. Also, few studies take the interactions of the students
into account. The results of this study show interesting information about where, what kind of interactions take
place in academic office buildings, and thus which locations are most preferable for different types of users and their
interactions.
As can be seen in table 8.1 the bivariate analyses revealed that the personal characteristics and the tie characteristics
have multiple significant relations with the interactions characteristics. Especially the demographic variables of the
personal characteristics are important indicators for the interaction characteristics. Role in the organization is an
indicator for all the interaction characteristics. However, one significant relation was surprising. It was found that
researchers had less work related interactions, whereas the supportive staff was found to have more work related
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interactions. Although no literature was found about this relation, one would expect researchers to have more work
related interactions. Future research to explain this relation is necessary. Furthermore, it was found that the supportive
staff is less likely to share knowledge, whereas the researchers and the university teachers are more likely to share
knowledge. These results are confirmed by existing literature, in which it is suggested that roles in an organization
that have a higher job autonomy (Cabrera, Collins & Salgado, 2006;Oldham & Fried, 2016) and/or task identity (Foss
et al., 2009) are more likely to share knowledge. Another relation in this study that could be compared to another
study is the relation between age and duration. Older users were found to have shorter interactions than younger
users. Literature stated that generation X (age 30-45) prefers shorter to the point interactions (Bontekoning,2007).
Furthermore, a lot of other significant relations were found between the demographic variables and the interaction
characteristics. However, literature in some relations is currently lacking, which is why some of the results cannot
be compared to other studies. These relations can be logically explained, but empirical research is required to verify
these relations. The personality traits showed to be less important indicators for the interaction characteristics as less
significant relations were found. No personality trait was significant related to the variable knowledge sharing, while
more studies did find this relationship. For example, literature stated that agreeableness, openness to new experiences
and extraversion influence the knowledge sharing (Wolf & Kim, 2012). Further research about these conflicting results
is needed.
The tie characteristics were also found to have some significant relations with the interaction characteristics. Although,
the relations can be logically explained, empirical evidence is necessary to get more insight in the effects of these
characteristics. In summary, the personal and the tie characteristics both influence multiple interaction characteristics.
However, the relative contribution to explain the variance in the interaction characteristics is the highest for the
demographic variables of the personal characteristics, followed by the tie characteristics and the personality variables
of the personal characteristics.
The main research question of the study however, was about how personal, interaction and tie characteristics influence
the location type choice of the interaction. As can be seen in table 8.1, the interaction characteristics are the most
important indicators for the location type choice of the interaction. The interaction activity was found to be significantly
related to the location type choice of the interaction, which was expected because of the ABW theory. Literature also
stated that a chat is more likely to take place in hallways (Tschan, Semmer & Inversin, 2004). Because this indicate that
there could be a relationship between the activity and the location type it is not strange that this relation was found.
A significant relation was also found between the variables work/social relatedness and the location type. Literature
pointed out this relation as it was found that near the coffee machine less work related interactions took place (AppelMeulenbroek, 2014). Although, no comparable studies were found about the relationship between the initiation of the
interaction and the location type, this relation was found. However, it is not strange that for example in eat and drink
areas/hallways interactions are more likely to be initiated after visual contact, whereas in meeting rooms interactions
are more likely to be scheduled in advance. Furthermore it was found that longer interactions are more likely to take
place in meeting rooms, whereas shorter interaction are more likely to take place in eat and drink areas/hallways.
The literature showed that shorter interactions are more likely to take place in smaller location types, whereas longer
interactions are more likely to take place in larger location types, which are comparable to the results of this study
(Becker & Sims, 2004). Last, it was found that knowledge sharing influences the location type of the interaction. The
literature showed similar results about this relation (Bjerrum & Bodker, 2003).
The personal characteristics are the second most important indicators for the location type choice of the interaction.
The variables age, user group, role in the organization, extraversion, agreeableness and conscientiousness all showed
to have a relation with the location type at the 0.01 significance level. Gender and emotional stability showed to have a
relation with the location type of the interaction at the 0.05 significance level. The relationship between the variables
age and location type was not surprising. Literature pointed out that there are preference differences between different
age groups regarding the type of work environment (Bontekoning,2007). Because, this preference difference regarding
the type of environment could also indicate a preference difference for the location type of an interaction, it was not
unexpected to find this relation. For the variables user group and role in the organization in relation to the location
type of the interaction, no comparable studies were found. However, the relations found in this study are not strange
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as one could for example expect that students are more likely to have interactions in lecture spaces/project spaces
than employees.
No comparable studies could be found about the relation between the personality traits extraversion, agreeableness,
conscientiousness, and emotional stability and the location type of the interaction. Although all these relations were
found to be significant in this study, more research is needed to explore what it is in these personalities that attracts
them to certain location types for having interactions. One study was found that pointed out the relationship between
openness to experiences and the work environment preferences (Oseland, 2013). However, this relation was not found
in this study.
The variables that are the least important indicators for the location type choice of the interaction are the tie
characteristics. Only the variable composition based on department was found to be significantly related to the
location type choice of the interaction. Interactions with users from the same department were more likely to take
place at the workspace, whereas interactions with at least one person from another department were more likely to
take place in meeting rooms. Although no studies were found about this relation specifically, a study was found that
could relate to this relation. Literature pointed out that proximity and visual accessibility lead to more interactions
Appel-Meulenbroek (2014). Assuming that users from the same department have workspaces that are closer to each
other, this result is not unexpected.
In conclusion, bivariate analyses were used to explore the relation between the personal, interaction and tie characteristics
and the location type choice of the interaction. Based on the analyses, it can be stated that personal, interaction
and tie characteristics all influence the location type choice of the interaction. However, the relative contribution to
explain the variance in location type choices of the interactions is largest for the interaction characteristics, followed
by the personal characteristics and the tie characteristics. Accordingly, the interaction characteristics and the personal
characteristics are better predictors for the location type of the interaction.
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Table 8.1 Significant relationships bivariate analyses

Interaction characteristics
Location type

Knowledge sharing

Duration

Initiation interaction

Work/social relatedness

Interaction activity

Personal characteristics
Age

**

**

**

Gender

**

*

**

Department

**

*

User group

**

**

Role in the organization
Extraversion

**

**

Agreeableness

*

Conscientiousness

**

Emotional stability

**

Openness to new
experiences
Interaction characteristics

**

Interaction activity
Work / social relatedness
Initation interaction
Duration
Knowledge sharing
Tie characteristics

/
/
/
/
/

Composition based on
department
Composition based on user
group
The strength of the tie

**
**

*

**
**
*

**

**
**

**
**
**

*

*

**

*

/
/
/
/
/

*

**

**

**

*

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

**

**

/
/
/
/
/

**
**
**
**
**
**

**

*Significant at 0.05 level, **significant at 0,01 level

To explore all the variables that were found to be significantly related to the location type choice of the interaction
at the same time, in a multivariate framework, a MMNL model was estimated. The variables that were found to be
significantly related to location type are taken into account in the MMNL model. Every time multiple variables were
added and removed from the model. When certain added variables turned out not to be significant, they were removed
from the model. After a long trial and error process the final model was estimated. The significant effects of the final
model are visualized in figure 8.2.
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Personal characteristics
Age
Location types in academic
buildings

Employee
Supportive staff

1. Workspace (Base level)
Interaction characteristics
2. Meeting room
Catch up/chat
Discussion

3. Project space/Lecture space

Meeting
4. Eat and drink areas/Hallway

Lecture, training/presentation
Social interaction

5. Other

Work related interaction
Intentional unplanned

Positive effect

Duration

Negative effect

Figure 8.2. Visualization of the significant interaction effects of the MMNL model

Multiple variables regarding the personal characteristics were found to be significantly related to the location type
choice of the interaction, namely age, user group, and role in the organization. For instance, younger age increases the
probability that the interaction takes place in the location type other. In addition, employees decrease the probability
that the interaction takes place in a meeting room or in a lecture space/project space. Furthermore, supportive staff
decrease the probability that the interaction takes place in an eat and drink area/hallway. Although no relating literature
could be found about these relations, the results are not strange. For example, the workspaces of a lot of employees
include a small meeting table, which could clarify why employees are less likely to have interactions in meeting rooms.
According to the ABW concept, location types should be chosen according to the type of activity (Appel-Meulenbroek,
2014). The results of this study confirm this hypothesis. Discussion for example decreases the probability that the
interaction takes place in a meeting room, project space/lecture space or eat and drink area/hallway. In addition,
a meeting decreases the probability that the interaction takes place in a project space/lecture space and increases
the probability that the interaction takes place in a meeting room. Significant results were also found for the activity
types catch up/chat and lecture, training/presentation. One unexpected relation was de positive relation between
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lecture, training/presentation and eat and drink areas. It might be that parts of the lunch areas are used for trainings
or presentation. Further research is needed to clarify this result. The variable work/social relatedness was also found
to be significantly related to the location type choice of the interaction. Social interactions increase the probability
that the interaction takes place in an eat and drink area/hallway, whereas work related interactions decrease the
probability that the interaction takes place in an eat and drink area/hallway. Literature also assumed that the social/
work relatedness of the interaction has a relation with the location type choice of the interaction. For instance, a prior
study stated that less work related interactions take place near the coffee machine (Appel-Meulenbroek, 2014). Last, a
significant results was found for the variables ‘intentional, unplanned’ and duration. The relation between the variable
intentional, unplanned and location type can be logically explained, however empirical evidence is required to verify
this relation. Literature was found that confirmed the relation between the variables duration and location type. For
instance, a prior study reported that shorter interactions take place in larger areas, whereas longer interactions take
place in smaller areas (Becker & Sims, 2004).
In conclusion, the MMNL model explored the relations of personal, interaction and tie characteristics on the location
type choice of the interaction simultaneously in a multivariate framework. Based on the results, it can be stated that
personal and interaction characteristics influence the location the location type choice of the interaction. However, the
relative contribution to explain the variance in the location type choice of the interaction is larger for the interaction
characteristics (especially for the variable interaction activity) than for the personal characteristics. The tie characteristics
and the personality variables however, did not show to have significant relations with the location type choice of the
interaction. Accordingly, personal characteristics and interaction characteristics are better predictors for the location
type choice of the interaction.

8.2 Recommendations

The aim of this research was to make clear where different interactions take place in academic office buildings, and also
to investigate what drives those location choices by adding different personal, interaction and tie variables. This section
is divided into two segments: Practical implications and scientific limitations.

8.2.1 Practical implications

The importance of interactions and knowledge sharing in office buildings is a subject that researchers are increasingly
focusing on. However, interactions and knowledge sharing are not only important for businesses, but also for academic
institutions. Knowledge can be stored in the collective minds of the university where the knowledge can benefit other
students and researchers. Better students and researchers lead to a better competitive position in the academic
market place. In addition, the ultimate goal of universities is to produce, distribute and applicate knowledge. Although
it is clear that interactions and knowledge sharing are important for academic office buildings, limited amount of
research could be found related to this subject. This research contributes knowledge to many research field such as
corporate real estate management, focused on academic office buildings, anthropology and sociology, as it studied
human interaction behavior and public administration, as it studied how to facilitate for interactions to improve the
functioning of the organization.
The results of this study illustrate that the choice for having an interaction in a certain location does depend on multiple
personal and interaction characteristics. Based on these findings it is suggested that corporate real estate managers of
academic institutions take into consideration what the type of users are for a specific building. Age, user group and role
in the organization are all variables that were found to have an effect on the location type choice of the interaction. A
suggestion for corporate real estate managers is therefore to determine a target group to be able to develop buildings
that fit the needs of the users for having interactions. For instance, it was found that employees decrease the probability
that the interaction takes place in meeting rooms and eat and drink areas/hallways. Thus, it could be that employees
probably have more interaction at the workspace. It is then suggested that corporate real estate take this result into
consideration and for example create workspaces that are attractive for having interactions. Also, it is suggested to
distribute a questionnaire among the target group, including multiple personal questions. With the results of this
questionnaire insights in the needed location types were gathered. This lead to an optimal fit between the users of the
building and the location types of the building regarding interactions.
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Also, the universities themselves can take the results of this study into consideration. The universities should think
about wat kind of interactions are preferable for the departments that are going to be housed in the future building.
For example, for a department such as industrial design, that develops new products, brainstorm sessions are probably
of major importance. Therefore, the building should offer enough spaces to facilitate that type of interaction activity.
Moreover, the university should think about the necessary interactions for the future departments to create a building
that facilitates these interactions.
Not only for the universities, but also for the HR-managers of the different departments the results are interesting.
With the results, the HR-managers are more aware of the type of users that use certain location types. Moreover, the
HR-manager could consider if the personal characteristics of the future employees fit the offered location types of the
building and how they can adapt to this.
Finally, for the users of academic office buildings themselves, the results of this study are also interesting because more
awareness is created about how their personal characteristics and interaction characteristics influence the location
type choice of their interactions. These users are able to better interpret what kind of location types are important for
them personally and for their interactions.

8.2.3 Scientific limitations

Although the methodology of this research was chosen with the most care, the study still has some limitations.
Questionnaires were used to collect the data. Questionnaires are less costly, less time consuming, completely
anonymous and therefore prevent interviewer bias. However, the use of questionnaires has disadvantages too.
Questionnaires are less time consuming for the researcher, but more time consuming for the respondent. Because
the second part of the data collection, consisted of filling in questionnaires three times a day, for 10 days, a lot of
respondents dropped out. 252 respondents finished the first questionnaire, but only 92 respondents finished the
second part of the research. Because the second part of the research was very time consuming for the participants, the
sample size became relatively small. Because of this small sample size a lot of categories of different variables had to be
merged. Merging categories of variables always leads to losing information. With a larger sample size, more different
categories of variables, can be studied, which could lead to more interesting results. For example, more categories of
the variable interaction activity or location type would lead to more detailed results. In addition, a larger sample size
increases the validity of the research and the possibility to generalize the results.
To find out about the personalities of the respondents, the TIPI (Ten-Item Personality Inventory) measure was used.
Although this inventory is based on the Big Five personality traits, using ten statements, ranging on a 7-point-likert
scale, this method has some disadvantages too. Using the 10 statements is scientifically valid, however, ten questions
to determine someone’s personality remains limited. Therefore, it is recommended that for further research the
personality part of the questionnaires will be expanded to obtain more intelligible results about the personalities of
the respondents.
In addition, the users were asked to report one main activity for their interactions. This could lead to unreliable result.
For instance, it was found that discussions lower the probability that the interaction takes place in a meeting room,
while one can imagine that a lot of discussions take place in meeting rooms. As participants for those interactions
probably chose meeting as their main activity, surprising results were found. Therefore, it is suggested that in future
research more activities can be chosen for one interaction, to get more reliable results.
Another reason why the results of this study should be taken with caution is that there could be many more reasons
why certain people chose to have an interaction at a certain location. The literature study of this research is extensive
but not all-embracing. Therefore, it is possible to find more variables that could affect the location type choice of the
interaction. For further research it would be interesting to explore if for example the country of origin also plays a role
in choosing a specific location for interacting, as universities are getting more international. Also, it is interesting to
study the personal characteristics of the other person(s) in the interaction in more detail. One can think of: the gender
of the other(s), the age of the other(s) or the role in the organization of the other(s). If those are taken into account
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more information will be gathered about the effects of similarities/differences between the alter and the ego on the
location type choice of the interaction.
Besides that, this study is conducted in one specific academic building, which is also a relatively new building. To
generalize the results among all academic office buildings it is important to repeat this study multiple times in different
types of academic office buildings with different types of users. For example, it might be that in traditional academic
buildings, with other location types, different results will be found. Also, different types of academic buildings house
different types of departments. The personal characteristics could be different for students and employees of other
departments. Moreover, further research in other academic buildings is needed to validate the results of this study.
All these scientific limitations offer new chances for further research. In general, it is important to repeat this study
multiple times, among users of other academic buildings, to validate the results. Also, it is suggested to explore other
factors that could possibly influence the location choice of the interaction.
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Perry world douse, Pennsylvania
9 best new university buildings (AD, 2017)

Appendix 1 Floorplans
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Appendix 2 Questionnaire first part
Email
Do you want to win a delicious dinner in a Michelin-start restaurant? Complete the questionnaire and participate in
this study for staff and students to find out where most interactions take place in Flux.
Dear Flux users,
This research is carried out in cooperation with the faculties of EE and TN. Results of this study could give, in the
context of the current growth of student and employee numbers of these faculties, more insight into where and how
the building facilitates interactions. This insight is needed to improve the building and facilitate interactions in a better
way. Participating in this PhD study could give you more insight in which spaces and facilities are important knowledge
sharing locations in Flux, and which are not.
The study consists of two parts. First, we ask you to complete a short questionnaire about yourself, and your work
environment (max. 5 minutes). For the second part of this study, we need information about your interactions with
other users in the building. For this, we ask you to report on some of your interactions (meetings) during 10 days, at
3 random times each (work)day, through answering a few questions about these interactions with your smartphone
(max. 2 minutes/time).
If you participate in this research, you can win a delicious dinner for two in a Michelin-star restaurant. We will announce
the winner of the dinner after the completion of the research. If you have any questions, please contact Lorell Buck by
telephone at + 31 6 28 16 83 74 or by e-mail at l.c.m.buck@student.tue.nl.
Use the link below to complete the general questionnaire:
https://vragen9.ddss.nl/q/Kennisdelen_Flux
Thank you very much for participating in this research.
Yours sincerely,
Lorell Buck & Minou Weijs-Perrée
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Questionnaire
For the second part of this research we need your mobile phone to send you (text) messages with the online questionnaire about your interaction patterns in Flux.

Enter your phone number

What is your age?

Gender
□

Male

□

Female

What is you highest (finished) level of education?
□

Primary education

□

Secundary education (mavo, havo, vwo, gymnasium)

□

Vocational education (mbo)

□

Bachelor (college or university)

□

Master (university)

□

PhD

What type of user are you?
□

Student

□

Employee
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Department name:
□

Department of Applied Physics

□

Department of Electrical Engineering

□

Other, namely,

What is your current position in the organization only for employees)?
□

Supportive and management staff (OBP)

□

Secretary

□

PhD/PDEng

□

Post doc (PD)

□

University teacher / researcher (OWP)

□

Assistant Professor (UD)

□

Associate Professor (UHD)

□

Full professor emeritus (HGL em)

□

Full professor

□

Stagiaire (STG)

How well describe the following statements your personality?

Di
sa
gr
Di ee
s
sa
gr tron
e
gl
Di
e
y
m
sa
o
gr
d
er
Ne ee
at
ith a l
itt ely
er
ag le
Ag
re
re
e
e
no
a
Ag
lit
r
tle
di
re
sa
e
gr
m
Ag
ee
od
re
er
e
at
st
el
ro
y
ng
ly

I see myself as…….

Extraverted, enthusiastic
Confrontational
Dependable, self-disciplined
Anxious, easily upset
Open to new experiences
Reserved, quiet
Sympathetic, w arm
Disorganized, careless
Calm, emotionally stable
Conventional, uncreative

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Indicate the start- and end times of a normal day for you at Flux
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□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□
□

Start time

End time

How many hours, on average, do you spend per week at Flux?

On which days are you mostly present at Flux?
□

Monday

□

Tuesday

□

Wednesday

□

Thursday

□

Friday

What type of physical workplace do you use most often when you work of study at Flux (choose 1)?
□

Personal fixed workplace (used by only one person)

□

Shared fixed workplace (used by multiple people based on rotation basis)

□

Non-territorial workplace (used by multiple people, anyone can sit wherever he/she wants)

In what type of space do you usually work or study when you are at Flux (choose 1)?
□

Individual in a closed space

□

Together with others in a closed space

□

In an open space without panels/partitions

□

In an open space with panels/partitions

On which floor do you usually work or study at Flux (choose 1)?
□

Floor 0

□

Floor 1

□

Floor 2

□

Floor 3

□

Floor 4

□

Floor 5

□

Floor 6
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□

Floor 7

□

Floor 8

□

Floor 9

□

Floor 10

E-mail address
Please enter your e-mail address below, if you would like to be kept informed of the results of this study

Questions or remarks
If you have any questions or comments, please describe them below

Thank you, for completing this questionnaire!
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Appendix 3 Questionnaire second part
Were you between x and y (partially) in the building?
o

Yes

o

No

Face-to-face interactions
How many interactions did you have between X and Y with 1 or more people in your building? (Interactions less
than 2 minutes are not taken into account in this research)

Interaction 1 between X and Y
When did this interaction start?
For example, at 12.10

What was the duration of this interaction? (Duration in minutes)
For example, 10 minutes

Was this interaction with more than three people?
o

Yes

o

No

Who did you interact with?
Use a recognizable name or initials. For example, Daan or MW.

About “Name person 1”

At which department does this person works or study?
o

Department of Applied Physics

o

Department of Electrical Engineering

o

Other, namely:

Is this person:
A student
o

Secretary
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o

Post doc/ researcher

o

Assistant Professor

o

Associate Professor

o

Full Professor

o

Supportive or management staff

o

PHD/PDEng-student

o

University teacher

o

Other, namely:

How often have you had an interaction with this person during the past year?Once a year or less often
o

A number of times a year

o

Once or twice a month

o

Once a week

o

Several times a week

How long have you known each other?
o

Not

o

Less than 1 year

o

1 to 2 years

o

2 to 5 years

o

5 years or more

How close are you with this person?
o

Not close at all

o

Not so close

o

Neutral

o

Close

o

Very close
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Interaction 1 between X and Y
Who took the initiative for this interaction?
o

I did

o

The other person(s)

o

Together

Other, namely:

Was the interaction?
o

Scheduled in advance

o

Intentional unscheduled visit

o

Initiated after coincidental visual contact

What was the main activity of this interaction? (Choose 1 main activity)
o

Discussion

o

Meeting

o

Catch up/ chat

o

(business) Lunch/ dinner

o

Providing or receiving information/ advice

o

Network event

o

Brainstorming session

o

Lecture

o

Training / presentation

Other, namely:

Type of interaction
Social interaction
o

Work related interaction

o

Social- and work related interaction
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Was knowledge exchanged during the interaction?
o

Yes

o

No

Interaction 1 between X and Y
Would it have been possible to find this knowledge somewhere else?
o

Yes, documented (e.g. book or website)

o

Yes, other person(s)

o

No, only myself or to the other person (s)

Type of knowledge that is shared:
o

Professional knowledge

o

Practical or organizational knowledge, for example the information about where the office of a teacher is
located, or the information about which days a teacher is present in the FLUX building.

o

Other, namely:

What was the knowledge for you?
o

New

o

Existing

o

Both

Location of interaction 1 between X and Y
At which spot and floor did (most of) the interaction take place?

Use a clear recognizable location name, for example:
• Meeting room 5.0
• Corridor coffee machine floor 2
• My workplace on floor 8
• Ben’s office on floor 7
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What type of location is “Location Name”?
o

My own workplace

o

Workplace of the other person(s)

o

Meeting room

o

Lecture room / space

o

Concentration room

o

Coffee corner

o

Cafe / restaurant

o

Supermarket

o

In the hallway

o

By the elevator

o

Space for copying, printing, mail etc.

o

Reception / entrance

o

Project or creative space

o

Lounge area

o

Informal meeting space / social space

Other, namely:
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Choose the floor and a point on the map for “Location Name”
Floor number		

Flux Floor 1
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Appendix 4 Operationalization of the variables
Appendix 4.1 Personal characteristics
Variable

Level of measurement

Items

Age

Ratio

Open question

Gender

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Male
2 = Female

Department

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Applied Physics
2 = Electrical Engineering
3 = Other

User Group

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Student
2 = Employee

Role

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Supportive staff and management staff
2 = Secretary
3 = PhD/PDEng
4 = Post Doc (PD)
5 = University teacher/researcher (OWP)
6 = Assistant professor (UD)
7 = Associate Professor (UHD)
8 = Full professor Emeritus (HGL em)
9 = Full professor
10 = Stagiaire (STG)

Variable

Big-Five Measure

TIPI measure

Level of Measurement

Items

Personality

Extraversion

Extraverted, enthusiastics 1

Interval

Reserved, quiet 6

Interval

Confrontational 2

Interval

Scale:
1 = Disagree strongly
7 = Agree strongly

Sympathetic, warm 7

Interval

Dependable, self-disciplined 3

Interval

Disorganized, careless 8

Interval

Anxious, easily upset 4

Interval

Calm, emotionally stable 9

Interval

Agreeanbleness
Conscientiousness
Emotional stability

Openness to experiences Open to new experiences 5

Interval

Conventional, uncreative 10

Interval
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Appendix 4.2 Interaction characteristics
Variable

Level of Measurement

Items

Interaction activity

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Discussion
2 = Meeting
3 = Catch up/chat
4 = (Business) lunch/dinner
5 = Providing or receiving feedback
6 = Network event
7 = Brainstorm session
8 = Lecture
9 = Training/presentation
10 = Other, namely

Type of interaction

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Social interaction
2 = Work related interaction
3 = Social and work related interaction

Duration

Ratio

Open question

Initiation of the interaction

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Scheduled in advance
2 = Intentional unscheduled
3 = Initiated after coincidental visual contact

Knowledge sharing

Nominal

Multiple choice
1 = Yes
2 = No

Appendix 4.3 Tie characteristics
Variable
Composition based on department

Level of measurement
Nominal

Composition based on user group

Nominal

Strength of the tie

Interval
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Items
Multiple choice
1 = Same department
2 = Different department
Multiple choice
1 = Student - student
2 = Employee - student
3 = Employee - employee
Multiple choice
Scale:
1 = not close at all,
5 = very close

Appendix 5 Results of the bivariate analyses
5.1 Bivariate analyses between the personal characteristics and the interaction characteristics
5.1.1 Bivariate analyses ‘age’
Age and interaction activity – ANOVA
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Discussion

171

31,95

10,603

,811

Meeting

123

32,08

11,107

1,002

Catch up/chat

126

29,30

10,774

,960

Other

71

30,06

8,823

1,047

Providing or receiving feedback

73

39,89

14,427

1,689

Lecture, training/presentation

79

33,82

13,719

1,543

total

643

32,38

11,820

,466

Age and work/social relatedness – ANOVA
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Social related

157

28,47

8,541

,682

Work related

393

35,08

12,476

,629

Social and work related

93

27,55

10,349

1,073

Other

643

32,38

11,820

,466

Age and duration – Spearman correlation test
Duration_Groups

Leeftijd_groups

Duration_Groups

Leeftijd_groups

Correlation Coefficient

1,000

-,116**

Sig. (2-tailed)

.

,003

N

643

Correlation Coefficient

-,116

1,000

Sig. (2-tailed)

,003

.

N

643

643

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).

643
**
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5.1.2 Bivariate analyses ‘gender’

Man

Women

Total

Total

lecture,
training /
presentation

providing
or receiving
feedback

other

catch up /
chat

meeting

discussion

Gender and Interaction activity – Chi-square test

Count

142

101

85

48

41

58

475

Expected Count

126,3

90,9

93,1

52,4

53,9

58,4

475,0

% within Gender

29,9%

21,3%

17,9%

10,1%

8,6%

12,2%

100,0%

Count

29

22

41

23

32

21

168

Expected Count

44,7

32,1

32,9

18,6

19,1

20,6

168,0

% within Gender

17,3%

13,1%

24,4%

13,7%

19,0%

12,5%

100,0%

Count

171

123

126

71

73

79

643

Expected Count

171,0

123,0

126,0

71,0

73,0

79,0

643,0

% within Gender

26,6%

19,1%

19,6%

11,0%

11,4%

12,3%

100,0%

Man

Women

Total

total

Social and
work related

Work related

Social related

Gender and work/social relatedness – Chi-square test

Count

104

292

79

475

Expected Count

116,0

290,3

68,7

475,0

% within Gender

21,9%

61,5%

16,6%

100,0%

Count

53

101

14

168

Expected Count

41,0

102,7

24,3

168,0

% within Gender

31,5%

60,1%

8,3%

100,0%

Count

157

393

93

643

Expected Count

157,0

393,0

93,0

643,0

% within Gender

24,4%

61,1%

14,5%

100,0%

Gender and duration – T-test
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Man

475

41,28

51,690

2,372

Woman

168

27,09

36,538

2,819

total

643

37,57

48,568

1,915
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Man

Women

Total

Total

Knowledge
sharing yes

knowledge
sharing - no

Gender and knowledge sharing – Chi-square test

Count

105

370

475

Expected Count

136,7

338,3

475,0

% within Gender

56,8%

80,8%

73,9%

Count

80

88

168

Expected Count

48,3

119,7

168,0

% within Gender

43,2%

19,2%

26,1%

Count

185

458

643

Expected Count

185,0

458,0

643,0

% within Gender

100,0%

100,0%

100,0%

5.1.3 Bivariate analyses ‘department’

42

49

26

15

45

252

Expected Count

67,3

47,3

49,3

28,4

28,4

31,2

252,0

% within Departm.

29,8%

16,7%

19,4%

10,3%

6,0%

17,9%

100,0%

Electrical
engineering

93

76

74

45

56

33

377

Expected Count

100,7

70,7

73,7

42,6

42,6

46,8

377,0

% within Departm.

24,7%

20,2%

19,6%

11,9%

14,9%

8,8%

100,0%

Total

Count

168

118

123

71

71

78

629

Expected Count

168,0

118,0

123,0

71,0

71,0

78,0

629,0

% within Departm.

26,7%

18,8%

19,6%

11,3%

11,3%

12,4%

100,0%

Count

Count

other

meeting
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Total

lecture,
training /
presentation

Applied
Physics

catch up /
chat

75

discussion

providing
or receiving
feedback

Department and interaction activity – Chi-square test

Applied Physics

Electrical Engineering

Total

total

Social and
work related

Work related

Social related

Department and work/social relatedness – Chi-square test

Count

58

169

25

252

Expected Count

62,1

153,4

36,5

252,0

% within Departm.

23,0%

67,1%

9,9%

100,0%

97

214

66

377

Expected Count

92,9

229,6

54,5

377,0

% within Departm.

25,7%

56,8%

17,5%

100,0%

Count

155

383

91

629

Expected Count

155,0

383,0

91,0

629,0

% within Departm.

24,6%

60,9%

14,5%

100,0%

Count

Electrical Engineering

Total

total

Intentional
unscheduled

Scheduled
in advance
Applied Physics

Initiated
after visual
contact

Department and initiation interaction – Chi-square test

Count

124

77

51

252

Expected Count

105,0

90,1

56,9

252,0

% within Departm.

49,2%

30,6%

20,2%

100,0%

Count

138

148

91

377

Expected Count

157,0

134,9

85,1

377,0

% within Departm.

36,6%

39,3%

24,1%

100,0%

Count

262

225

142

629

Expected Count

262,0

225,0

142,0

629,0

% within Departm.

41,7%

35,8%

22,6%

100,0%
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5.1.4 Bivariate analyses ‘user group’

62

45

68

25

15

38

253

Expected Count

67,3

48,4

49,6

27,9

28,7

31,1

253,0

% within User gr.

24,5%

17,8%

26,9%

9,9%

5,9%

15,0%

100,0%

Employee

Count

109

78

58

46

58

41

390

Expected Count

103,7

74,6

76,4

43,1

44,3

47,9

390,0

% within User gr.

27,9%

20,0%

14,9%

11,8%

14,9%

10,5%

100,0%

Total

Count

171

123

126

71

73

79

643

Expected Count

171,0

123,0

126,0

71,0

73,0

79,0

643,0

% within User gr.

26,6%

19,1%

19,6%

11,0%

11,4%

12,3%

100,0%

other

meeting

Total

lecture,
training /
presentation

Student

catch up /
chat

Count

discussion

providing
or receiving
feedback

User group and interaction activity – Chi-square test

Student

Employee

Total

total

Social and
work related

Work related

Social related

User group and work/social relatedness – Chi-square test

Count

72

123

58

253

Expected Count

61,8

154,6

36,6

253,0

% within User gr.

28,5%

48,6%

22,9%

100,0%

Count

85

270

35

390

Expected Count

95,2

238,4

56,4

390,0

% within User gr.

21,8%

69,2%

9,0%

100,0%

Count

157

393

93

643

Expected Count

157,0

393,0

93,0

643,0

% within User gr.

24,4%

61,1%

14,5%

100,0%

User group and duration – T-test
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Student

253

44,07

60,303

3,791

Employee

390

33,35

38,626

1,956
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5.1.5 Bivariate analyses ‘role in the organization’

Supportive staff

Researchers

University
Teachers/ professors

Total

Total

lecture, training
/ presentation

providing or receiving feedback

other

catch up / chat

meeting

discussion

Role in the organization and interaction activity – Chi-square test

Count

28

25

27

7

31

17

135

Expected Count

37,7

27,0

20,1

15,9

20,1

14,2

135,0

% within Role in
the organization

20,7%

18,5%

20,0%

5,2%

23,0%

12,6%

100,0%

Count

43

19

22

28

15

12

139

Expected Count

38,8

27,8

20,7

16,4

20,7

14,6

139,0

% within Role in
the organization

30,9%

13,7%

15,8%

20,1%

10,8%

8,6%

100,0%

38

34

9

11

12

12

116

Expected Count

32,4

23,2

17,3

13,7

17,3

12,2

116,0

% within Role in
the organization

32,8%

29,3%

7,8%

9,5%

10,3%

10,3%

100,0%

Count

109

78

58

46

58

41

390

Expected Count

109,0

78,0

58,0

46,0

58,0

41,0

390,0

% within Role in
the organization

27,9%

20,0%

14,9%

11,8%

14,9%

10,5%

100,0%

Count
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Supportive staff

Researchers

University Teachers/
professors

Total

total

Social and
work related

Work related

Social related

Role in the organization and work/social relatedness – Chi-square test

Count

24

100

11

135

Expected Count

29,4

93,5

12,1

135,0

% within Role in the organization

28,2%

37,0%

31,4%

34,6%

Count

51

71

17

139

Expected Count

30,3

96,2

12,5

139,0

% within Role in the organization

60,0%

26,3%

48,6%

35,6%

10

99

7

116

Expected Count

25,3

80,3

10,4

116,0

% within Role in the organization

11,8%

36,7%

20,0%

29,7%

Count

85

270

35

390

Expected Count

85,0

270,0

35,0

390,0

% within Role in the organization

100,0%

100,0%

100,0%

100,0%

Count

Supportive staff

Researchers

total

50

50

35

135

Expected Count

55,7

49,2

30,1

135,0

% within Role in the organization 37,0%

37,0%

25,9%

100,0%

Count

48

59

32

139

Expected Count

57,4

50,6

31,0

139,0

42,4%

23,0%

100,0%

63

33

20

116

47,9

42,2

25,9

116,0

% within Role in the organization 54,3%

28,4%

17,2%

100,0%

Count

161

142

87

390

Expected Count

161,0

142,0

87,0

390,0

% within Role in the organization 41,3%

36,4%

22,3%

100,0%

Count
Expected Count

Total

Initiated
after visual
contact

Count

% within Role in the organization 34,5%
University Teachers/
professors

Intentional
unscheduled

Scheduled in
advance

Role in the organization and initiation interaction – Chi-square test

Role in the organization and duration – ANOVA
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Supportive staff

135

21,81

27,789

2,392

Researchers

139

36,19

30,031

2,547

University teachers/professors

116

43,39

52,885

4,910

total

390

33,35

38,626

1,956
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Supportive staff

Researchers

University Teachers/ professors

Total

Total

Knowledge
sharing –
yes

Knowledge
sharing - no

Role in the organization and knowledge sharing – Chi-square test

Count

52

83

135

Expected Count

36,7

98,3

135,0

% within Role in the organization

38,5%

61,5%

100,0%

Count

34

105

139

Expected Count

37,8

101,2

139,0

% within Role in the organization

24,5%

75,5%

100,0%

Count

20

96

116

Expected Count

31,5

84,5

116,0

% within Role in the organization

17,2%

82,8%

100,0%

Count

106

284

390

Expected Count

106,0

284,0

390,0

% within Role in the organization

27,2%

72,8%

100,0%

5.1.6 Bivariate analyses ‘agreeableness’
Agreeableness and interaction activity – ANOVA test
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Discussion

171

10,57

1,885

,144

Meeting

123

10,93

2,162

,195

Catch up/chat

126

10,95

2,216

,197

Other

71

10,28

1,766

,210

Providing or receiving feedback

73

10,19

2,215

,259

Lecture, training/presentation

79

10,51

2,037

,229

total

643

10,63

2,063

,081

5.1.7 Bivariate analyses ‘openness to new experiences’
Openness to new experiences and interaction activity – ANOVA test
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Discussion

171

11,12

1,780

,136

Meeting

123

10,90

1,969

,178

Catch up/chat

126

11,08

1,657

,148

Other

71

11,51

1,501

,178

Providing or receiving feedback

73

11,89

1,380

,162

Lecture, training/presentation

79

11,41

1,683

,189

total

643

11,24

1,733

,068
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5.1.8 Bivariate analyses ‘emotional stability’
Emotional stability and interaction activity – ANOVA test
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Discussion

171

11,16

2,187

,167

Meeting

123

10,95

2,250

,203

Catch up/chat

126

10,97

2,561

,228

Other

71

10,21

2,640

,313

Providing or receiving feedback

73

9,05

3,749

,439

Lecture, training/presentation

79

10,24

2,954

,332

total

643

10,63

2,709

,107

Emotional stability and initiation interaction – ANOVA test
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Scheduled in advance

269

10,92

2,593

,158

Intentional unscheduled

232

10,23

2,803

,184

Initiated after visual contact

142

10,72

2,706

,227

Total

643

10,63

2,709

,107

5.1.9 Bivariate analyses ‘conscientiousness’
Conscientiousness and interaction activity – ANOVA test
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Discussion

171

11,12

2,349

,180

Meeting

123

10,79

2,898

,261

Catch up/chat

126

10,67

2,665

,237

Other

71

10,23

2,684

,319

Providing or receiving feedback

73

11,85

2,215

,259

Lecture, training/presentation

79

11,25

2,250

,253

total

643

10,97

2,565

,101

Conscientiousness and work/social relatedness – ANOVA test
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Social related

157

10,54

2,548

,203

Work related

393

11,08

2,522

,127

Social and work related

93

11,25

2,709

,281

Total

643

10,97

2,565

,101
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Conscientiousness and duration – Spearmen correlation
Conscientiousness

Duration

Conscientiousness

Duration

Correlation Coefficient

1,000

-,098*

Sig. (2-tailed)

.

,013

N

643

Correlation Coefficient

-,098

1,000

Sig. (2-tailed)

,013

.

N

643

643

*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).

643
*

5.2 Bivariate analyses between the tiecharacteristics and the interaction characteristics
5.2.1 Bivariate analyses ‘composition based on department’

Same department

Different department
(at least one)

total

Total

Initiated
after visual
contact

Intentional
unscheduled

Scheduled
in advance

Composition based on department and initiation interaction – Chi-square test

Count

100

142

97

339

Expected Count

111,9

136,4

90,7

339,0

% within comp. based on dep.

29,5%

41,9%

28,6%

100,0%

32

19

10

61

Expected Count

20,1

24,6

16,3

61,0

% within comp. based on dep.

52,5%

31,1%

16,4%

100,0%

Count

132

161

107

400

Expected Count

132,0

161,0

107,0

400,0

% within comp. based on dep.

33,0%

40,3%

26,8%

100,0%

Count

Composition based on department and duration – ANOVA
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Same department

339

24,83

35,238

1,914

Different department (at least one)

61

35,51

34,782

4,453

Total

400

26,46

35,336

1,767
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5.2.2 Bivariate analyses ‘composition based on user group’

Total

39

77

14

43

23

301

Expected Count

103,1

43,6

69,2

14,3

51,2

19,6

301,0

% within comp. based on
user gr.

34,9%

13,0%

25,6%

4,7%

14,3%

7,6%

100,0%

32

19

15

5

25

3

99

Expected Count

33,9

14,4

22,8

4,7

16,8

6,4

99,0

% within comp. based on
user gr.

32,3%

19,2%

15,2%

5,1%

25,3%

3,0%

100,0%

Count

137

58

92

19

68

26

400

Expected Count

137,0

58,0

92,0

19,0

68,0

26,0

400,0

% within comp. based on
user gr.

34,3%

14,5%

23,0%

4,8%

17,0%

6,5%

100,0%

Count

Count

76

187

38

301

Expected Count

61,7

201,7

37,6

301,0

% within comp. based on usergr.

25,2%

62,1%

12,6%

100,0%

6

81

12

99

Expected Count

20,3

66,3

12,4

99,0

% within comp. based on user gr.

6,1%

81,8%

12,1%

100,0%

Count

82

268

50

400

Expected Count

82,0

268,0

50,0

400,0

% within comp. based on user gr.

20,5%

67,0%

12,5%

100,0%

Different user group (at Count
least one)

total

Work
related

Social
related

Composition based on user group and work/social relatedness – Chi-square test

Same user group

Total

lecture, training
/ presentation

providing
or receiving
feedback

other

catch up / chat

105

Total

Different user
group (at least
one)

Count

Social
and work
related

Same user
group

meeting

discussion

Composition based on user group and interaction activity – Chi-square test
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Same user group

Total

Count

98

203

301

Expected Count

87,3

213,7

301,0

% within comp. based on usergr.

32,6%

67,4%

100,0%

18

81

99

Expected Count

28,7

70,3

99,0

% within comp. based on user gr.

18,2%

81,8%

100,0%

Count

116

284

400

Expected Count

116,0

284,0

400,0

% within comp. based on user gr.

29,0%

71,0%

100,0%

Different user group (at Count
least one)

total

Knowledge
sharing yes

Knowledge
sharing - no

Composition based on user group and knowledge sharing – Chi-square test

5.2.3 Bivariate analyses ‘strength of the tie’
Strength of the tie and interaction activity – ANOVA
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Discussion

137

3,0280

1,01551

,08676

Meeting

58

3,0748

,93258

,12245

Catch up/chat

92

3,3967

,96161

,10025

Other

19

3,3158

1,26063

,28921

Providing or receiving feedback

68

2,8309

,91672

,11117

Lecture, training/presentation

26

3,1154

1,17735

,23090

total

400

3,1054

1,01145

,05057

Strength of the tie and work/social relatedness – ANOVA
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Social related

82

3,4817

1,01896

,11253

Work related

268

2,8912

,97762

,05972

Social and work related

50

3,6368

,79375

,11225

Total

400

3,1054

1,01145

,05057
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5.3 Bivariate analyses between the personal characteristics and the location type
Age and location type – ANOVA
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Workplace

278

36,51

12,483

,749

Meeting room

83

32,00

11,048

1,213

Lecture space/informal project space

129

29,07

11,458

1,009

Hallway area/eat and drink area

91

28,87

7,970

,835

Other

62

26,39

8,561

1,087

Total

643

32,38

11,820

,466

N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Workplace

278

10,75

2,910

,175

Meeting room

83

10,72

2,396

,263

Lecture space/informal project space

129

10,40

2,668

,235

Hallway area/eat and drink area

91

10,16

2,647

,277

Other

62

11,08

2,249

,286

Total

643

10,63

2,709

,107

N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Workplace

278

11,29

2,547

,153

Meeting room

83

11,35

2,080

,228

Lecture space/informal project space

129

10,40

2,505

,221

Hallway area/eat and drink area

91

10,88

2,691

,282

Other

62

10,32

2,885

,366

Total

643

10,97

2,565

,101

Emotional stability and location type – ANOVA

Conscientiousness and location type – ANOVA

Man

Women

Total

Total

Other

Hallway
area/eat
and drink

Lecture
space/
informal
project

Meeting
room

Workplace

Gender and location type – Chi-square test

Count

191

60

105

67

52

475

Expected Count

205,4

61,3

95,3

67,2

45,8

475,0

% within Gender

40,2%

12,6%

22,1%

14,1%

10,9%

100,0%

Count

87

23

24

24

10

168

Expected Count

72,6

21,7

33,7

23,8

16,2

168,0

% within Gender

51,8%

13,7%

14,3%

14,3%

6,0%

100,0%

Count

278

83

129

91

62

643

Expected Count

278,0

83,0

129,0

91,0

62,0

643,0

% within Gender

43,2%

12,9%

20,1%

14,2%

9,6%

100,0%
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Employee

Total

Total

Other

Hallway area/
eat and drink
area

Meeting room

Workplace
Student

Lecture space/
informal project
space

User group and location type – Chi-square test

Count

66

30

85

35

37

253

Expected Count

109,4

32,7

50,8

35,8

24,4

253,0

% within User gr.

26,1%

11,9%

33,6%

13,8%

14,6%

100,0%

Count

212

53

44

56

25

390

Expected Count

168,6

50,3

78,2

55,2

37,6

390,0

% within User gr.

54,4%

13,6%

11,3%

14,4%

6,4%

100,0%

Count

278

83

129

91

62

643

Expected Count

278,0

83,0

129,0

91,0

62,0

643,0

% within User gr.

43,2%

12,9%

20,1%

14,2%

9,6%

100,0%

Researchers

University
teachers/
professors

Total

Count

Total

Other

Lecture space/
informal project
space

Meeting room

Workplace
Supportive
staff

Hallway area/eat
and drink area

Role organization and location type – Chi-square test

93

20

14

7

1

135

Expected Count

73,4

18,3

15,2

19,4

8,7

135,0

% within role in the org.

68,9%

14,8%

10,4%

5,2%

0,7%

100,0%

Count

52

13

21

35

18

139

Expected Count

75,6

18,9

15,7

20,0

8,9

139,0

% within role in the org.

37,4%

9,4%

15,1%

25,2%

12,9%

100,0%

67

20

9

14

6

116

Expected Count

63,1

15,8

13,1

16,7

7,4

116,0

% within role in the org.

57,8%

17,2%

7,8%

12,1%

5,2%

100,0%

Count

212

53

44

56

25

390

Expected Count

212,0

53,0

44,0

56,0

25,0

390,0

% within role in the org.

54,4%

13,6%

11,3%

14,4%

6,4%

100,0%

Count
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Agreeableness and location type – ANOVA test
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Workplace

278

10,76

2,059

,123

Meeting room

83

10,41

2,159

,237

Lecture space/informal project space

129

10,33

1,917

,169

Hallway area/eat and drink area

91

10,13

2,187

,229

Other

62

11,71

1,613

,205

Total

643

10,63

2,063

,081

N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Workplace

278

9,22

3,343

,200

Meeting room

83

8,70

3,438

,377

Lecture space/informal project space

129

8,69

3,137

,276

Hallway area/eat and drink area

91

7,65

3,188

,334

Other

62

8,95

2,371

,301

Total

643

8,80

3,244

,128

Extraversion and location type – ANOVA test

5.4 Bivariate analyses between the relation characteristics and the location type

Different
department
(at least one)

Total

Count

Total

Other

Hallway area/
eat and drink
area

Meeting room

Workplace
Same
department

Lecture space/
informal project
space

Composition based on department and location type – Chi-square test

216

17

43

35

28

339

Expected Count

206,8

22,9

41,5

39,0

28,8

339,0

% within comp. based on
dep.

63,7%

5,0%

12,7%

10,3%

8,3%

100,0%

28

10

6

11

6

61

Expected Count

37,2

4,1

7,5

7,0

5,2

61,0

% within comp. based on
dep.

45,9%

16,4%

9,8%

18,0%

9,8%

100,0%

Count

244

27

49

46

34

400

Expected Count

244,0

27,0

49,0

46,0

34,0

400,0

% within comp. based on
dep.

61,0%

6,8%

12,3%

11,5%

8,5%

100,0%

Count
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5.5 Bivariate analyses between the interaction characteristics and the location type

Meeting

Catch up/chat

Other

Providing or
receiving feedback

Lecture,training/
presentation

Total

Total

Other

Lecture space/
informal project
space

Meeting room

Workplace
Discussion

Hallway area/eat
and drink area

Interaction activity and location type – Chi-square test

Count

109

5

27

15

15

171

Expected Count

73,9

22,1

34,3

24,2

16,5

171

% within interaction
activity

63,7%

2,9%

15,8%

8,8%

8,8%

Count

41

54

10

3

15

123

Expected Count

53,2

15,9

24,7

17,4

11,9

123

% within interaction
activity

33,3%

43,9%

8,1%

2,4%

12,2%

Count

56

3

22

27

18

126

Expected Count

54,5

16,3

25,3

17,8

12,1

126

% within interaction
activity

44,4%

2,4%

17,5%

21,4%

14,3%

Count

7

8

26

25

5

71

Expected Count

30,7

9,2

14,2

10,0

6,8

71

% within interaction
activity

9,9%

11,3%

36,6%

35,2%

7,0%

Count

50

5

8

7

3

Expected Count

31,6

9,4

14,6

10,3

7,0

% within interaction
activity

68,5%

5,8%

11,0%

9,6%

4,1%

Count

15

8

36

14

6

Expected Count

34,2

10,2

15,8

11,2

7,6

% within interaction
activity

19%

10,1%

45,6%

17,7%

7,6%

Count

278

83

129

91

62

643

Expected Count

278,0

83,0

129,0

91,0

62,0

643,0
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100

100

100

100
73
73
100
79
79
100

Work related

Social and work
related

Total

Total

Other

Lecture space/
informal project
space

Meeting room

Workplace
Social related

Hallway area/eat
and drink area

Work/social relatedness and location type – Chi-square test

Count

52

2

32

52

19

157

Expected Count

67,9

20,3

31,5

22,2

15,1

157,0

% within interaction
activity

33,1%

1,3%

20,4%

33,1%

12,1%

100,0%

Count

199

73

79

22

20

393

Expected Count

169,9

50,7

78,8

55,6

37,9

393,0

% within interaction
activity

50,6%

18,6%

20,1%

5,6%

5,1%

100,0%

27

8

18

17

23

93

Expected Count

40,2

12,0

18,7

13,2

9,0

93,0

% within interaction
activity

29,0%

8,6%

19,4%

18,3%

24,7%

100,0%

Count

278

83

129

91

62

643

Expected Count

278,0

83,0

129,0

91,0

62,0

643,0

% within interaction
activity

43,2%

12,9%

20,1%

14,2%

9,6%

100,0%

Count
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Scheduled in
advance

Intentional
unscheduled

Count

Total

Other

Hallway area/
eat and drink
area

86

75

71

12

25

269

Expected Count

116,3

34,7

54,0

38,1

25,9

269,0

% within interaction
activity

32,0%

27,9%

26,4%

4,5%

9,3%

100,0%

123

5

40

40

24

232

Expected Count

100,3

29,9

46,5

32,8

22,4

232,0

% within interaction
activity

53,0%

2,2%

17,2%

17,2%

10,3%

100,0%

69

3

18

39

13

142

Expected Count

61,4

18,3

28,5

20,1

13,7

142,0

% within interaction
activity

48,6%

2,1%

12,7%

27,5%

9,2%

100,0%

Count

278

83

129

91

62

643

Expected Count

278,0

83,0

129,0

91,0

62,0

643,0

% within interaction
activity

43,2%

12,9%

20,1%

14,2%

9,6%

100,0%

Count

Initiated after visual Count
contact

Total

Lecture
space/
informal
project space

Workplace

Meeting room

Initiation interaction and location type – Chi-square test

Knowledge sharing
- yes

total

Count

Total

Other

Hallway area/
eat and drink
area

Meeting room

Workplace
Knowledge sharing
- no

Lecture space/
informal project
space

Knowledge sharing and location type – Chi-square test

74

14

33

49

15

185

Expected Count

80,0

23,9

37,1

26,2

17,8

185,0

% within interaction
activity

40,0%

7,6%

17,8%

26,5%

8,1%

100,0%

204

69

96

42

47

458

Expected Count

198,0

59,1

91,9

64,8

44,2

458,0

% within interaction
activity

44,5%

15,1%

21,0%

9,2%

10,3%

100,0%

Count

278

83

129

91

62

643

Expected Count

278,0

83,0

129,0

91,0

62,0

643,0

% within interaction
activity

43,2%

12,9%

20,1%

14,2%

9,6%

100,0%

Count
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Duration and location type – ANOVA
N

Mean

Std. deviation

Std. Error

Workplace

278

22,20

24,756

1,485

Meeting room

83

64,46

41,782

4,586

Lecture space/informal project space

129

51,40

64,953

5,719

Hallway area/eat and drink area

91

23,31

22,470

2,355

Other

62

62,66

81,797

10,388

Total

643

37,57

48,568

1,915
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Appendix 6 Calculations scenarios
Scenarios:
Age
User group
Role organization
Duration
Initiation
interaction
Interaction
Activity
Interaction type

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Scenario 4

30 years
Employee
Researcher
10 minutes
Intentional
unplanned
Discussion

40 years
Employee
University teacher
100 minutes
Planned in
advance
Meeting

20 years
Student
15 minutes
Initiated after
visual contact
Catch up/chat

Work related

Work related

Social related

20 years
Student
120 minutes
Planned in
advance
Lecture, training/
presentation
Work related

Utility calculation scenario 1
Workplace
Base values
30 years
Employee
Researcher
10 minutes
Intentional
unplanned
Discussion
Work related
Total

Eat and drink
areas/hallway
-0,346
0
0
0
0
0

Other

0
0
0
0
0
0

Meeting room Project space/
lecture space
-0,909
-0,075
0
0
-1,107
-2,441
0
0
0,24
0,25
-2,024
-0,876

0
0
0

-2,067
0
-5,867

-0,739
-1,282
-2,367

0
0
-7,192

-1,364
0
-4,506

Probability workplace

Probability Meeting room

Probability project space/lecture space
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-0,742
-6,45
0
0
0
0

Probability eat and drink areas/hallways

Probability other

Utility calculation scenario 2
Workplace
Base values
40 years
Employee
University
teacher
100 minutes
Planned in
advance
Meeting
Work related
Total

Eat and drink
areas/hallway
-0,346
0
0
0

Other

0
0
0
0

Meeting room Project space/
lecture space
-0,909
-0,075
0
0
-1,107
-2,441
0
0

0
0

2,4
0

2,5
0

0
0

0
0

0
0
0

1,173
0
1,557

-0,976
0
-0,992

-0,739
-1,282
-1,628

0
0
-9,342

Probability workplace

Probability Meeting room

Probability project space/lecture space

Probability eat and drink areas/hallways

Probability other
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-0,742
-8,6
0
0

Utility calculation scenario 3
Workplace
Base values
20 years
Student
15 minutes
Initiated after
visual contact
Catch up/chat
Social interaction
Total

Eat and drink
areas/hallway
-0,346
0
0
0
0

Other

0
0
0
0
0

Meeting room Project space/
lecture space
-0,909
-0,075
0
0
0
-2,441
0,36
0,375
0
0

0
0

-1,432
0

0
0

0
0,695

0
0

0

-1,981

0,3

0,349

-5,042

Probability workplace

Probability Meeting room

Probability project space/lecture space

Probability eat and drink areas/hallways

Probability other
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-0,742
-4,3
0
0
0

Utility calculation scenario 4
Workplace
Base values
23 years
Student
120 minutes
Planned in
advance
Lecture, training/presentation
Work related
Total

Eat and drink
areas/hallway
-0,346
0
0
0
0

Other

0
0
0
0
0

Meeting room Project space/
lecture space
-0,909
-0,075
0
0
0
0
2,88
3
0
0

0

0

1,151

1,159

0

0
0

0
1,971

0
4,076

-1,282
-0,469

0
-5,687

Probability workplace

Probability Meeting room

Probability project space/lecture space

Probability eat and drink areas/hallways

Probability other
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-0,742
-4,945
0
0
0
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